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NOTE 

T h s  thesis has been written in article format. Please take note of the following aspects: 

The format, structure, layout and manner of referencing sources of each article 

contained in the chapters are not set to the guidelines and stipulations of the 

joiunal to which the articles were submitted. The reason is that the articles form 

part of a thesis and need to be uniform and standardsed. 

Each article contains its own problem statement, theoretical and empirical study, 

conclusions, recommendations and reference list. Abstracts, key terminology and 

JEL uournal of Economic Literature) codes are supplied for each article. 

Chapter 2. was not written in article format, but as a thesis chapter that serves as 

background to the three submitted articles. It reviews relevant international trade 

theories. 

Chapter 1 and 2 each contains its own reference list. 

The three articles bound in this thesis have been submitted to mfferent accredted 

international journals: 

Article 1, titled Domrsfic tramport cos/s and the loiation o j  export-onenfed rnunu/aturingfinns tn 

Sonth Ajicu: a cnBt~,~~plme iitr~sig function qpmacb has been submitted for possible 

publication to the Journal of Economic Geography. 

Article 2 titled De!erminant~ @regional mantlfbitured export~./m a deveioping count? has been 

submitted for possible publication to the International Regional Science Review. 

Article 3, titled Export diuersig and regional growth in a develop/ng count? context ~mpzniuL 

euidena has been submitted for possihle publication to the Journal of Regional Science. 
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SUMMARY 

This thesis investigates the impact of domestic transport costs and location on exports 

originating from exporting regions within a developing country. It is presented in the 

form of three articles, each addressing a mfferent aspect. 'These articles are accompanied 

by a literature review of the background and impact of domestic transport costs on trade. 

The first article provides empirical evidence for the significance of domestic 

transport costs in exports and the spatial location of manufacturing exporters. Cubic- 

spline density functions are used and the results indicate (a) the prosunity to a port is an 

important consideration in most export-oriented manufacturing £inns' location, with 

more than 70% of manufactured exports in South Africa originating from a band of 100 

km from an export hub; and @) there appears to be a second band of these firms at a 

&stance of between 200 and 400 km from the hub. Between 1996 and 2004, 

manufactured exports in the band between 200 km and 400 km from the nearest hub 

increased, suggesting either an increase in manufactured exports that depend on natural 

resources due to demand factors, and/or a decrease in domestic transport costs, amongst 

others. 

The second article investigates the ¶uestion of the location of esporters of 

manufactured goods within a country. Based on insights from new trade theory, the new 

economic geography P E G )  and gravitj-equation modelling, an empirical model is 

specified with agglomeration and increasing returns (the home-market effect) and 

transport costs (proxied by &stance) as major determinants of the location decision of 

exporters. Data from 354 magisterial districts in South Africa are used with a variety of 

estimators (OLS, Tobit, RE-Tobit) and allowances for data shortcomings (hootstrapped 

standard errors and analytical weights) to identify the determinants of regional 

manufactured exports. It is found that the home-market effect (measured by the size of 

local GDP) and distance (measured as the distance in km to the nearest port) are 

significant determinants of regional manufactured exports. Thls article contributes to the 

literature by using developing country data, and by adding to the smaU literature on th~s  

topic. This article complements the work of Nicolini (2003) on the determinants of 

exports from European regions and finds that the home-market effect is relatively more 

important in the developing country context (South .ifnca), a finding consistent with 

theoretical NEG models such as those of Puga (1998). 



The third article is an empirical study of the relationship between esport diversity 

and economic growth in a developing country context. Using export data from19 sectors 

within 354 sub-national (magisterial) districts of South -\Erica, various measures of sub- 

national export diversity are constructed. It is found that it is not only important how 

much is exported, but that it is also important what it is that is exported. Regions with 

less specialisation and more diversified exports generally experienced htgher economic 

growth rates, and contributed more to overall exports from South Africa. It is also found 

that distance (and thus domestic transport costs) from a port is inversely related to the 

degree of export diversity. Estimating a cubic-sphe density function for the Herfmdahl 

index measure of export dkersity, it is found that export diversiv declines as the &stance 

from a port (export hub) increases. hIost magisterial disuicts with high export diversity 

values are located within 100 krn of the nearest port. Furthermore, comparing the cubic- 

sphne density functions for 1004 with those of 1996 shows that distance (domestic 

transport costs) has become more important since 1996 (under greater openness) with 

magisterial districts located further than 100 km from the ports being less diverse in 2003 

than in 1996. One may speculate that a possible explanation for h s  changing pattern of 

export diversity may be the impact of greater foreign direct investment (FDI) in South 

Africa since 1996. 

Kry words: domestic transport costs, distance, exports, South Africa 



OPSOMMING 

Hierdie proefsknf ondersoek die impak van binnelandse vervoerkoste en hgging op 

uitvoere ranaf uinyoerstreke in 'n ontwikkelende land. Dit word voorgele in d e  rorm van 

drie artkels, en eke  artikel bespreek 'n verslullende aspek. Die arakels \\.ord 

voorafgegaan deur h literatuuroorsig oor die agtergrond en impak van binnelandse 

ven-oerkostes op handel. 

Die eerste arhkel verskaf empiriese bewyse vu die belangrikheid van binnelandse 

ven-oerkostes in die uitvoer en ruimtelike ligging van ven~aardigde uitvoere. Pohnoom 

digtheidsfunksies word gebnuk en die resultate dui aan dat (a) d e  nabyheid aan 'n hawe is 

'11 belangrike oonveging in die hgging van die meeste uitvoer-georienteerde firmas, 

aangesien meer as 70% van remaardigde uitvoere in Suid-Afnka binne 'n band van 100 

km vanaf 'n uitvoerspil geproduseer word; en @) dit wil voorkom asof daar h nveede 

band ran hierdie f m a s  is met 'n afstand tussen 200 km en 400 km ranaf die naaste spil. 

Tussen 1996 en 2004, het die aantal ren7aardigde uitvoere in die band tussen 200 km en 

400 km vanaf die naaste spil toegeneem. Dit dui aan dat daar 6f 'n toename in 

rervaardgde uitvoere wat staatmaak op natuurlike hulpbronne is a.g.v. vraag, en/6f h 

daling in binnelandse rervoerkostes, onder andere. 

Die tweede artikel ondersoek die vraag rondom die ligging van uitvoerders van 

ren-aardigde goedere in 'n land. Gebaseer op die insigte ran die nuwe handelsteorie, die 

nuwe ekonomiese geografie P E G )  en graritasie-vergelyking modeuering, word '11 

empitiese model gespesifiseer met agglomerasie en toenemende skaalopbrengs (die 

tuismark-effck) en binnelandse rervoerkoste (soos gemeet deur afstand) as belangrike 

determinante van me liggingsbesluit ran uitvoerders. Data van 354 landdrosdistrikte 

word gebruik met '11 verskeidenheid bcramers (OLS, Tobit en =-Tobit). Daar word ook 

voorsiening gemaak vir tekortkominge in die data deur die gebruik ran 

hersueekproefneming standaardfoute. Bogenoemde is gebruik om die determinante van 

renraardigde goedere vu streke re bepaal. Daar is gerind dat die tuismark-effek (soos 

gemeet deur die plaashke BBP) en afstand (soos gemeet in afstand in lulometer van d e  

naaste hawe) beduidende determinante ran veraardigdt: uimoere uit streke is. Hierdie 

artikel dra by tot d e  literatuur deur g e b d  te maak van data uit 'n ontwikkrlende land en 

om die klein bestaande literatuur oor hierde ondenverp aan te 1-d. Die ardkel >ul die 

werk van Nicolini (7003) aan oor die detenninante van uitvoere vanaf streke in Europa 

en bevind dat die tuismark-effek relatief meer belangrik is in die konteks ran 'n 



onmilikelende land (Suid-Afnka); h bevinding wat ooreenstem met teoretiese NEG 

modelle soos diC van Puga (1998). 

Die derde artikel is '11 emplnese studie oor die rerhouding tussen 

uitvoerdiversiteit en ekonomiese groei in die konteks van h ontwikkelende land. D e w  

gebruik te maak van uitvoerdata ran  19 sektore van die 354 sub-nasionale disuikte is 

rerskeie maatstawwe \-an hierdie dsttikte saamgestel. Daar is bevind dat nie slegs die 

hoeveelhrde wat uitgeroer word belangnk 1s nie, maar ook wat uitgevoer word. Streke 

met minder gespesialiseerde en meer gediversifiseerde uitvoere ervaar oor die algemeen 

hoEr ekonomiese groeikoerse, en &a ook by tot &e totale uitvoer vanaf Suid-Afnka. 

Daar is ook bevind dat afstand (en dus bumelandse vervoerkoste) vanaf h hawe 

omgekeerd venvant is aan die graad van uimoerdiversiteit. h Beraming van 'n polinoom 

digtheidsfunksie van die Hecfmdahl-indeks dui op 'n d a h g  in uitvoerdiversiteit soos wat 

afstand ran 'n hawe (uin-oerspil) toeneem. Die meeste landdrosdistnkte mct hoc waardes 

ran uitv~erdi~ersiteit is binne h 100 km radius vanaf die naaste hawe. Deur die 

polinoom digtheidsfunksie van 2004 te verge1~-k met dii van 1996, word dit duide& dat 

afstand (binnelandse 7-ervoerkoste) belangriker geword het sedert 1996 (a.g.v. groter 

openheid), met landdtos&stnkte wat verder as 100 krn van die hawens gelee is, minder 

gedirersifiseerd in 2001 is as in 1996. Dit is moonthk om te spekuleer dat h 

verduidellking vu hierdie veranderde patroon ran uitv~erdi~ersiteit die impak van groter 

dxekte buitelandse investering in Suid-Afrika sedert 1996 is. 

Sleutelwoorilet binnelandse vemoerkoste, afstand, uitvoer, Suid-Afnka 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Introduction 

'34ownents of people, goodr and i~onnation have aIwqs been fundamental compomntr of 

human societies, Confemporaly economic pmcesser haw been accompanzed 4 a signifcant 

inmare in mol~iiily and higher levelr ufaccesribiLig." 

Rodrigue, Corntois and Slack (2006: 1) 

The development of transport has linked the economic activities ofregions and counwies 

and made international trade possible. Movement or trade between countries became 

beneficial as it encouraged specialisation and increased welfare and income levels of 

countries (Du Plessis, Snlit & McCarthy, 1987; Frankel & Romer, 1996). Over time, 

especially in the last decades, the movement of people, goods and information has 

accelerated. Reasons for this acceleration include the establishment of economic blocs 

and trade organisations, trade liberalisation, and more effective use of international 

resources brought on by globalisation (Rodrigue c f  d, 2006). New international trade 

policies reduced or eliminated tariff and non-tariff barriers between countries (hlicco & 

Pkrez, 2001). These policies changed the manner in which trade takes place, as trade 

costs (i.e. the transport and other costs of conducting business on an international level) 

are now more important than before. Indeed, where income levels of countries were 

previously protected by trade policies, they no longer are. The success of exports, and of 

profitable international participation in the world economy, now depends on the 

competitiveness of a counm's trade costs (Limio & Venables, 2001). Egger (2005) 

emphasises tlus by pointing out that successful trade lies in the reduction of trade 

frictions. 

This study determines the impact of trade costs on esports, with specific focus 

on transport costs'. Porto (2005) fmds that transport costs are the most important trade 

barrier for dex-eloping countries. It is for tlus reason that numerous studes hare emerged 

to analyse the impact of transport costs on both trade patterns and globalised production 

(Hoffmann, 2002). 

' Transport costs can be defined as all costs included in h e  transfer of physlcal goods from the exporter to 
the importer, such as the cost o f  handhng, frelght, insurance and tariffs (Brakman, Garretsen and \-an 
Mamewilk, 2001; Chasomens, 2005). 



1.2. Background 

This section provides a background to better understanding of the problem statement. 

Firstly, the impact of transport costs on trade as well as on economic growth is 

discussed. A synopsis on the measurement of transport costs is provided, and the 

relevance of measurirlg domestic transport costs is dxcussed. Secondly, as the context of 

South .ifrica is used in this study, it is useful to provide background information of why 

thls is such a relevant topic. 

1.2.1 The Impact of Transport Costs 

Countries need to be sensitive to theu levels of transport costs if they want to improve 

theit integration into the global economy (Micco & Perez, 2001). The general consensus 

in literature, from both theoretical and empirical work, is that transport costs affect both 

trade and economic development. Exports and economic growth are inextricably h k e d ,  

if transport costs affect one, the other is also affected. 

Henderson, S h a h  and \'enables (2001) consider transport costs to be real costs 

that exhaust scarce resources and choke off trade. According to Hoffmann (2002), 

transport costs hare an impact on trade similar to customs tariffs or exchange rates in 

that they hare the ability to make imports and exports competitive or not. To dustrate 

this point, evidence from Lunio and Venables (2001) indicates that if transport costs 

increased by 104'0, trade volume xould be reduced by 20Db. Globally, transport costs 

represent around 5% of the trade value. This figure may seem low, but is mainly the case 

for developed countries. Developed countries account for approximately 70°'i of world 

imports and their proximity to one another ensure low freight rates (Llicco & Perez, 

2001). Developing countries, on the other hand, are affected much more sel-erely by 

transport costs, especially if they are located far from the import markets. Limio and 

Venables (2001) conclude that geography is paramount to successful trade and find that 

landlocked developing countries tend to hare higher transport costs (approximately 50%) 

and lower trade volumes (around 60°/u) than coastal countries. 

The reason for this is that transport costs are influenced bl- geographical factors 

such as &stance to markets and access to ports whcb, in turn, have an effect on 

manufactured exports and long-term economic growth. Countries with lower ttansport 

costs have esperienced more rapid growth in manufactured exports as well as in overall 



economic growth during the past three decades, compared with countries with higher 

transport costs. High transport costs elevate the cost of producing manufactures by 

increasing the price of imported intermediate and capital goods (again this effect is more 

severe for developing countries as they tend to import the majority of their intermediate 

products). These elevated production costs, together with hgh transport costs, impede 

the price competitiveness of manufactured exports and ultimately economic growth 

(Radelet & Sachs, 1998; Gallup, Sachs & hfellinger, 1999; Hoffmann, 2002; Rodrigue e l  

a/., 2006). High transport costs also increase the price of imported capital goods. l'his 

leads to a dechne in foreign and local investment in economic activities, thereby reducing 

the rate of technological transfer and ultimately economic growth (Chasomeris, 2003). 

Radelet and Sachs (1998) empirically h d  that doubling transport costs is associated with 

a decrease in Gross Domestic Product (GDP) growth (1.e. economic growth) of slightly 

more than one and a half percentage points. 

Therefore, compared to tariffs, transport costs hare risen in relative importance 

for export competitiveness (Hoffmann, 2002). Transport costs are becoming a major 

component of GDP and, although transport costs have declined as a percentage of the 

value of trade, trade itself has espanded. This increases the share of transport costs in 

GDP (UNCT;\D Secretariat, 2003). Spendmg on transport in logistics2 has also 

increased, as "just-in-time" delivery is taking precedence over keeping inx-entories. Apart 

from spending on transport in logstics. the incidence of transport costs is also 

increasing. Nowadays, imports and exports consist of intermediate goods and inputs, as 

opposed to only final goods (Hoffmann, 2002). 

In the measurement of transport costs, one needs to d~stu~guish between two 

categories of transport costs. The first category is international transport costs. 

International transport costs are those costs involved in moving goods behveen 

countries. The second category is internal or domestic transport costs and includes those 

costs involved in moving goods within a countnr (UNCTAD Secretariat, 1999). 

Numerous studies and various methods have been used to measure the impact of 

international transport costs on trade (see for example, Hummels, 1999b; Lunao & 

Venables, 2001; hfardnez-Zarzoso, hlenendez, & Suarez-Burguet, 2003). The 

measurement of domestic transport costs has not been as popular a topic, with no 

commonly used method. In most cases, a proxy for domestic transport costs is applied 

Logishcs is considered to be that part of the supply chain that takes control over transport, warehousing, 
inventor). carqulg and admuustration and management of physical products behvern rhe point of o r i p  
and the pomt of delxer). to the h a 1  consumer (CSIR, 2004). 



(Elbadawi, hlengistae 8; Zeufack, 2001; Limiio &\'enables, 2001; Combes & Lafourcade, 

2005). Overall, it is estimated that domestic transport costs may have a much stronger 

effect on exports than international transport costs. Despite this, the majority of studies 

have focused on international transport costs, with only a few studies (as cited above) 

focusing on domestic transport costs. Even fewer studies are available that investigate 

the importance of domestic transport costs in an African country. 

1.2.2 The Context of South Africa 

The South African economy has, in the last decades, transformed itself from one driven 

by agriculture and mining to an industq-based economy with a focus on the export of 

high-cost goods and services (Mitchell, 2006). For example, during the period between 

1988 and 1998, manufacturing exports increased from 5% to 2090 of total exports, 

whereas gold and primary products decreased from 65% to 45% POT,  1998). The 

change in South 'Ifrica's econonuc dynamics was accompanied by increased levels of 

economic growth. Unfortunatelv, die country is shll classified as a dual economy. The 

increasing gap benveen the formal and informal economies was one of the factors that 

prompted the development of ASGISA\ (Accelerated and Shared Growth Initiative - 

South Africa) and its 6% target economic growth rate (hflambo-Ngcuka, 2006; DFID, 

2006). 

A binding constraint to the achievement of ASGISA's aims is the national logistic 

sl-stem (Mambo-Ngcuka, 2006). Economic growth is limited to the extent to which 

freight, people and information can be moved (Mitchell, 2006). Clearly, economic growth 

is hampered by South Africa's spatial problem, as movement occurs over longer 

lstances and at higher transport costs (Mambo-Ngcuka, 2006). Around 70% of the 

counq's  GDP is produced in only 19 of the urban areas and the majority of these are 

located in inland in Gauteng (Naude & h g e l l ,  2005). Location is therefore higldy 

relevant in South Africa. 

1.3 Problem Statement 

During the past twelve democratic years, South Africa has become more integrated into 

the international economy. South Africa's reintegration into the world was accompanied 

by a new economic structure eridenced by trade liberalisation, a contrast to the high 



tariffs and subsidies levied during the Apartheid era. South Africa's imported-weighted 

al-erage tariff rate decreased from more than 20% in 1994 to 7% in 2002 (Bureau of 

-1frican diffairs, 2006). The result was that domestic industnes, prenously protected, had 

to become more compehtive to remain profitable in this global arena. The successfid 

participation of these industries in the international market is imperatix-e, since economic 

growth (government has a target of 6% GDP growth) is to be fuelled by exports of 

value-added manufacturing goods (Chasomeris, 2003; DFID, 2006). 

\Yith cousideration to South Africa's geographd location, transport costs are 

becoming a more important determinant of the country's trade. Both South Africa's 

external and internal geographical locations warrant low transport costs. The country is 

situated far from its major markets and the majority of economic activity takes place 

within 600 km from the nearest sea port. South Africa's transport costs are however, not 

low. South Africa's transport costs accounted for around 13% of GDP in 2003, whlch is 

high in comparison with other emerging markets. Brazil's transport costs, for example, 

are only 8% of their GDP (Ramos, 2005). The largest part of South Africa's total 

logistics cost3 (75"~)  is attributed to transport costs. Transport costs make up 78% of the 

secondary sector's total logistics costs and GOn% of the primary sector's (CSIR. 2004; 

Chasomeris, 2005). 

Therefore, transport costs - especially domestic transport costs - are a relevant 

issue in South Aifrica, since transport is the key facilitator in international trade and 

international trade is the key to economic growth. South Africa's regions do not all 

produce exports, and if they develop their potential to do so, government may easily 

acluere its target econonuc gro\vth rate 

1.4 Research Questions 

The primary research question is as follows: " W a r  are the influences of domestic 

transport costs and location on exports originating from exporting regions within a 

developing country? 

The secondary research questions are: 

' Log~stics costs include throughput (1.e. the total amount of goods that are transported and stored). 
transport costs, warehousing costs, inventor). costs and management 2nd admuustration costs (CSIR, 
2001). 



"Do domestic transport costs influence the location of export-oriented 

manufacturing exporters located in the various regions in South Africa?' 

"South Africa faces high economic inequalin. between regions and not all 

regions generare exports. What are the determinants of regional exports in a 

developing countq such as South Africa?" 

"Export facilitates economic growth. Is the compositiotl o f a  country's exports a 

reason why some regions prosper and others not?" 

1.5 Objectives 

The objectives of this study, structured to answer the research questions, are to 

determine: 

the role played by transport costs, specifically domestic transport costs, in trade 

literature; 

the effect of domestic transport costs on manufactured exports and the location 

of exporting firms in South Africa; 

the determinants of regional exports from a developing c o u n q ,  with specific 

focus on domestic transport costs and 

the relationslup between exports, in particular export diversity, and spatial 

inequality in a dereloping counm context. 

1.6 Hypothesis 

Domestic transport costs and location hare an impact on exports onginating from 

exporting regions within a dex-eloping country 

1.7 Research Methodology 

The research method includes a literature study and various empirical stuhes in the 

hrtnat of three articles. 

The literature study sen-es as a background and reviews international trade 

theories, with specific focus on how the role of transport costs as a determinant of trade 

eroh-ed. I t  also provides a sun-ep of all empirical research conducted on both 

international and domestic transport costs. 



;\rticle 1 provides empirical ex-idence for the significance of domestic transport 

costs in exports and the spatial location of manufacturing exporters. Cubic-spline density 

functions are used and the results indicate that proximity to a port is an important 

consideration in most export-oriented manufacturing firms' location decisions. 

Article 2 inx-estigates the question of the location of exporters of manufactured 

goods within a country. Data from 35-1 magisterial districts in South Africa were used 

with a variety of estimators (Ordinary Least Squares model, Tobit model and the 

Random Effects Tobit model). The results indicated that the home-market effect 

(measured by the sue of local GDP) and distance (measured as the distance in km to the 

nearest port) are significant determinants of regional manufactured esports. 

Article 3 pro\-ides empitical evidence on the relationship between exports, and in 

particular export dwersitv, and spatial inequality in a developing countq context. Using 

export data from 19 sectors within 354 sub-national (magisterial) districts of South 

Africa, various measures of sub-national export diversity are consuucted. It is found that 

it is not only important how much is exported, but that it is also important what it is that 

is exported. Regions with less specialisation and more diversified exports generally 

experienced hlghet economic growth rates. It is also found that distance (and thus 

domestic transport costs) may matter for export diversity. 

1.8 Demarcation 

l h e  demarcation of the study is as follo\vs: 

Chapter two pro~ides an own-iew of international trade theory and transport 

costs. 

Chapter three consists of the fust article, i.e. the use of cubic-spline densin, 

functions to determine the effect of domestic transport costs on manufactured 

exports and the  location of exporting firms in South Africa. 

Chapter four consists of the second article, i.e. the use of various estimators to 

determine what the determinants of regional manufactured exports are. 

Chapter five consists of the third article, i.e. the relationslup between exports and 

spatial inequality in developing countries. 

Chapter SLY summarises, concludes and makes recommendations for further 

research. 
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CHAPTER 2: THEORETICAL AND EMPIRICAL EVIDENCE 

O N  TRANSPORT COSTS 

2.1 Introduction 

Countries trade because it allows for specialisation and improvement in welfare (Du 

Plessis, Smit & AlcCarthv, 1987). The explanation and consequences of trade has been 

the focus of many researchers throughout time, from Smith in the century to 

IGugman in the 20' century. Traditionally, trade theoq has explained trade between 

countries. More modern theories, however, focus on trade behveen regions and 

industries. The basic question that trade theories seek to answer is: why do countries, 

regions or localities trade? 

Section 2.2 provides an oven-iew of literature and consists of international trade 

theories, with specific focus on how the role of transport costs as a determinant of trade 

evolved. Section 2.3 provides a survey of all emplncal research conducted on both 

international and domestic transport costs. This section describes the decline in transport 

costs (section 2.3.1), the significance of transport costs (section 2.3.2), the measurement 

of transport costs (international transport costs are explained in subsection 2.3.3.1 and 

domestic transport costs in subsectio~l 2.3.3.2), the differences in transport costs (section 

2.3.4) and finally factors influencing transport costs (section 2.3.5). The chapter 

summarises and concludes in section 2.4. 

2.2 Literature Overview of Transport Costs 

2.2.1 Neo-classical Trade Theories 

The classical school of thought presented the Erst explanation of trade between countries 

(that involve both h p o a s  and exports, in contrast to the Mercantilists) and how it 

contributes to national wealth. Among these economists was David Ricardo, who 

formulated the theory of comparative advantage. His theory prox-ides the basis of the 

neo-classical trade theories such as the Hecksher-Ohm theory (Amstrong & Taylor, 

2000). 



2.2.1.1 Hecksher-Ohlin Model 

'The theory of comparative advantage explains why a country still has an incentive to 

trade, even if it can produce the relevant commodities more efficiently than its trading 

partner (Du Plessis e t  a/., 1987). Trade between two countries can benefit both, if each 

produces and exports that c o m m o d i ~  in which it has a comparative advantage. The 

Ricarlan model is based on the following assumptions: there are 2 countries, producing 

2 commodities. These commodities are homogeneous and can be shipped without cost - 

tranJport iosls /~nr,c no tnfwence whutsoever on international trade. Labour is homogeneous, but 

may hare different productivities across the countries. Labour is also fully mobile within 

a counq ,  but cannot more across countries (Suranovic, 2003). 

The foundation of the Ricardian model is that the cause of international trade Lies 

in the dfferences in their respective pre-trade price ratios. These prices reflect only the 

labour cost ratios (Du Plessis eta/., 1987). In other words, international trade exist only 

because of differences in the countries' labour productivity (Krugman & Obstfeld, 2000). 

However, labour productix-iv is not the only lfference between countries. The 

Hecksher-Ohlin model extends the kcardian model by includmg differences in 

countries' resources (factor endowments) to the differences in their labour as the 

variables in the model (Krugman & Obstfeld, 2000). Thls model is also referred to as the 

factor-proportions or factor endowment model, as it involves the interplay between the 

proportions in whlch different production factors are available in different countries and 

the proportions in which they are used to produce dfferent commodities ( b g m a n  & 

Obstfeld, 2000). 

According to Du Plessis et a/. (1987), the basic version of the Hecksher-Ohlin 

model includes the following assumptions: the model is used for 2 countries (1 and 2), 2 

commodities (X and 17 and 2 production facttors (cap~tal and labour). Cornmoditv S is 

labour-intensive and commodity Y is capital-intensive. There is perfect competitiorl in all 

markets; full employment of all production factors; full mobhty of each production 

factor within the country, hut complete immobility across countries and no impediments 

to trade such as government intervention or wansport costs - froniporit cost.i bane no infienze 

wha~.roevrr on internat;ono/ trade'. Demand condtions and technology are similar in the two 

countries and constant returns to scale exist. 

The assumpnon that there are no transpon costs implies that speciahsation in producnon proceeds untd 
relative (and absolute) product prices are idenncal in both naoons -7th trade. If one allows for transport 



Given these assumptions, the Hecksher-Ohlin model states that the country with 

an abundance of labour will produce and export the labour-intensive commodity. In the 

country with ample labour, capital is the scarce production factor, which makes the price 

of capital high relative to the price of labour. Less capital and more labour will be used to 

produce the relevant commodity cost-effectively, and the country becomes lahour- 

intensive. This commodq is exported to the country with the capital-intensive indusq  

(Du Plessis zt a/., 1987; Armstrong &Taylor, 2000). The opposite is true for the country 

with an abundance of capital. 

2.2.1.2 Hecksher-Ohlin-Samuelson Model 

In the Hecksher-Ohlin-Samuelson model, the reason for trade is somewhat hfferent 

than in the Ricardian model. In the Ricardian model, trade is driven by technological 

differences between countries, whereas in the Hecksher-Oh-Samuelson model, 

countries have identical technology. Here, the reason for trade lays in the hfferences in 

countries' factor (i.e. resources) endowments (Pomfret, 1991). The factor-price 

equalisation theoq, developed by I'aul Samuelson, stems from the Hecksher-Ohlin 

model and o n l ~  holds if the latter's assumptions holds. Salvatore (1998: 124) states the 

Hecksher-Ohlin-Samuelson theorem as follows: 

'%lterna~iona/ rrade uU2 bring about eqr*ahation in the relatire and absolute returns to  

hornogeneoru factors across natzo~ons. A s  such, inlernational trade is a substitute for the 

intmational mobiiig offactors. " 

'The same assumptions as stipulated in section 7.1.1 holds. Country 1 is a low wage 

nation that is labour-intensive. It increases the production of the labour-intensive 

product (X) and subsequently decreases the production of the capital-intensive product 

(Y). The relative demand for labour rises and wages increase. The relative demand for 

capital decreases, which causes interest rates to fall. The opposite occurs in country 2, the 

hgh  wage country (wages fall and interest rates rise). Therefore, international trade 

reduces pre-trade differences in wages and interest rates (Salvatore, 1998). 

The Hecksher-Oh-Samuelson model further explains that trade does not only 

reduce differences in returns to identical factors, but also equalise relative factor prices 

costs and ranffs, specdisauon would only proceed unul relative (and ahsolute) product prices dffered by 
no more than the costs of transport and tanffs on each u ~ t  of the product traded (Salvatore, 1'198). 
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(prorided that the assun~ptions hold). In country 1, the demand for labour increases 

relative to the demand for capital. Therefore, w / r  increases and Px/Py also increases. In 

country 2, the opposite occurs and r/w increases and Py/Px increases. This process 

C O ~ M U ~ S  u n d  Px/Py becomes equal as a result of trade. Px/Py only becomes equal if 

w/r has become equal in the hvo counties (provided that they condnue to produce the 

two products) (Salvatore, 1998). Salvatore (1998) concludes that as long as relative factor 

prices differ, relative product pnces differ and trade confinues to expand. Trade expands 

u n d  relative product prices are equal. In other words, u n d  relative factor pnces are 

equal. 

2.2.1.3 Skills and Natural Resources in the Hecksher-Ohlin Model 

In a modified version of the Hecksher-Ohlin model, Wood and Berge (1997) further 

investigate the reason for hfferences in countries' composition of exports. Using the 

Hecksher-Ohlin model as theu basis, they replace the nvo factors of production, capital 

and labour, land and shlls. Their argument is that the production of exports, namely 

manufactured and agricultural goods, requires different land and skius ratios. For 

example, manufacturing requires less land and more s M  than agricultural production 

does. The contribution made by Wood and Berge (1997) to the theories of trade is that 

the compositions of countries' exports differ because of the differences in the relative 

a v a i l a b h ~  of human skills and natural resources or land. Counuies with high shll/land 

ratios have a comparative advantage in manufacturing and the opposite is true for 

agriculmre. Countries that export manufactured goods grow at a faster rate than 

exporters of primary goods. They prove that the a d a b i h t y  of both s!ds and land 

influence a country's share of manufactured exports. 

In an earlier rersion of theit model, Wood and Berge (1994) fuld that the ratio of 

slulls/land determines success in exports of manufactures. Their model however, does 

not include transport costs. Jansen ran Rensburg (1000) argues that the skill/land ratio 

may be used as a proxy for transport costs. If a country's skiu/land ratio is low, then they 

would have high domestic transport costs. If this were the case, then the model would 

dustrate the reladonshp benveen manufactured exports and transport costs. Jansen van 

Rensburg (2000) moti1-ates her argument through the research of Gallup, Sachs and 

Mellinger (1999) where they find that large del-eloping countries tend to have large inland 

populations where skills levels are relatively low. 



2.2.2 New Trade Theory 

In the neo-classical or tramtional explanations of trade between countries, the 

commodities traded between countries depend on factors such as natural resources, slulls 

and factors of production. In each it is assumed that trade takes place in a frictionless 

(pinpoint) world. However, the simpliFyiig assumptions of these theories do not hold in 

the real world. Countries do not have the same level of technology, and trade barriers 

and transport costs do exist. The latter prevent the equalisation of relative commodity 

prices in different countries. Also, many industries do not operate in conditions of 

perfect competition, nor do they achiere constant returns to scale (Salvatore, 1998). 

Only in the new trade theories initiated by Krugman (1979 & 1980), has the role 

of transport costs as a determinant of international trade been recognised. The new trade 

theory challenges the building blocks of neo~classical trade theories by proving that the 

actual pattern of uade does not depend on comparative advantage O(rugman, 1980; 

Brakman, Garretsen & Van hlarrewijk, 2001). Krugman (1979 & 1980) developed a 

model where countries improve their welfare through trade in the absence of 

comparative advantage. The workhorse in the new uade theory is the model of 

monopohstic competition developed by Dixit and Stiglitz (1977). The new trade theory 

developed around the fact that the majority of international trade takes place between 

countries with comparable factor endowments, and that s i d a r  products are traded (i.e. 

intra-industry trade, as opposed to inter-industry trade. takes place) (8rakman e t  al., 

2001). In thc new trade theoq-, Krugman (1979) introduces increasing returns to scales, 

which implies imperfect (i.e. monopolistic) competition. 

As all trade theories, Krugman's model (1979) has several assumptions. Brakman 

e t  al. (2001) list them as follows: there are two countries (1 and 2) with equal market size. 

These countries hare similar factor endowments and technologies. The firms in the 

counuies produce the same product (say, cars), but different rarieties. For esatnple, 

countq 1 produces rarieties -1, B and C and counq- 2 produces S, Y and 2. Further 

assumptions are that the workers (consumers) in each counq- are immobile and evenly 

j For c l a d i d o n  purposes, increasing returns to scale or economies of s a l e  can be either internal or 
external. Internal economies to scale occur when the cost per unit depends on the size of an mdwidual 
firm, not on the indusrq (Kmginan & Obstfeld, 2000). In orher words, the decrease in average costs is due 
to an mcrease in the producnon level in the firm itself. With external economm, the opposlte is true. 'The 
reduction in average costs is brought on by an increase m in dust^-wide l e d  of production (Brakman d a i ,  

2001). 



distributed. They h a ~ e  identical preferences and prefer more varieties than less (known as 

the lore-of-variety effect). Finally, all of the varieties are imperfect substitutes. 

The core of Krugman's model is that a country's u-elfare is improvcd through 

two effects, namely internal increasing returns to scale (this depends on the market size) 

and the love-of-variety effect @ p a n ,  1979). Brakman eta/. (2001) explain these two 

effects. Assume that the two countries' markets open up, which expands the market size. 

The fact that the fums now produce for a larger market enables them to boost thcir 

production levels and achiel-e increasing returns to scale. Production per variety increases 

and the price of each variety subsequently falls. Note that factor endowments and the 

total market size are fixed. Therefore, fewer varieties can be produced due to limited 

capacity. As a result, say only four varieties can be produced. How is welfare improved? 

Firstly, due to the increasing retums to scale - prices of the varieties hare fallen, which 

increases real wages. Secondly, due to the love-of-variety effect - consumers now hare a 

choice of four and not three varieties of cars. 

l h e  main shortcomings of Kcugman's trade model (1979), which has lead to his 

improved model (1980), were that the location of economic activity did not matter and 

that trade costs (including transport costs) were zero (Brakman rt al., 2001). Brakman ef 

al. (2001) explain the key differences between the earlier and later models. The first 

dfference is that in the 1979 version, improrements in welfare, due to trade between 

countries, occur solely because of the love-of-variety effect. l l e  fact that the markets 

hare opened up does not bring about increased levels in the scale of production (despite 

individual fnnls' achieving increasmg retums to scale). The second difference 1s that the 

market sizes of the countries differ. Finally, in the 1980 model transport costs between 

countries are incorporated through the "iceberg" effect. 

"Iceberg" transport costs first introduced by Samuelson (1952). Transport 

costs explained in t h s  manner are unique, as it allows for the incorporation of a 

transport sector into a model, without having to deal with costs or spending from that 

sector (Brakman e l  dl., 2001; McCann, 2005). Goods can be shlpped freely, but only a 

fraction of goods @ arrive at the relevant destination, with (1 - g) lost in transit (i.e. it 

"melts" away). The fraction lost in transit equals the incurred transport cost (Krugman, 

1980; Fujita & Krugman, 2004). Brakman rt a/. (2001) describe the concept by means of 

an example. Assume that T is a parameter that denotes the number of goods that need to 

be transported to ensure that one unit arrives per unit of &stance. Say that one unit of 

distance is equal to the distance from Naaldwijk to Paris. 107 flowers are transported 



from the Netherlands to Paris, but only 100 arrire in perfect condition than can be sold. 

T = 1.07 and t l~e  flowers that did not arrive in Paris "melted" away. According to Fujita 

and Krugnan (2004), using "iceberg" transport costs has two advantages. Firstly, it 

eliminates the need to analyse the transport sector as another indusq.  Secondly, it 

simplifies the description of how monopolistic firms set theit prices (i.e. it erases the 

incentive to absorb transport costs, charging a lower FOB price for exports than for 

domestic sales). 

The contribution of the h g m a n  (1980) model to the patterns of trade is made 

by the "home-market" effect. h g m a n  (1980) states that if firms experience increasing 

returns to scale and face transport costs, then they will locate in the vicinity of the largest 

market. The concentration of production enables increasing returns to scale, while 

locating near the largest market minimises transport costs. The "home-market" effect 

implies that fims w d  esport those products for which there is a large domestic demand. 

In an attempt to further understand the geographical clustering of industries, the 

"home-market" effect was extended into a theon, named new economic geography 

(Amstrong & Taylor, 2000). 

2.2.3 New Economic Geography 

In an attempt to further understand the geographical clustering of industries, the "home- 

market" effect was extended into a theoq named new economic geography (LXmstrong 8: 

Taylor, 2000). The theorv of new economic geography (NEG) contributes to trade 

theory by explaining why s d a r  regons hare different economic activities (Ottariano & 

Puga, 1997) and describing the formation of economic agglomeration in geographical 

space (Fuiita & h g m a n ,  2004). The goal of NEG is to provide a picture of the spatial 

economy as a whole (i.e. the general eqdbrium) by explaining (through modelling) the 

interaction between the forces that shape the geogaphlcal structure of an economy 

(Fulita & h g m a n ,  2004). These forces are either centripetal forces that pull economic 

activity together or centrifiigal forces that achlel-e the opposite (,\rmstrong & Taylor, 

2000; Fujita & h g m a n ,  2004). In addition to explaining agglomeration of economic 

activiP,', NEG models also incorporate transport costs. Transport costs play a major role 

in the formation of spatial balances and the development of agglomeration or dispersion 

of economic activities and regional growth (Lopes, 2003). 



The core-periphery model provides the basic introductory framework for NEG. 

It was introduced by Krugrnan (1991) and is a variant of the Dixit-Stiglitz (1977) model. 

The core-periphery model illustrates how interaction among increasing returns to scale at 

h - l e v e l ,  transport costsG and factor mobihty can cause a spatial economic structure to 

materiahe and change (Fujita & Kruginan, 2004). The model consists of two regions (1 

and 2), two production sectors (agriculture and manufacturing) and two types of labour 

(farmers and workers). Table 2.1 outlines the assumptions that hold for this model. 

Table 2.1: Assumptions of the Coybenphrty hlodel 

Agriculture 
Products are homogenous 
Incated in only in one regon 
Constant returns to scale 
Farmers are immobile (farmers are 
rquaUy distributed throughout both 
regionrj 
Apcultural goods are moved 
without cost between regions 

Manufacturing 

I Products are dfferentiated (each firm 
produces a dfferent variety) 
Located in both regions 
Increasing retums to scale 
Workers are mobile 
Positive transport costs (in "iceberg" Form) are ' incurred in moving manufacmred goods 
between regons 

I I 
5ou~'es: Knrgman, 199 1; Fyita and Kmgman, 2001 

How does this model explain the geographical structure of an economy? In particular, 

how is the geographical clustering or concentration of manufactured exports in a 

relatively new location explained? The immobdiy of the farmers is considered as the 

centrifugal force, as they consume both products. The centripetal force is more complex 

and invokes a process named circular or cumulative causation. Circular causation 

consists of backward and forward hkages.  Backward linkages occur where workers 

locate near production and fonvard linkages where producers locate near the larger 

market. Now, assume that for some reason a large number of Grms locate near each 

other in region 1. In this regon, a wider range of product varieties is produced. The 

workers (consumers) in region 1 are better off in terms of their product choices than 

those situated in region 2. The workers in region 1 receive a larger income, due to the 

increasing returns to scale achieved by the firms. No transport costs are incurred, as the 

products are produced locally. Region 1's hgher wages act as an incentive for workers in 

region 2 to migrate to region 1. The market size in region 1 expands (i.e. expenditure 

shifting) and becomes larger than the market in region 2. Thus, the "home-market" 

T~ransport costs are mcluded mto the New Econonuc Geography models by means of an adapted form of 
Satnuelson's "iceberg" transport model. h g m a n  (1991) redefined the "iceberg" cost function i s  an 
explicit geograplucd &stance-related function (XcCann, 2005). 



effect occurs. hfore manufacturing fums locate in region 1 because it is more profitable. 

;ilso, a greater number of varieties are produced than before. These different product 

varieties are then shipped (exported) to region 2 (Krugmafl, 1991; .imstrong & Taylor, 

2000; Brakman 1.t a i ,  2001; Krugman & Fujita, 2004). 

Transport costs are the determining factor for the "home-market" effect. By 

locating near the larger market, firms are able to achieve increasmg returns to scale and at 

the same time minimise theu transport costs. This increases the real wage of u-orkers in 

that region and makes it a more attractive place to live (Brahan  ef ai, 2001). According 

to Brakman et  al; (2001), transport costs are the main identiFying characteristic of regions 

in the core-peripheq model. In the model, transport costs are assumed zero w i t h  a 

region and positive between two regions. They broadly define uansport costs as the 

various elements that hamper trade such as tariffs, language, cultural barriers as well as 

the actual costs incurred in moving goods from one place to another. The question, 

however, is to what extent do transport costs influence agglomeration in this model? The 

way that the model is set up creates a propensity for agglomeration. Internal economies 

of scale in manufacturing mean that producing more at a single plant would lower cost. 

That, however, implies that the manufacturer would incur transport costs to also sell hls 

output in the other region. The manufacturer would thus try to choose a location that 

maxitnises the cost saving from large-scale production and minimises production cost 

(Krugman, 1991; Brakman et  a i ,  2001; Fujita, Krugman & Venables, 2001). 

If transport costs were high, trade would not take place, as it is too costly - 

exports and imports are so expensive that only home production is possible. Production 

will be spread out to be close to where demand is. If transport costs were low, there 

would also be no trade or aglomeration since the two regions would be ex ante identical 

and neither would hare the forces, such as a thick labour market or inter-industry 

linkages, which create the propensity for aglomeration. Thus, it is in an intermediate 

range that transport costs matter for trade and agglomeration. Below this threshold level 

of transport costs, manufacturers choose the location with large local demand. Local 

demand will be large precisely where the m a j o r i ~  of manufacturers choose to locate. The 

result is agglomeration at the core and trade with the periphery (Krugman. 1991; 

Brakman et a/., 2001; Fujita, Krugman & Venables, 2001). 

In conclusion, what determines exports from a specific location? .iccordmg to 

the theov of new economic geography, distance (transport costs) and the "home- 

market" effect act as incenhves for trade. 



2.2.3.1 Further New Economic Geography Models 

Krugman's work (1991) lead to h t h e r  developments of NEG models where transport 

costs were the critical element in explaining the location of economic activity (.ilonso- 

Vdlar, 2005). This section explains some of these models. 

Krugnlan (1995) focuses on increasing returns, imperfect markets, and the theon? 

of international trade. In his model, there are three driving forces. The first is the 

centrifugal force, which stems from f m s  wan&g to move away from their competitors 

when selling to an evenly spread out population. The second and third forces are both 

centripetal. Fitms want to locate near their input markets and also closer to their 

customers (the customers locate near the industq that achieves increasing returns to 

scale). A degree of concentration occurs. The concentration of production is higher 

when transport costs are low. \When transport costs are hgh, production is spread out. 

Transport costs may prohibit trade if it reaches a certain level. This level depends on hvo 

factors. Firstly, it depends on the degree of increasing returns to scale in production and, 

secondly, on the sue of these economies of scale. If both values are high, then transport 

costs have no influence on trade. However, if both are low, then even low transport 

costs may be prohbitiVe. Therefore, transport costs are instrumental to trade in this 

model. Transport costs create trade whenever the values more it below its prohibiting 

level (Steininger, 2001). 

Krugman and Venables (1995) examine the impact of declining transport costs 

on international trade. Their model consists of nvo regions (North and South) and two 

products (agriculture and manufacture, which includes intermediates). If high transport 

costs prevail, then each region has to he self-sufficient (each regon produces both 

products). Assume now that transport costs gradually reduce. This results 111 two-way 

trade in manufactures between the regions and in specialisation @gh transport costs 

prevent specialisadon). If, for some reason, the North gains a larger share in the 

production of manufactures, production would shift to the North. Firms producing 

intermediates would locate closer to the market (i.e. a backward hnkage). Production 

costs would decrease and demand would increase (i.e. a forward linkage). Thus, a circular 

process creates an indnstriahsed North. Transport costs below a certain point generate an 

industrialised core and a de-industrialised periphery. If transport costs continue to fall, it 

becomes less important to be located near the market. Finns now relocate in the region 

(the de-indusuialised periphery) where there are low wages. Production of manufactures 



shifts to the South and reduces in the North. Therefore, the long-term decline in 

transport costs is the single cause of the shift in the location of production. 

In the model developed by Venables (1996), the focus is on how two imperfectly 

competitir-e rertically linked industries' location decisions influence each other. The 

industries (one upstream, the other downstream) are linked through an input-output 

structure. In this model, labour is immobile. The upstream industry forms the market for 

the downstream industry. Firms in the upstream industry locate where there are a 

relatively large number of downstream firms (this is known as the demand hkage). 

F h s  in the downstream industry locate where there are relatively many upstream firms 

in order to save costs in delireling intermediates (i.e. cost linkage). These two linkages 

create forces for agglomeration in a single location. However, the location of the 

immobile workers and consumers create forces For dispersion. The balance between 

these forces depends on the strength of the industries' rertical integration and the 

transport costs between locations. According to Alonso-T'flar (2005), the relationship 

between transport costs and agglomeration in h s  model is not monotonic. If transport 

costs were high, consumers' demand would create spatial configuration. At the same 

time, the scattered population would lead to dspersion of economic activity. For 

mtennediate transport costs, rertical hkages make up spatial distribution, causing 

agglomeration of production. If transport costs were low, economic activity would once 

again dsperse, which is brought on by the high level of wages associated with 

industrialisation. 

Puga (1999) offers a broad framework that combines Krugman (1991) and 

Krugman and \'enables (1995) (Alonso-Vdlar. 2005). Puga (1999) flnds that the mobility 

or unmobility of labour in response to wage lfferentials provides the reason for eithcr 

agglomeration or convergence. When transport costs are high, industnr is scattered 

across regons to meet final consumer demand. If transport costs fall, costs and demand 

linkages lead to the agglomeration of increasing returns actil-ides. At low transport costs, 

labour immobiliw creates dispersion, while labour mobility leads to full aagglotneration in 

one location (i\lonso-Vdlar, 2005). 

i\lonso-Villar (2005) contributes to the explanations of the non-monotonic 

behaviour of agglomeration. She esamines the impact of transport costs of both final 

and intermediate goods on the spatial distribution of production by analysing each sector 

separately. The effects of lower transport costs of fulal goods differ from those of 

intermediate goods. Dir-ergence is caused by high transport costs of intermediaries. 



Regional convergence is the result of improvements in transportation between upstream 

and downstream firms. It is not, however, transport that facilitates trade between firms 

and consumers. 

Thus, in the NEG models that have been developed, the impact of transport 

costs on trade and the location of production was clearly identified. In conclusion, 

transport costs are an obstacle to trade in the sense that they diminish the volume traded 

and deteriorate the terms of trade (Du Plessis e t  d, 1987; ECrugman & Obstfeld. 2000). 

Therefore, from literature, it can be concluded that transport costs are a determinant of 

trade that cannot be gnored. ' f i e  following section examines the empirical ex-idence of 

the sigl~ficance of transport costs for trade. 

2.3 Empirical Evidence on Transport Costs 

Empirical evidence has emerged that examines the extent to which the deche  in 

transport costs has mfluenced economic growth (through increased exports) in 

economies in the post-war era. It was found that the decline in transport costs was only 

one of the elements that contributed to growth. The other contributors were reductions 

in trade barriers, improvement in the qualitv of transport, the modal shift from ocean to 

air transport, and the ease with which goods are moved through the development of 

containerisation (Radelet & Sachs, 1998; Hummels, 1999a; hen-eld & Vickerman, 2004). 

Transport costs are, however, not completely exogenous. They can be influenced by, for 

example, government policies and the quality of transport infrastructure (i.e. roads, ports 

and railwal-s) (Radelet & Sachs, 1998). 

This section investigates the empirical ex-idence as to whether or not transport 

costs are a determinant of exports from countries, regions or localities. 

2.3.1 The Decline in Transport Costs 

Busse (2003) states that globalisation is the result of, among other things, lower trade 

barriers, reductions in transport, and communication costs as well as the development of 

information and communication technologes. In literature, the general consensus is that 

transport costs associated with distance have declined considerably over the years 

petveld & Vickerman, 2004). The cost of moving goods fell approximately 90% during 

the 20Ih century (Gleaser & Kohlhase, 2004). More specifically. the real costs of ocean 



shpping hare decreased by 83% between 1750 and 1990 (Crafts & Venables. 2001), 

airfreight costs hare declined by 63% hetween 1950 and 1990 (Dollar, 2001) and the real 

cost per ton in road transport has fallen by 80% over the last century (hIcConsult, cited 

in Rietveld & Vickeman, 2004). The reasons for the improvements in transport cost can 

be attributed to advances in technology and transport infrastructure (Radelet & Sachs, 

1998; Rietveld & Vickerman, 2004). 

Hummels (1999a), however, contradicts this consensus by finding that transport 

costs ha\-e not declined u~formly.  He finds that the cost of ocean transport has, in fact, 

risen, whereas the costs of air transport hare fallen. According to Kumar and Hoffmann 

(2002), although unit transport costs have fallen, the incidence of shipping costs in the 

final value of cornmodties has increased, since many components are purchased 

internationally. 

2.3.2 Significance of Transport Costs 

Radelet and Sachs (1998) provide a comprehensive study on the impact of transport 

costs on a country's international competitiveness. They find that transport costs are 

influenced by geographical factors such as distance to markets and access to ports which, 

in turn, have an effect on manufactured exports and long-run economic growth. 

Countries with lower transport costs hax-e had faster manufactured export growth and 

overall economic growth d u ~ g  the past three decades than countries with higher 

transport costs. Their results imply that, if transport costs double, a counq's annual 

growth would increase at a slower rate of slightlr more than one and a half percentage 

points. 

In essence, trade is deterred by higher transport costs (Martinez-Zarzoso & 

Suarez-Burguet, 2004). Xccordmg to Egger (2005), a decrease in transport costs of l 0 , b ,  

would lead to an increase in bilateral trade openness of 0.6"". Lnnio and T'enahles (2001) 

estimate that a doubling of transport costs would reduce trade volumes (imports and 

exports) by 45'h. 

High transport costs elevate production costs by increasing the price of imported 

intermedate and capital goods. These elented production costs, together with high 

transport costs, impede the price competitiveness of manufactured exports and lead to 

high levels of inflation (Radelet & Sachs, 1998; Hoffmann, 2002). In order to 

compensate for the effect of higher transport costs, workers hare to receive lower wages 



and capital-owners have to accept smaller returns (Radelet Rc Sachs, 1998; UNCT,ID 

Secretariat, 2003). This is r e q  difficult, especially in developing countries, since wages 

are already close to subsistence level (LlNCTAD Secretariat, 1999). Table 2.2 illustrates 

the impact of transport costs (i.e. freight/shipping costs) on imports. 

Note the difference between the freight costs paid by developed counuies and those paid 

by developing countries. Amjach and Yeats (1995) find that .lfrica's high transport costs 

Developed market- 
economv countries 
Developing counmes 
Africa's share (excl. 
South Africa) 

may be the reason for the deterioration of theit share of global exports (i\frica's share fell 

from 3.1% to under 1.2% from the mid-1950s to 1990). East ;\sian countries' real 

exports have risen by 800% since the 1970s, whereas those of Sub-Saharan j\frica have 

increased by only 70% (Redchng & Venahles, 2003). Elbadawi, hlengistae and Zeufack 

(2001) esdmate that transport costs in Africa affect the level of exports more through 

their effect on domestic prices of imported inputs than through their influence on the 

CIF (Cost, Insurance, Freight) prices of exports. 

Source: L~\'CTLID Secretmat, 2003. 

221 218 

112 760 

13 806 

Exports are also affected negativelj- by transport costs. If transport costs increase, 

the result is a loss of foreign earnings for the exporting c o u n y ,  as well as a loss of 

markets (thls depends on the elasticity of demand and the availabiliw of substitutes) 

(UNCTAID Secretariat, 2003). In appendix 2.1, ariicles are listed on the incidence of 

transport costs (table 2.4) and on the effect of transport costs on trade (table 2.5). 

4320 511 

1 610 084 

109 125 

2.3.3 Measurement of Transport Costs 

5.12 

8.70 

12.65 

This secuon describes the ranous methods available to measure transport costs, both 

international and national. Table 2.6 in appendix 2.1 lists all studies that measure 

transport costs. 



2.3.3.1 International Transport Costs 

In general, it is difficult to obtain data to accurately measure transport costs and several 

problems exist. Hummels (1999a) points out that there is no single source of data that 

provides a single indication of transport costs. Transport costs can be obsen-ed either 

directly or indirectly. Direct international transport costs include freight charges and 

insurance, which is usually added to the freight charge. Induect transport costs include 

holding costs for products in transit, inventory costs (to ensure stock in times of 

uncertainty) and preparation costs associated with shipment size (The Round Table, 

2004). .kcording to Anderson and ran Wincoop (2003), data for international transport 

costs can be obtained from two major sources. 

The first source is to obtain quotes hect ly  from a shipping firm or indusq-. 

Hummels (1999b) makes use of h s  method by gathering index numbers for prices of 

ocean and airfreight from trade journals and e x i s ~ g  sun-ey data. Limio and Venables 

(2001) also use this method by obtaining a quote from a single freight fonvarding 

company. Their results are based on the costs of shpping a standard 40-foot container 

from Baltimore in the LTnited States into various destinations. In thelr estimations, the 

journeys are broken down in comparnnents in order to differentiate between the effect 

of carriage on land and sea. AIartinez-Zarzoso, Gracia-Menendez and Suirez-Burguet 

(2003) adapt the quote method slightly by conducting interviews with 15 logistic 

operators (5 are overland transport operators and 10 are maritime transport operators) in 

Spain. 

The second source is national customs data. Two types of analyses can be 

conducted with this data to determine international transport costs. The first method is 

to &ride the CIF value of imports by the FOB value of exports, which provides an 

indudon  of the bilateral transport costs (.\nderson & van Wincoop, 2003). Hummels 

(1999b) implements this method for the Cnited States and New Zealand. The second 

method, & i c h  has been widely applied, is to use the aggregate bilateral CIF/FOB ratios 

produced by the International Rlonetaq Fund (IhlF). Baier and Bergstrand (2001) and 

Evenett, Djankov and Yeung (cited in Hummels, 1999a) use IhiF data to determine the 

role of transport costs in international trade. Hummels (1999a), however, criticises the 

IhIF data by discussing three major problems. Firstly, small mscrepancies in the 

information supplied by importers and exporters may result in large changes in the 

CIF/FOB ratios. Secondly, trade flows reported by importers and exporters may van. for 



reasons, such as lfferences in the quality of data, other than transport (shipping) costs. 

 third^,, the IhIF does not receive reports from all countries. It may be that if two 

countries trade with each other, only one of the two countries reports its trade data, 

forcing the IhlF to construct the CIF/FOB ratio based on that one report. This britlgs 

the accuracy of the data into question. Nevertheless, IhlF data is still used in empirical 

research due to the difficulty in obtaining better estimates for such a wide range of 

countries and years (Anderson & ran Wincoop, 2003). Other sources of data that can be 

used in calculations of international transport costs are the US Import Waterborne 

Databank used by hficco and Pkrez (2001) and the International Transport Database 

used by Sanchez, Hoffmann, hficco, Pizzolitto, Sgut and Wilmsmeier (2003). 

Chasomeris (2005) provides an oven-iew of South Africa's international transport 

costs in terms of its import CIF/FOB ratios, port charges and Europe-South Africa liner 

shipping freight rates. He obsenres changes in international transport costs in both the 

p r e  and post- sanction periods. In his three methods to assess South Africa's 

international transport costs, Chasomeris (2005) finds conficting results. Whereas the 

import CIF/FOB ratios indicate that South Africa's international transport costs were 

high during the period of imposed sanctions (Chasomeris, 2003), the h e r  freight rates 

state the opposite. Casomeris (2005) cautions against using import CIF/FOB ratios as a 

measure for international transport costs, as the composition of imports influences the 

value of the ratio @gh value imports per  eight have high CIF/FOB ratio and vice 

versa). For South -Africa, Chasomeris (2005) indicates that the other methods in his study 

pox-ide more accurate inmcators of South ,\fr~ca's intemahonal transport costs. 

Howel-er, port pricing is not without shortcomings and data from shipping lines may be 

lfficult to obtain. 

Naude (2001) finds that international (1.e. shipping) costs in South Africa make 

up 60% of transport costs for exports. Further, South Africa's import CIF/FOB ratios 

compare unfarourably to the rest of the world - international transport costs to and 

from South Africa are approximately 50% higher than the average for developing 

countries. Jansen van Rensburg (2000), through an analysis of South Africa's import 

CIF/FOB ratios, fmds that international transport costs, rather than domestic transport 

costs, pose a threat to the competitiveness of South 2\frica's esports 



2.3.3.2 Domestic Transport Costs 

From an ovewiew of the literamre, it seems as though little or no attention has been paid 

to the measurement of domestic transport costs. Several empirical studies include 

domestic transport costs in the estimation of international transport costs. Elbadawi et al: 

(2001) include domestic transport costs in an index that measures supplier and market 

access. 'The variables they use to measure domestic transport costs are the density of the 

road network (kdometres of roads), the quality of roads (the number of p r e d  roads) and 

the total land territory of a c o u n q .  They find that domestic transport costs have a 

stronger constraint on exports than international transport costs (see section 2.3.3). 

Lunio and TTenables (2001) use s d a r  indicators to measure the costs of travel in and 

through a country. They add the density of the rail network, as well as the main 

telephone lines per person. L h P o  and Venables (2001) estimate that overland distance is 

seven times more espensive than sea distance. Martinez-Zarzoso et al. (2003) also find 

that transporting a product by road increases transport costs. Lopes (2003) examines 

transport costs in Portugal by observing the distance that products travel inland. He finds 

that distance influences product flows. Products with a low ratio of value are transported 

ox-er short &stances and the opposite occurs for high value products. Carrere and Schiff 

(2004) examine the impact of distance of trade (see section 2.3.4) on domestic transport 

costs. If domestic transport costs increase proportionally more or proportionally less 

than distance costs, then the distance of trade decreases. Dalal and Katz (2003) measure 

the impact of both domestic and international transport costs on sales. They state that 

variations in quantities of products lead to variations in transport costs. Combes and 

Lafourcade (2001) show how domestic transport costs, intermediate inputs and real 

geography play an important role in the spatial concentration of French activities. In their 

findngs, they indicate that a decrease in domestic uansport costs counterbalances the 

process of spatial concentration at a country level. 

Combes and Lafourcade (2005) extend existing research by developing a 

methodology to accurately measure domestic transport costs. They compute a measure 

of generalised transport costs by determining distance costs (fuel, price and fuel 

consumption, costs due to tolls that have to be paid on highways and maintenance 

operating costs) and time costs (labour costs, insurance charges, depreciation costs and 

general charges such as taxes). 



Naudk and Gries (2004) include domestic transport costs in modified versions of 

the Hecksher-Ohlin model that examines the determinants of trade in South Africa. 

Here, the role of geography and its effect on manufactured esports from dtfferent 

regions in South Africa is taken into account. Naudi and Gries (2004) use the distance 

(in hlometres) of a region from an international port as a proxy for the domestic 

transport costs of exports. They test their data from the 354 magisterial districts in South 

Africa with the Static Tobit hfaximum Likelihood Regression, as well as the Random 

Effects Tobit Regression. In each regression, domestic transport costs are highly 

sigmficant and negative. In other words, they have a negative effect on manufactured 

exports. Their results confirm that the existence of domestic transport costs will lead to 

increasing returns to scale for those manufactured export industries that locate in a way 

that minimises transport costs. 

2.3.4 Differences in Transport Costs 

Transport costs differ among countries and this map be the reason for the variations in 

their abh? to compete 111 international markets (Bougheas, Dernetriades, & hlorgenroth, 

1999). These differences are explained by the geographical locations of countries, as well 

as the countries' geography. Landlocked countries tend to have higher transport costs 

(appro-ximately 50%) and lower trade volumes (around 60%) than coastal countries 

(Radelet & Sachs, 1998; Limio & Venables, 2001). hiartinez-Zarzoso et  d/. (2003) argue 

that landlocked countries' exporters incur extra costs since products transported hare to 

switch between more modes of transport than coastal countries. Landlocked countries 

also seem to have higher ud ~uionm rates than coastal countries and thls exacerbates the 

effect of the high transport costs. hlartinez-Zarzoso and Suarez-Burguet (2004) find that 

among the countries in their study, Bolivia, which is landlocked, has the highest nd~~r/orem 

rates. The shipping costs are calculations by Limio and Venables (2001), updated for 

2002 by Busse (2003). Busse (2003) finds that, as distance increases, the price of shpping 

n 40-foot container increases (for example, the cost to ship the container from Baltimore 

to China is $13 000, whereas the cost to Rotterdam is only $2 000). Busse (2003) 

concludes that, ex-en with technological developments in transport, many developing 

countries continue to be challenged by geography in terms of being remote from major 

markets or being landlocked. 



Countries located further from the major markets also tend to have higher 

transport costs. Radelet and Sachs (1998) use the CIF/FOB ratio' as a measure of 

international transport costs to prove this for selected countries. For example, Australia's 

CIFIFOB ratio is 10.3, whereas Switzerland bas a ratio of only 1.7. Coughlin (2004) 

suggests that declining transport costs can reduce the cost disadvantage of trading with 

these distant countries and subsequently increase trade with them. 

Reddig and Venahles (2003) examine how a country's geography can affect its 

transport costs. Countries' export performances differ due to variations in their internal 

(access to ports) and external geography (proximity to rapidly growing export markets). 

For example, Sub-Saharan Africa's (SSA) export performance can be attributed to both 

poor internal and external geography. Many Sub-Saharan Afiican countries are 

landlocked and have poor transport. infrastructure, malung access to ports and to foreign 

markets difficult. \'enables (2005) argues that a counq's  remoteness from markets can 

be attributed to its geography. Again, SS.4 is the focus. SSA's geographical disadvantage 

is evidenced br  its poor economic development compared with countries that are not 

geographcallr dsadvantaged. Yenables (2005) states that the effect of transport costs 1s 

revealed through a countq's trade performance. He uses market access (demand for 

exports) and supplier access (supply of imports) as measures of remoteness. SSA's poor 

export performance is due to poor market access (external geography), poor internal 

geography and inadequate institutions (risk of expropriation). Venables (2005) shows that 

SSA experiences low supplier access, because the price of capital goods is much higher 

than other countries. For example, capital equipment in South Africa is twice as 

expensive as in the CK. Thus, geography (remoteness from sources of supply) is a major 

detertninant of the price of capital goods. Therefore, geography has a negatk-e effect on 

the level of esports, the level of investment and on per capita income (Elbadalx-I, 

hlengistae & Zeufack, 2006). 

Several other studies also provide reasons why transport costs among counties 

differ. One such a reason is economies of scale or, rather, decreasing average costs in 

shipping. Larger importers tend to have lower shipping costs for comparable 

commodities (The Round Table, 2004). If a countq were able to expand its trade 

rolume, the unit rolume of transport would decrease (Alartinez-Zarzoso & Suarez- 

- 

' CIF (Cost, Insurance and Freight) measures the value of mmports, from the point in whch it enters a 
country. This value includes cost, msurance and fre~ght. FOB (Free on Board) measures the value of 
exports from the point when the merchanmse is placed on the carrier. The &fference beween the values 
of these two incoterms is a measure of the cost of transporting an item from the exporting counrrv to the 
importing countq (Hummels, 1999a; Brahnan ef d., 2003). 



Burguet, 2004; Kumar K: Hoffmann, 2002); more specifically, Hummels and Skiba (2004) 

find that doubhg bilateral trade quantities leads to a 12% reduction in shpping costs. 

Accordmg to Mardnez-Zarzoso r.t a/. (2003), transport costs &ffer because of 

variations in unit values of exports, which are, in turn, influenced by insurance costs, 

modal transfers and discrimination between shipping cartels. Fink, hlattoo and Neagu 

(2002) find that countries' \.adous trade policies cause different transport costs, especially 

those with restrictive trade policies, as well as private anticompetitive practices regardmg 

the price of transport. 

2.3.5 Factors Influencing Transport Costs 

Distance is important for international trade relations. Around half of the world's trade 

takes place between countries located within 3 000 km of each other (The Round Table, 

2004). LimHo and Venables (2002) find that exports and imports of both final and 

intermediate goods carry transport costs that increase with &stance. hlarthez-Zarzoso r t  

a/. (2003) use distance as a proxy for transport costs since lengthy distances imply longer 

journeys and an increase in accompanying costs. They estimate that a 1% increase in 

distance increases transport costs by approximately 0.25% 

The use of distance as a proxy for transport costs is, however, problematic. 

Coughlin (2004) explains various reasons. Firstly, actual distances ate not used. D~stance 

is calculated by the "great circle" formulae in which distance is measured directly (in 

other words, "as the crow flies"). Secondly, only one route and one transport mode 

between trading regions are used. Trade between two regions, however, is conducted 

over many routes, using more than one transport mode. Thirdly, many transport costs do 

not r a q  with distance. Dwell costs (including the cost of loading and nnloadmg a shtp 

and the cost of queuing outside a port), for instance, is a cost no matter the distance. 

Finally, &stance is only one of the elements in actual freight rates. 

Numerous studies have emerged that estimate the relationship between distance 

and international trade flows. C o u g l h  (2004) explains that these studies use the distance 

elasticity of trade, in other words, the percentage change in the trade flows associated 

with a given percentage increase in the distance that separates trading partners. These 

studies conclude that trade flows decrease as &stance increase. For example, Venables 

(2001) fu~ds that trade volumes decrease with &stance, as shown in table 2.3. Table 2.3 

conrevs elasticities of trade volumes at different distances, relative to their value at 1 000 



h. If, for mstance, 0 (&stance) = -1.25, trade volumes are donn by 82% at 4000  km 

and 93'0 at 8 000 km. 

Table 2.3: Economic In/eractions find Distance (F/ows Relative to thewhfugnitude at 1 000 Km) 

Kin Trade 8 = -1.25 

0.12 

Source: Venabks, 2001 

Carrere and Schiff (2004) study how countries' distance of trade Q ~ o T ) ~  has evolved 

from 1962 to 2000. They find that distance of trade has declined over time for the 

average country in the world. In other words, distance has become more important over 

time for a large number of countries. In contrast to these fmrlll~gs, Hummels (1999a) 

observes that the cost of transporting over longer distances has become cheaper than 

transport 01-er proximate &stances. 

The fact that the cost of shpping over long distances decreased has had little 

effect on the &stance of trade. Grossman (cited in The Round Table, 2004) indicates thar 

regions that are located 500 miles apart, tend to trade 2.67 times more with each other 

than regions that are located 1 000 miles apart. A possible reason is that distance is 

costly. It directl) increases transaction costs in tertns of additional transport costs o i  

shipping goods, time costs of shipping date-sensitive goods, the costs of contracting at a 

distance (search costs), costs of obtaining information on remote economies and costs of 

communicating with distant locations (Overman, Redding & Venables, 2001; Venables, 

2001). 

Apart from distance, several factors (infrastructure and port efficiency) can 

indirectly affect transport costs and subsequently a country's export performance and 

competitiveness. L\ccording to Bougheas et a/. (1999), transport costs depend inversely on 

the l e d  of a country's infrastructure ( i t .  communication and transport infrastructure?, 

whereas a positix-e relationship between infrastructure and the x-olume of trade exist. 

Infrastructure has a positive impact on the volume of trade in thar it reduces transport 

costs. An improvement of 1% in the infrastructure in the destination county lowers 

Distance of trade can be defined as the average &stance that a country's internauonal trade is transported. 
If a country's DOT IS decreasing over time, trade with proximate counrnes increases relarive to trade with 
&stant countries. The opposite occurs if DOT is increasing over ume (Coughlin, 2001). 
" Transport infrastmcture includes bridges, tutmels, rdroads, airports, harbours and roads (Xatsuyama, 
1999). 



transport costs by 0.14%. In other words, in bilateral trade, if the partner country's 

infrasuucture is poor, transport costs increase. Limio and Venables (2001) further find 

chat poor infrastructure accounts for 40% of transport costs for coastal economies and 

GOYO for landlocked countries. hiarrinez-Zarzoso ef oi. (2003) prove that the inlpact of 

infrastructure on transport costs necessitates investment in new port infrastructures as a 

way of fostering trade and income. For example, an improvement in a~rport 

infrastructure from the 25* to the 75'h percentiles reduces transport costs by 15% (nficco 

& Serebrisky, 2004). 

;\ccording to Wilson, hlann and Otsulu (2004), port (air and sea) efficient)., as 

part of trade fachtation, can increase trade flow in manufactured goods, with gains for 

both importers and exporters. hlore specifically, Clark, Dollar and hIicco (2004) obsen-e 

that transport (in this case shipping) costs can be reduced by 12% if a seaport's operating 

efficiency increases from the 25Ih percende to the 75Ih percenble. This would lead to an 

increase in hilateral trade of roughly 75%. 

Time also impacts on transport costs. Internattonal trade occurs in physical space 

and transporting products requires time. Lengthy shipping times impose costs on 

shippers in the form of inventor).-holding and depreciation (Hummels, 2001). Time in 

transit has become increasingly important, as fums are adapting their management 

strategies from keeping inventories to "just-in-time" purchasing. "Just-&timen 

management allows firms to save costs from holding inventories and to be able to 

postpone production in times of uncertainty (for example, when demand for a product 

fluctuates) (Venables, 2005). Empirical evidence has emerged that determines the 

magnitude of time costs. Hummels (2001) highlights the importance of the costs of time 

in transit. He examines fast, expensive air transport as well as slow, inexpensive ocean 

shipping by obsen-ing around 25 miulon shipments into the USA. Hummels (2001) 

identifies the willingness-to-pay for time savings in shipment in the relati>-e price/speed 

uade-off between these modes. This is translated into a direct measure of the ad r,aio~m 

barrier equivalent of an extra day in transit. The costs of an addtional day in transit for 

manufactured goods are, on average, 0.8°b of the value per good per day. Thls is equal to 

a 169'a tariff for the average shipping length of 20 days. A decline in air transport costs is 

equal to a reduction in tariffs on manufactured goods from 32% to 9% ad vaiorem. The 

increased share of imports into the US, as well as the fact that containerisation doubled 

the specd of ocean shippmg, hare lead to an average reduction in sluppmg time of 26 



days (equal to a fall in shipping costs worth 12% to 139'0 of the value of goods traded) 

(Hummels, 2001; \'enables, 2005). 

Delays arise in both transit and the processing and handling of products in ports 

yenables, 2005). Delays cause uncertainty for a production plant. For example, 

production cannot be completed unless all components have arrived. h delay in the 

delivery of components can be costly if production is held up (Harrigan & Venables, 

2004). Harrigan and Venables (2004) examine the impact of time (delivery) costs on 

agglomeration. They argue that if delays or uncertainty in delivery are detrimental to 

plants' production lines, component plants and assembly plants agglomerate in one 

location. Therefore, timehess is both quantitatively and qualitatively important. It is an 

important aspect of proximity and creates an incentive for clustering of activities. Evans 

and Harrigan (2003) also find that timely deliveries are only possible from nearby 

locations 

2.4 Summary and Conclusion 

In the global world today, trade liberalisation has lead to the reduction of trade barriers 

amongst countries. Trade barriers no longer protect a country's industries, thus 

increasing the level of competition for many. Tliis is where non-tariff barriers level the 

playing field. If a country is plagued by non-tariff barriers, its industries' ability to 

compete is reduced. Among these non-tariff barriers, trade costs are the most important. 

Trade costs im-olve all aspects in conducting business at an international level. One 

aspect of trade costs is transport costs. Studies hare shown that transport costs are the 

most important non-tariff barrier to trade. 

The gradual reduction of transport costs over the last century is said to be one of 

the drivers of globalisation. However, transport costs ha\-e not deched uniformly. The 

cost of ocean shippmg has increased, whereas the cost of air transport has fallen. High 

transport costs are detrimental to a counq's trade levels 2nd economic growth. It is in 

this area where numerous empirical smdies hare been conducted. 

In the neo-classical trade theories transport costs are acknowledged, but hare no 

influence on trade. In the real world this is untrue, as transport costs influence trade. 

Consequently, the new trade theory emerged. Thls theory includes transport costs in an 

"iceberg" form. Development of the new trade theory has lead to the theoq of new 

economic geographj-. Here, transport costs play a central role as the cause of 



agglomeration or dispersion of economic activity. Thus, where trade theories previously 

neglected transport costs, they hme recently begun to acknowledge the impact of 

transport costs on trade. 

Empirical studies support theory by providing the relerant evidence for the 

significance of transport costs for trade. The general consensus is that international 

transport costs negatively affect a country's trade volumes. High international transport 

costs reduce foreign earnings from exports and increase the price of imports, which 

elevates production costs. These empirical stu&es measure international transport costs 

either directly or indirectly. hlethods to obtain results include the CIF/FOB ratio, quotes 

from freight forwarders and interviews with transport operators. L\ll concur with the 

above-mentioned result. The measurement of domestic transport costs has not been as 

popular as a field of study, with no commonly used method. The method largely depends 

on the aim of the study. hILved results hare been found on the influence of domesac 

transport costs on trade 

The impact of distance on transport costs has been widely documented. '4s 

distance increases, trade volumes decrease. Countries tend to trade with proximate 

partners, even if transport costs ox-er &stance have fallen. The distance of trade for the 

typical countries in the w-orld has decreased, implying that &stance matters. Other factors 

also affect transport costs. They are: infrastructure (mvestment in infrastructure 

decreases transport costs), port efficiency (more efficient ports tend to hare lower 

transport costs) and t h e  (delays increase transport costs). 

Why do transport costs vary anlong countries? Firstly, location matters. If a 

countq is situated far from its trading partners, its CIF/FOB ratio is higher than a 

country located close to its foreign markets. Therefore, remoteness from economic 

activity increases transport costs. The fact that a counq-  is landlocked or coastal has a 

large impact on its transport costs. Landlocked countries har-e higher transport costs 

than coastal countries. Landlocked coun=ies also tend to have poor internal geography 

(access to ports), whlch negatix-ely correlates with transport costs. Secondly, economies 

of scale reduce the cost of shipping per unit. Countries that are able to produce large 

volumes for shpment can obtain more favourable prices. Thirdly, different trade 

policies, competition practices in the transport i ndusq ,  and insurance rates have vaqing 

effects on  transport costs. 
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people ~ l t h m  has 
increased due to 
increases m road 
delays. 
Ocean freight rates 
have increased. u.hde 
airfreight rates ham 
deched rapidly. The 
cost of overland 
transport has declu~ed 
rehuve to ocean 
transport. 
.ilthough in terms o t  
moncy and time, the 
performance of 
trmsport has improved 
significantly, many 
economic activities 
have not become 
footloose to the extent 
ns expressed by the 
notion of "death of 
&stanceo 
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Title 

Trade costs. 

Infrastructure, 
transport costs and 
trade. 

Tariffs, transporr 
costs and the WTO 
Doha round the case 

of developing 
counmes. 

South .ifrica's sea 
transport costs and 
port policy m a global 
contest. 

Port efficiency, 
manume transport 
costs and b~lateral 
trade. 

The increasing 
importance of 
proximity for exports 
from US. states. 

The multi-market 
h, transportation 
costs, and the 
separmon of the 
output and allocmon 
decisions. 

O n  the impact of 
transport costs on 
trade in a muldateral 
world. 

Disrance, time and 
specialisation. 

i e  

What it is about 

T h ~ s  paper suweyr trade 

lhs paper examines the 
role of infrastructure in a 
bilateral trade model w th  
transport costs. 

n u s  paper concentrates 
on the mfferent forms of 
transport costs and thelr 
relative levels In 
de, rlopmg countnes 

This paper analyses South 
.ifrica's marinme policies 
and trmsport costs and 
determrnes thelr effect on 
trade. 
Tlus paper investigates 
the determmants of 
shlpping costs to the 
United States. 

' h s  paper examines how 
the geographic 
distributions of US.\ 
exports hare changed. 

This paper analyses the 
effects of transport costs 
for a risk averse, 
compctitire firm s e h g  a 
single good in a domestic 
(certain) and a forngn 
@certain) market. 
'fis paper proposes to 
account for the 
lfferences in the 
hnpartsnce of transpoa 
costs. dcpendmg on the 
characteristics of rradmg - 
partners. 
Tlus paper shows the 

~ - 

unphcanons lor global 
speciahsation and trade 
where time is money md  
dktancr matters. 

Findings 

The tariff eqlnvalent for trade 
costs for industriahsed 
countnes is 170% (2196 is due 
to transport costs). For 
developing countnes, ths  
fipre is much h?gher. 
For pairs of countries for 
which investment in 
infrastmcmre is optimal, a 
positive relationshp exists 
between the level of 
infrastructure and the volume 
of trade. 
In addtion to trade barsiers, 
other trade costs such as 
transport and communicadon 
costs have to be r~ken  into 
account when l o o h g  at the 
trade performance of 
developq countnes. 
South .ifnca has high rates of - 
sea trmsport costs and is 
under tahg steps to priratlse 
ports. 

Port efficiency is a m a p  
de te rman t  of shippmg costs 
Improwmg port effic~ency from 
the 2Yh to the 7SCh percende 
reduces sluppm4 costs br 12"'0 
Orerrll m the US.\, the 
gcographc lstribution of 
exports has changed so that 
trade has become relatively 
more intensive with nearby as 
opposed to l s tant  counrnes. 
.i finn's acuvlh can be 
insulated from fore~gn 
uncertainties by government 
poLc~es that focus on the shape 
of the domesnc transport 
function. 

.ireduction in transport costs 
is posttircly related to the level 
of trade and has an impact on 
trade openness (a decrease m 
transport costs of 1%, \I-odd 
lead to an increase in bdateral 
trade openness of 0.6%). 
Products where m e l y  dehven; 
is important are produced near 
the source of final demand or 
imported from nearby 
countries. 
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Timehess. trade and 
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of the .ilchan~.illen 
conjecture. 

-- 
Towards a geography 
of trade casts. 

Trade in umrnational 
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Tune as r trade 
barrier. 

Infrastructure, 
geographical 
disadvantage, 
transport costs and 
trade. 

Geographcal 
disadranraxe: a 
~ e c k s h e r - o h - r o n  
Thunen model of 
lnternahonal 
spec~ahsaoon 
Geography of the 
world economr 

Infrastructure, 
competition r e p e s  
and air transport 
costs: cross count? 
e~idence. 

The econonuc 
geography of trade, 
produchon and 
mcorne: a survcy of 
empmcs 

de (contzmrt~d) 
This paper exanunes why 
maritime Transport costs are 
so h g h  in some counttier. 

l lus paper addresses the 
complex relationshp 
between geography and 
macroecononuc growth 

This paper focuses on the 
costs associated with deliveq 
times. 

1 h s  paper extends the 
.Al~luan-~iLIen theov by 
denxulg a relationshp 
between per unit and ad 
uohnm trade costs and the 
quality composition of trade. 
l lus  paper offers direct and 
ind&ct-evidence on trade 
barriers, to establish a 
comprehenswe geograph! of 
trade costs 
a s  paper exarmnes the 
mportance of tune as a trade 
harner b~ esmatmg the - 
magimde of dme costs. 
%a paper investi~ates the . . . 
dependence of transport 
costs on geography and 
infrasmcmre. 

l l u s  paper anal!-ses trade 
and production patterns of 
countnrs located at varying 
distances from an economic 
centre. 

- 
1 % ~  paper shows how a 
change m transport and 
other trade costs affects the 
dmnbunon of tndustnes. 
The a m  of t tus  paper 1s to . . 
estimate the effects of 
mfrastmcmre, quality of 
regulaaon and changes in the 
competition r e p e  on air 
transport costs. 
T h ~ s  paper sun-eys the 
empirical literature on the 
e c o n o l ~ c  geography of trade 
flows, factor prices and 
production. 

Resttictire trade poliaes and 
pnvate anttcompetiure 
practices are the reasons for 
mfferences in mari&e 
transport costs hetu-ren 
countnes. 
Locahon and climate have 
large effects on incomc levels 
and income growth, through 
their effects on transport 
costs, among others. 
Timehess is not only a 
quantitatively mportant 
aspect of proximity, hut also 
matters qualitatively, creamg 
an incentive for the 
c l u s t e ~ g  of activities. 
Doubhng bilateral trade 
auantides leads to a 12% 
reduction in slupping costs. 

iiew data on freight rates 
indicate that import choices 
are made so as to minlrmse 
transport costs. 

Each day saved m shippmg 
time is worth 0.8% ad rolorem 
for manufactured goods. 

.\ deterioration of 
infrastructure from the 
medan to the 75& percentile 
increases transport costs h? 
1246 points and reduces 
traded volumes by 28%. 
Exports and imports of h a 1  
and intermediate goods carq  
transport costs, whch 
increase with disrance. 

Smaller transport costs 
makes and indust? 
"footloose". 

\n mprovement in alrport 
mfraatructure from the 25'h 
to the 7Y1 percentdes 
reduces transport costs by 
15%. 

Geography is a major 
determinant o i  factor prices, 
and access to forrrgn markets 
alone explains around 35% 
of the cross-count? 
variation in per capirr? mcomc. 



12003'1 external market 
access and mternal 
supply capacity. 

(2001) international 
inequahnes: d ~ e  
impact of new 
tcchnologes. 

1-enabler, .\.! Geog~aphical 
120051 ecooomics: notes on 

Ots&, 1. trade fachtation: a 

(1001) , global perspective. 

. . 
povem impacts of informal 
export barriers such as 
transport costs, unwieldy 
customs practices, cosily 

determinants of countries' 
export performance l o o h g  
in particuhr at the role of 
intern~tional product market 
Mages .  

T h ~ s  paper estimates a 
structural model of eronomic 
geognphy using cross- 
country data on per capita 
income, bllareral trade and 
the relanre  rice of 
manufactured goods 
?lus paper evaluates the . . 
claim of whether or not new 
technologes mean the "death 
of &stance". 

T l u s  paper focuses on the 
economc remoteness of 
Sub-Saharan .ifnca from the 
rest of the world. 

? l u s  paper measures and 
estimates the relationslup 
between trade faciliranon and 
trade flows m mnnufactured 
goods in 2000-2001 

For low~income countries (m 
this case Aloidord), transpoa 
costs are the most important 
trade facditation barrier. 

Poor external geography, poor 
internal geography and poor 
institutional inequality 
conrnbute in approrunatcly 
equal mrasure to explaitung 
Sub-Saharan .ifrica's poor 

- - 

markets and sources of supply 
is statisnca~y significant and 
quantitatively miportant in 
explaming cross-countv 
variation in per capita income. 

New technologies m d  not 
mean the death of &stance, but 
the contribution of these 
technologies to economc 
development d not cease to 
be important. 
Sub-saharan .ifnca's 
remoteness has a negative 
impact on the l r r d  of exports, 
the prices of investment goods - 
znd on per qico income. 
Improvement in port efficiency 
(one of thr aspects of trade 
fachtation) leads to an increase 
in trade tlows. 
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Title 

Have transport costs 
contnbuted to the 
relntwe declu~e of 
Suh-ssahatan Ifnca's 
cxports? 

rile g o w h  of world 
trade tdnffs, transport 
costs and mcome 
smdanty 

-4siessmg South 
Africa's sh~ppmg 
costs. 

Transport costs, 
geographr and 
regional mequahues 

Transport costs: 
measures, 
determinants and 
regional policy 
imphcations fur 
France. 
Geography, supphcr 
access, fore~gn market 
potential and 
m a n u h c ~ r i n ~  exports 
in developing 
countries: an analysis 
of firm level data. 

What it is about 

Tlus paper determines 
whether relative &ffrrences in 
freight costs between .lfnca 
and other countries 

contributed to the latter's 
relatiuely poor export 
performance and what 
influence these costs currendy 
have on the location of 
mdusuial actkin. m -4frica. 
T h ~ s  paper examlnes the 
da t ive  effects of transport 
cost reductions, tanff 
lilxrahsation and income 
convergence on the growth of 
world trade among several 
OECD countries. 
Tlus paper quantifies the 
extent of South .\frica's 
mternanonal shipping costs 
using CIF/FOB ratios. 

economic geography models 
regarding the role of transport 
costs on regonal inequalities. 

Thts paper develops a 
methodology to accurately 
compute transport costs. 

T h ~ s  paprr determines the 
importance of geography 
relative to trade pohcy or 
institunonal or physical 
infrastrucnm in Sub-saharm 
.lfnca in detennhng the 
growth potennal of 
manufactured exports. 

Findings 

Freight rates for -1frican 
exports are considerably 
hgher than on imdar goods 
origmating in other 
countnrs. Payments for 
transport haw mcreased, 
reducmg the share of foreign 
earnings that can he used for 
investment. 

The arerage world trade 
growrh since World Khr 2 
can be erpla~ned by mcome 
growth (67%), tanff-rate 
reductions 25:' and 
transport cost deches  8%. 

There has been a slowdown 
h the percentage rate of 
increase in S.Yr port charges 
from 1999 2005 and 
nomnal rates have dechncd 

role in the spaha] 
concentration of French 
activities. Short-term 
decreasing transport costs 
may counterbalance the 
process of spatial 
concentration at the country 
level. 
Theu pro*les for transport 
costs caprurc transport costs 
well in a cross-section 
analysts. Pohcies that most 
impact transport costs are 
idcnufied. 
Geography is as sipficant  a 
detenmnant of 
manufactured export growth 
as trade pohcy and 
institution~l infrastructure. 
Domestic transport costs are 
a stronger influence on the 
level of exports than int. 
transport costs. 
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manufactured exports 
from South .'.frica. 

Shipping costs, 
manufactured exports 
and economic growth. 

?nh~?ued) 
' h 5  paper seeks to 
exam&; the causal h k s  
between trade and the cost 
of internanonal transpoa 
senices. 

T h s  paper makes a first 
effort to estimate the 
effechve transport cost on 
the Portuguese economy, 
using regonal data on trade 
volumes, as well as to 
e sma te  the border effect. 
'Ilus paper aims to 
invcsripare the relationshp 
bcnveen trade and 
transport costs by applymg 
a granty model 

This paper alms to 
mvestigate the 
determinants ofmaririme 
and overland transport 
costs and the role they play 
in deterring trade across 
countries u s h ~  intenlews - 
with transport operators 

importance of rranspofl 
costs and ways that 
economic policies at the 
national level can reduce 
them. 
This paper investi~ates . - - 
shpping costs for South 
.Africa. 

This paper investigates the 
role of geography m 
explajnmg trade. 

This paper investigates 
whether or not geography .- 
plays a role m the 
promotion of 
rnanuE~ctured exports from 
developing countries. 

Transport costs can he reduced 
~f econoses  of scale are 
reached in tnnsporr systems 
and if competition in these 
systems is promotcd. 

4 relanvely high transport cost 
:.usts together w t h  a r e l and)  
low border effect 

bghe r  &stance and poor 
unporter's infrastructure 
notably increase transport 
:osts. A+ hgher volume of trade 
has the opposite effect, as it . . 
lowers transpon costs. 
Higher &stance and poor 
partner infrastructure lead to 
an k r e a s e  in transport costs. 
Importer income has a posinve 
impact on bilateral trade flows. 

.An improvement in port 
efficrencv from the 751h 
percennle to the 25'h percende 
in the world r a n h g s  reduces 
shpping costs by the .. - 
eqmralent of 9 000 km. 
S h p p m ~  costs to and from 
SO& .&a are a h o s t  50% 
hgher than the average for 
developing countries. 
Thc mamstrtial &stricta in S.i 

0 

that will contribute to 
manufactured exports are those 
larger m terms of econormc 
size, having good forelgn 
marker access, mformation on 
fore@ markets, compentire 
transport costs and good local 
insntutional support 
framework. 
Geographr isolation and 
hgher slipping costs may 
make it more &fficult, lf not 
impossible, for relatively 
isolated developing countries 
to succeed in the promotion of 
manuktured  ex orts. n 



CHAPTER 3: ARTICLE 1 

DOMESTIC TRANSPORT COSTS AND T H E  LOCATION OF 

EXPORT-ORIENTED MANUFACTURING FIRMS I N  SOUTH 

AFRICA: A CUBIC-SPLINE DENSITY FUNCTION APPROACH 

ABSTRACT 

Empirical euidentr/or the szgn$mnce o f  domesfic trmqofl  costs in exports '7nd the .patial locatton 

mant/factnring ruporters is provided. It i s j n n d  that (Ilj the proximi9 to a pofl is a11 inzj~ortant 

consideration in most e-\port-oriented niani~tkfuring firms' locu/ion. with more than 70% of  

~2anu/uclnred exports in 5011th Africa originating Jroni uithin 100 kmfmnl an export hub; and (bj 

there @rnrs to be a second band oflo'.ation ofthesejwns at a distance uf betnwn 200 and 400 h 

f m  the hub. Be/uwn 1996 and 2004, manu/a,./ured e.uport.-.r in /he band between 200 k7u and 400 

R n i , f m  the nearest hub increa~~td, suges/ing either Jn increase in manuful- /~d eaports thal depend on 

notnral resoun.es dne to demmdfhi.tors, and/or a dem.ie in domestzc trunqort costs. 

Keywords: geographical economics, manufactured exports, domesac transport costs, 

South -4frica 

JEL Classification Codes: RO, R4 and F 14 

3.1 Introduction 

In the geograplucal economics literature, transport costs influence international trade 

patterns and volumes. In recent years, a growing number of studies hare focused on 

establishmg the empirical relevance of international transport costs. This literature is 

accumulating evidence that international transport costs hare a significant impact on a 

country's trade volumes, especially if that countq is landlocked or remote from its 

trading partners. .Xs far as the effects of domestic transport costs are concerned, there 

hal-e been fewer empirical studies despite the fact that the geographical economic 

literature emphasises that domestic transport costs may influence the spatial location of 

exporters w i t h  a parucular county or regon. This article attempts to provide empirical 

eridence for the significance of domestic transport costs in exports and the spatial 

location of exporters. Spatially disaggregateLi data on exports and manufacturing from 



South Africa are used to estimate a modified cubic-spline density function for 

manufactured exports from 354 magsterial districts behveen 1996 and 2004. 

The article is structured as follows. Section 3.2 presents a brief oren-iew of the 

state of the economics literature on the relationship between transport costs, distance 

and esports. Section 3.3 discusses the spatial patterns of economic activity in South 

,Ifrica. Section 3.4 presents the various cubic-spline density functions that udl  be used to 

model the impact of distance on esports (and indirectly the impact of transport costs). 

Secuon 3.5 reports the results from the estimated cubic-spline density functions. Section 

3.6 provides a discussion of the results and section 3.7 concludes. 

3.2 Transport Costs, Distance and Exports 

In this article, transport costs are defined as the costs incurred in moving freight'". These 

freight costs comprise duect and indirect elements. Direct elements include freight 

charges and insurance on the freight, whereas indirect elements include all costs incurred 

by the transport operator. Induect elements r a q  with the shipment's characteristics. 

Examples include: holding costs for the products in transit, inventoq costs (in the case 

of late deliveries) and costs incurred d u ~ g  preparation for transit (which depends on the 

shipment size) (Anderson Br Van Wincoop, 2003). 

In recent years, transport costs have been recopsed  as having important and 

significant impacts on trade patterns and globalised production (Hoffmann, 2002). Limio 

and lTenables (2001) state that transport and other costs of conducting business on an 

international level are key determinants of a country's abllity to participate fully in the 

world economy, and especially to grow esports. Porto (2005) fmds that for low-income 

countries, transport costs are amongst the most important of trade barriers. 

Empirical snldies support theoretical views by providing the relevant evidence of 

the significance of transport costs for trade. The general consensus is that international 

transport costs negatively affect a country's trade volumes. Evidence from Limio and 

\'enables (2001) indicate that if transport costs increased by 1O06, trade volume would be 

reduced by 20%. High transport costs reduce foreign earnings from esports (LThlCTAD 

Secretariat, 2003) and increase the price of imports, which elevates production costs and 

subsequentlr inflation (Radelet & Sachs, 1998; Hoffmann, 2002). 

'I' In P broader sense. tIaoSDort costs could also mclude anr number of costs that u n ~ e d e  trade such as 
pohcyinduced trade barriers, and cultural or socioiogxal barriers (Brakman, Garretsen & Tan Ilarrevijk, 
2001). 



For countries located far from markets, the effect of transport costs on trade is 

more severe. Distance is an important part of international trade relations and the impact 

of distance on uansport costs has been nidely documented. As distance increases, trade 

volumes decrease (Venables, 2001). Counfies tend to trade with proximate parmers 

(Grossman, cited in The Round Table, 2004), even if transport costs over distance have 

fallen (Hummels, 1999a). Approximately half of the world's trade takes place between 

countries located w i t h  3 000 km of each other p h e  Round Table. 2004). The average 

distance of trade between countries around the world has decreased, implying that 

distance matters (Carrere & Scluff, 2004). X possible reason for this occurrence is that 

increased distance increases costs. It directly increases wansaction costs in terms of 

addtional transport costs of shipping goods, time costs of slupping date-sensitive goods, 

the costs of comracting at a distance (search costs), costs of obtaining information on 

remote economies and costs of communicating with distant locations (Ox-erman, 

Redding & Venables, 2001; Venables, 2001). 

Limio and Venables (2002) demonstrate that esports and imports of both fmal 

and intermediate goods carn- transport costs that increase with &stance. If a country is 

situated far from its trading partners, its CIF/FOB ratio" is higher than a c o u n q  located 

close to its foreign markets. For example, Australia's CIF/FOB ratio is 10.3, whereas 

Switzerland has a ratio of only 1.7 (Radelet & Sachs, 1998). Busse (2003) illustrates tlus 

point through another example. The cost to ship a 40-foot container from Baltimore to 

China is around VS$13 000, whereas the cost to Rotterdam is only US962 000 (he follows 

the same method as Lirnio and Venables (2001), using 2002 data). \'enables (2005) 

argues that remoteness from economic activity increases transport costs and accounts for 

the poor export performance of many developing countries situated far from the major 

markets 

Apart from a country's external geography, its internal geography (whether it is 

landlocked or coastal) also affects its transport costs. Landlocked countries also tend to 

have poor internal geography (access to ports), which correlates negatively with transport 

costs (Reddmg & Venables, 2003). Therefore, landlocked countries' uansport costs are 

higher (approximately 50%) and hare lower trade rolumes (around 60°6) than coastal 

countries (Radelet K: Sachs. 1998; Limio & Venables, 2001). Mardnez-Zarzoso, Gracia- 

" CIF (Cost, Insurmce and Fre~ghr) measures the value of imports, from the point at u;luch they enter a 
counrq. Tlus value mcludes cost, insurance and freight. FOB (Free on Board) measures the value of 

exports from the pmnt a t  wluch the merchandise 15 placed on the carrier. T h c  &fference b e m e n  rhe 
values of these two incoterrns is a measure of the cost of r r a n s p o r ~ g  i n  item from the exporMg country 
to the importing count? (Hummels, 1999a. 1999b: Brdkman r l o i ,  2003). 



hfenendez and Suirez-Burguet (2003) support this argument by proving that exporters 

situated in landlocked countries incur extra costs since products transported hare to 

switch between more modes of transport than is the case for coastal counuies. These 

landlocked counuies also seem to expenence higher ad valorem rates than coastal 

countries and this exacerbates the effect of the higher transport costs. Busse (2003) 

concludes that even with technological developments in transport, many developiug 

counuies continue to be challenged by geography due to being remote from major 

markets or being landlocked. 

Various methods hare been used to measure the impact of transport costs on 

trade. The most popular measure of international transport costs is to calculate the 

CIF/FOB ratio (see foomote 2). Other methods are more direct, such as obtaining 

quotes from frcight forwarders (Hummels, 199913; L m i o  & \'enables, 1001) and 

conducting inten-iews with transport operators (Martinez-Zarzoso d al., 2003). The 

measurement of domestic transport costs has not been as popular a topic, with no 

commonly used method. In most cases, a proxy for domestic transport costs is applied. 

Elbadawi, hlengistae and Zeufack (2001) include domestic transport costs in an index 

that measures supplier and market access. The variables they use to measure domestic 

transport costs are the density of the road network (kdometres of roads), the quality of 

roads (the number of paved roads) and the total land territory of a country. They found 

that domestic transport costs act as a stronger constraint on exports than international 

transport costs. Limio and Venables (2001) use sirmlar indicators to measure the costs of 

travel in and through a c o u n q .  They add the density of the rad nenvork, as well as the 

main telephone lines per person. Limio and Venables (2001) estimate that overland 

distance is seven times more expensive than sea distance. Combes and Lafourcade (2005) 

extend existing research by developing a rne thodo lo~  to measure domestic transport 

costs accurately. They compute a measure of generalised transport costs bv determining 

distance costs (fuel, price and fuel consun~ption, costs due to tolls that haye to be paid 

on highways and maintenance operating costs) and b e  costs (labour costs, insurance 

charges, depreciation costs and general charges such as taxes). 

From the above dmussion it can be concluded that both international and 

domestic transport costs have significant effects on international trade, and that domestic 

transport costs may hare a much stronger effect on exports than intemational transport 

costs. Despite this, the majority of studies hare focused on international transport costs, 

with only a few studies (as cited abor-e) focusing on domestic transport costs. Even fewer 



studies are available that investigate the importance of dotnestic transport costs m an 

African country ;\rguably, following recent contributions by Venables (2005) and Artadi 

and Sala-I-hlartin (2003). Ifrica is the one continent in the world that faces the most 

significant challenges in terms of growth, development, exports and integration into the 

world economv, and is also one of the continents facing the most adverse physical 

geography (Bloom & Sachs, 1995). The effect of domestic transport costs on 

manufactured exports and the location of expordng firms in Africa are therefore highly 

rele~.atlt. This article attempts to fill this racuum by studying the case of domestic 

transport costs and exports in South Africa. 

3.3 The Context of South Africa 

The structure or spatial dxstribution of South i\€rica's inland economic activity was 

caused by the dxscorery of dxamonds in h b e r l e y  in 1867 and the discovery of gold in 

the Witwatersrand in 1586. Johannesburg and the surrounding areas subsequently 

experienced rapid urbanisation. The role of ports became important as they handled 

exports of diamonds and gold. During the decades that followed, several factors led to 

changes in the political situation that caused the exclusion of South Africa from the 

international community. T h s  was the result of Apartheid (NaudC ct  a/., 2000; Naudi. & 

Krugell, 2005). 

Apartheid was a territorial, social and political segregation between different race 

groups (NaudC c t  al., 2000). \mile economic actkit\. during the 1 9 ' ~  century was 

clustered, the ;\partheid era had the opposite effect by causing unequal development of 

economc activity through various policies. Inefficient land use, h g h  transport costs, and 

under-investment in transport infrasuucture, telecommunications and electric power 

fuelled this inequality (NaudC & h g e l l ,  2005). 

The economy first thrived under the Apartheid rule, then it slowly began to 

deteriorate. This continued until 1990 when liberalisation began to take place, whch led 

to the lifting of sanctions agamst South .Ifrica. This transition from a closed to an open 

economy again changed the spatial structure of economic activity within South Africa 

(Naude et  a/., 2000). South African indusuies were now exposed to international 

competition. Subsequently, industries that could not cope with increased levels of 

competition closed down (for example, the testde industries in the Western Cape). Other 



industries that were able to move into new markets thrived (for example, the motor 

industry in thc Eastern Cape) (NaudP ~t ai, 2000). 

The current situation is that South .Xfrica's spatial distribution of economic 

actix-iq is still highly skewed. Around 70% of the country's CDP is ~roduced in only 19 

of the urban areas (NaudC: & Krugell, 2005). Around 22 of the 354 magisterial distticts 

produced 84% of the total manufacturing exports in 2002. South Africa's skew spatial 

distribution is clearly evident here, as Gauteng (Johannesburg, Randburg, Boksburg, 

Germston and Kempton Par4 produce 32.7 of that percentage. The other large 

agglomerations that cxport manufactures are Durban-Pietemaritzburg (11.32"/0), 

Pretoria-Brits (7.9010) and Cape Town-Beh-ille (5.98%) (NaudP & Gries, 2004; NaudP & 

Krugell, 2005). Econonuc activity is also skewed in the sense that the cities locatcd near 

ports are smaller than those situated inland (Krugell, 1005). This contrasts with theory 

that argues that exporters will locate closer to ports in order to ininimise transport costs. 

The reason is that &stance creates transport costs wluch, in turn, influence the location 

decisions of firms that produce manufactures for the export market (NaudP & Gries, 

2004). Therefore, domestic transport costs are a relevant issue in South r\fnca, especially 

as the major sources of manufactured exports are located inland'2. The shaded disuicts in 

figure 3.1 are those that have positix-e manufactured exports. The relative volume of 

exports are indicated according to the percentage of exports from a particular district. 

For instance, the areas shaded black are areas where the district contributes more than 

1% nf total manufactured exports and the areas shaded grey between 0.1% and 0.990,b. It 

is e~ident  that the majority of manufactured exports originate in the vicinity of one of the 

major export hubs, nainrl!. City Deep (sihiatcd in Gauteng), Durban harbour (simated in 

KwaZulu-Katal), Port Ehabeth (situated in the Eastern Cape) and Cape Town harbour 

(situated in the Western Cape). City Deep is an inland container port situated in 

Johannesburg constructed to cope with container traffic originating from Gauteng. 

Durban is the largest general cargo port in South Africa and also the best-equipped 

container terminal. Port Ehabeth is sih~ated midway between the ports of Durban and 

Cape Tow-n. 'This port specialises in cargoes for the vehicle manufacturing and vehcle 

l 2  South ~ifnca 's  transport costs accounted for around 13'b of GDP in 2003, which is h~gh m cornpatison 
w t h  other e m e r p g  markers. Brad's uansport costs, for example, are only 8% of theu GDP (Kamos. 
2005). The largest part of South iftica's total lopt ics  cost is attributed ro tclnspm costs. Lopt ics  costs 
mclude throughput (ie. the total amount of goods that are transpoacd and stored), transport costs, 
warehousing costs, inrentor). costs and management and adnumstration costs iCSlR, 2004). Transporr 
costs make up -8% of the secondan sector's total logistics costs and 6Ou% of the pnmaq sector's (CSIR, 
2003; Chasomens, 2005). 



components industries. Cape Town's container terminal is a well-located hub for exports

and handles high value and time sensitive cargoes (lTRISA, 2005; Transnet, 2006).

Figure 3.1: Exports per Magisterial District
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3.4 Empirical Results

3.4.1 Methodology

Cubic splines are piecewise functions whose "pieces" are polynomials of degree less than

or equal to three, joined together to form a smooth function (poirier, 1973). The reason

for the development of spline functions was to overcome the problems experienced with

piecewise linear regression functions (Suits, Mason & Chan, 1978). Piecewise linear

regression functions suffer from discontinuity in their derivatives. This discontinuity at

the kinks of the linear regression makes it difficult to analyse, for example, shifts in

elasticities and marginals, (Suits et aI., 1978).

Cubic spline functions have been applied to various study disciplines, one of

which is urban studies. Anderson (1982, 1985) applies the spline function empirically to
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study urban population densities in order to deternine the urban population density (or 

spatial structure) of a metropolitan area (.llperovich, 1995). 

Assume that there is a central business district in the metropolitan area, and any 

location in this area can be expressed as a distance from the centre. For this purpose, 

census tract data is used to determine the density of the population at various &stances 

from the city centre (Zheng, 1991). The densitydistance relationship is estimated by 

using piecewise, continuous polynomials (Zheng, 1991). Suits et i d  (1978) initially 

developed a spline density function where the density variable regresses into three 

polynomial expressions of the distance variable (Skaburskis, 1989). The function is as 

follows: 

T = [ a ,  + p , ( K  - K O ) +  z I ( K  - K J 2  + 6 , ( K  - K O ) ' ] Y , +  

[a , + p , ( K  - K  , ) + z . ( K  - K  , I 2  + 6 , ( K  - K  , l31Y2 + 

[a , + p 3 ( K  - K  2 ) + ~ 3 ( K  - K  2 ) 2  + S j ( K  - K  2 ) 3 ] Y 3  + V  (3.1) 

K is the distance from the tract to the city centre, K, is the &stance of the closest tract, 

K, is the fmt  interior knot and &is the second interior h o t .  Y,, Y, and Y, are dummy 

variables defined on the various intends on the X-axis. In other words they locate each 

tract in its segment along the distance variable (Y,, where i = 1, 2, 3 . .  .). The parameters a 

p, x and 6 describe the spline and u is a normally distributed disturbance term with a 

zero mean and constant variance (Anderson, 1987; Skaburskis, 1989). In equation (3.1), 

there is, however, no guarantee that the function is continuous at knots IC,, K, and K 2  X 

further problem is that the deril-atives are also discontinuous at these knots. It is for this 

reason that Suits et  al. (1978) improved their function by adding constraints to the 

coefficients. The constraints make the function continuous and guarantee continuity of 

the first and second derivatives. The improved densitv function can be written as: 

Y,* = 1 if, and only if, K t  Y. That is, YT = 0 u n d  I< reaches K,, then YT = 1 thereafter 

(Anderson, 1982). Zheng (1991) has modified the spline density function by omitting the 

second dutnnly term and adding an error term. His version of the spline density function 

(used in this article) is written as: 



M ,  = a + P ( K ,  - K , ) + x ( K r  + 6 $ ( K r - K , ) ?  + 

e ( a + ,  - ~ . ) ( K .  - K J Y  + p .  
,=I  

Y,= 0 lf K,> y 
Y , =  0 otherwise. 

As far as the author is aware, there has not been any study that uses the cubic-sphe 

density function to estimate the impact of distance/dornestic transport costs on trade. 

3.4.2 Data 

Data on exports of manufactured goods were obtamed from Global Ins~ght's Southern 

Africa's Regional Economic Focus database. This database is compiled from data 

supplied by the South African Revenue Services and the Department of Customs and 

Excise. The documentation required from exporters by the department of Customs and 

Excise captures their postal codes or street addresses. This data per postal code is 

mapped to one of the 354 magisterial districts to provide information on exports from 

each magisterial &strict. The magisterial allocations are then compared to the national 

totals as contained in the South African Resenye Bank Quarterly Bulletin. The data is, 

however, not flawless as exports are measured at current world prices. In other words, 

taxes and subsidies are not included in value added. This causes a peculiarity in the 

export share measure, as some of the magisterial districts have an export share greater 

than 100?& (Naududi: Pr Gries, 2004). Data from two of the dependent variables are used, 

namely manufactured exports and gross value added. 

The only other variable for which data were obtained is &stance. In urban spline 

densltv studies, actual &stances are not used. Distance is calculated by the "great circle" 

formula 111 whlch dlstance is measured directly (in other words, "as the crow flies"). In 

this paper, actual road distances are used. The Internet service Shell Geostar 

(\IT\-\v.shcU~costar.co.za) was used to obtain the shortest route from each of the 

magisterial districts to each of the major export hubs in South A\frica. The hubs used 

were Cape Town harbour, Port Ehabeth harbour, Durban harbour and City Deepn. 

The shortest distance to one of these hubs were chosen as the actual distance, as it is 

assumed that exporters strive to minimise their transport costs. 

" Other export hubs m South .\frica were excluded, because the use of these hubs u.ould lessen the 
degrees of freedom in the cubic-spline densih- ftmctions. 
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3.4.3 Results 

Cubic-spline density functions were applied to different sets of data, using STATA 9 and 

its OLS (Ordinary Least Squares) estimator. The data sets included the average of 

manufactured exports between 1996 and 2004 and manufactured exports in 1996 and 

2004 respectively. In the cubic-spline density functions, the furthest distance from a hub 

was used to calculate the knots. Cubic-spline density functions were developed for three, 

four and five knots for each of the data sets. The results indicated that three knots 

seemed to provide the best fit to the data. Appendix 3.1 contains the results of the cubic- 

s p h e  density functions for all of the data sets using three knots. A p p e n h  3.2 contains 

the results of the cubic-spline density functions for all of the data sets using four knots 

and Appendix 3.3 illustrates the results using five knots. 

3.4.4 Location of Manufacturers 

In order to provide an overview of the relevance of domestic transport costs to the 

location of manufactured exports in South Africa, cubic-spline density functions were 

applied to the average of manufactured exports over the period 1996 to 2004. The 

number of magisterial districts that exported manufactures during this period is 267. 

Figure 3.2 illustrates the results. From figure 3.2, it is clear that the largest volumes of 

exports are generated within 100 km of the export hub. This suggests that proximity to a 

port (hub) is an important consideration in most export-oriented manufacturing h s '  

location, and that domestic transport costs therefore matter. 



Figure 3.2: Average Manufactured Exports from 1996 to 2004
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It is also noticeable from figure 3.2 that there is not a unidirectional decrease in export-

orientation as the distance from the port/hub increases. In fact, in South Africa, there

appears to be a second band of location of export-oriented manufacturing firms at a

distance of between 200 and 400 km from the nearest hub. Several large manufacturing

exporters are situated in this band. A third band occurs at around 600 km from the

nearest hub. However, the manufactured exports that originate from this band are

resource based.

Figure 3.3 compares the density functions for the value of manufacturing exports

ill 1996 and 2004. In 1996 only 193 of the 354 magisterial districts hosted exported

manufactures, whilst in 2004 the number rose to 223 - a 15% increase. The general

increase in manufacturing exports from all locations is evident in the rightward shift of

the density function in figure 3.3.
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Figure3.3:ManufacturedExports in 1996 and2004
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It can also be seen that the amplitude of the 2004 density function in the band between

200 km and 400 km from the hub increased, suggesting greater exports from locations

rather further away from the hub. This could suggest an increase in manufactured

exports that depend on natural resources due to demand factors and/or a decrease in

domestic transport costs over the period.

If the three spline density functions in figures 3.2 and 3.3 are compared, it seems

that distance provides, on the average, a better explanation for the level of exports, since

the adjusted R-squared is 20% (the adjusted R-squared for 1996 is 17% and for 2004

14%).

3.5 Discussion

In all instances where cubic spline density functions were applied to the various data sets,

the results indicated that distance is negatively related to the level of manufactured

exports (see appendix 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3). The results obtained are in line with those of

Zheng (1991) for the case of metropolitan spatial structures. The majority of exporters of

manufactured goods are located within 100 km of the nearest export hub. A second

"zone" of export density occurs between 200 and 400 km of the nearest export hub.

Table 3.1 provides information on the location of the manufacturers of the nine

sectors of manufactured exports.
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Table 3.1: Percenfage E~pomper  3lanuficfnmg Sub-set for Dz~funze 

The majority (in excess of 70%j of manufactured exports are produced w i t h  100 km of 

the nearest cxport hub. For certain goods, such as electronics, about 98% of 

manufacturing takcs place within 100 km of an export hub. Further away from an export 

hub in South Africa (in excess of 100 km) one tends to find furniture, texdcs, and mecdl 

products. These goods tend to be produced largely for the domestic market, wluch is 

relatively more intensive in natural resources. Thus, the patterns and evolution of the 

location of manufacluring exporters in South Aftica tend to support the idea that 

domestic transport costs matter for exports. 

If one compares the location of manufacturing exporters over time, i.e. compare 

the level and location of manufactured exports in 1996 and in 2004, two structures are 

cvident (ser figure 3.3). Fitsdy, exporters seem to have located further away from the 

hub midm the first 100 km. Secondly, the level of manufactured exports in the second 

"band" (origmadng around 400 km from the huh) has increased significantly from 1996 

to 2004. Domestic transport costs might have deched,  manufacmrers might hare 

obtained ways by which they are able to overcome the incidence of these costs, or the 



denland for these types of manufactured goods may hare made their export more 

profitable. 

3.6 Conclusions and Recommendations 

In the geographical economics literature, transport costs influencr international trade 

patterns and volumes. In recent years, growing numbers of studies have focused on 

establishmg the empirical relevance of international transport costs. This literature is 

accumulating evidence that inte~nat io~~al  transport costs have a sipficant impact on a 

counq ' s  trade volumes, especially if that country is landlocked or remote from its 

trading partners. 

Tlus article concludes that both international and domestic transport costs ha\-e 

significant effects on international trade, and that domestic transport costs may have a 

much stronger effect on exports than international transport costs. Despite this, the 

majority of studies have focused on international transport costs, with only a few stuhes 

(as cited abore) focusing on domestic transport costs. Eren fewer studies are available 

that imestigate the importance of domestic transport costs in an African country. G i ~ e n  

that Africa is the one continent in the world that faces the most s ipf icant  challenges in 

terms of growth, dexdopmrnt, exports and integration into the world economy, and is 

also one of the continents facing the most adverse physical geography. The effect of 

domestic transport costs on manufactured exports and the location of exporting f m ~ s  in 

Africa are therefore lughly relevant. This article attempts to till this vacuum bv studying 

the case of domestic transport costs and exports in South Africa. 

South Africa's spatial dsuibution of economic activity is, like those in many 

other countries, highly skewed. Around 709'0 of the country's GDP is produced in onlv 

19 of the urban areas. In tcrms of exports, around 22 of the 354 magisterial districts 

produced 81% of the total manufacturing exports in 2002. Economic actkity is also skew 

in the sense that the cities located near ports are smaller than those situated inland. 

Thereforz, domestic transport costs are a relevant issue in South L\frica, especially as the 

major sources of manufactured exports are located inland. 

In determining whether distance and transport costs from a particular location to 

an export hub matters for export-oriented manufacturing firms in South Africa, this 

article estimates a number of cubic spline density funcdons for manufactured exports in 

1996 and 2004 and for average manufactured exports over the period 1996-2004. 



Cubic splines are piecewise functions whose "pieces" are polynomials of degree 

less than or equal to three, joined together to form a smooth function. These have been 

applied to various study disciphes, especially urban s~udies. As far as the author is aware 

there has not been anr studv that uses the cubic-spline dcnsity function to estimatc the 

impact of domestic transport costs on trade. 

From the cubic-spline density functions it was found that in South .Ifrica the 

largest 1-olumcs of exports are generated within 100 km of an export hub. In particular 

between 70'10 and 987'0 of manufactured esports are produced within 100 km of the 

nearest export hub. For certain goods, such as electronics, about 980'0 of manufacturing 

takes place w i t h  100 km of an export hub. Further away from an export hub in South 

Africa ( i  excess of 100 km) one tends to find furniture, texdes, and metal products. 

These goods tend to be produced largely for the domestic market, which is relatively 

more intensive in natural resources. 

The above suggests that, barring some important exceptions, the proximity to a 

port (hub) is an important consideration in the location of most export-oriented 

manufacturing firms. However, it mas also found that the relationship between esports 

and distance from an export hub is not unidircctionally nrgative. In South Afnca, there 

appears to be a second band of location of export-oriented manufachiring k m s  at a 

distance of between 200 and 400 km from the nearest hub. Several large manufacturing 

exporters are situated in this band. A third band occurs at around 600 km. However, the 

manufactured exports that originate from this band are resource based. 

Comparison over time showed that the number of locations from which 

tnanufactu~lg exports occur in South Africa increased by 15% between 1996 and 2004 

and that manufactured increased in the band between 200 km and 400 km from the 

nearest hub. This could suggest an increase in manufactured exports that depend on 

natural resources due to demand factors and/or a decrease in domestlc transport costs 

over the period. Although further research could clarify \vhether or not the incrcasc in 

manufacturing exports in the band further away from the export hub was due to 

increases in demand and/or decreases in transport costs, it remains that transport costs 

manufacturing i ims  in South Africa, and the location near to an export hub is important. 

It also suggests that improving the efficienq of export hubs, and even creating additional 

export hubs (e.g. through dry ports) would contribute positively towards increasing the 

1 are an important and significant determinant of the location of export-oriented I 



volume of manufactured exports from South Africa. The South African government is 

currently planning the creation of such hubs. 
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CHAPTER 4: ARTICLE 2 

DETERMINANTS OF REGIONAL MANUFACTURED 

EXPORTS FROM A DEVELOPING COUNTRY 

ABSTRACT 

In this arficJe, the qnestion o f  the location o f  exporters o f  man+&r~d goods within a county is 

inues@uted, Bared on insights j h m  new trade thron: the new economicgeograp@ P E G )  andgnrvi4- 

equation modellin& an empiri'.al model is .pen]ied with a~iomeration and znmasing returns (the home- 

market efecf) and tranJporf torts (bmxied b~ distance) as major ilrtr~minunts ofthe locatton denjion of 
exporfers. Data j a m  354 magistenld distrii'ts in South Africa are used with a uarieg o f  estimators 

(OLJ, Tobit, RE-Tobif) and allowani.es /or data shor/comings (bootstrapped .rtanddrd emrs and 

ana&icaJ wei&/s) to jdentzh the dete~minants o f  regional mrnufictnred exports. It is found thaf the 

home-market efecf (measured i?y the s i ~ e  o f  local GDP) u ~ d  dzstance (measured os the distance in k m  to 

the nearest porf) are szgn@cant &tern~inonts o f  regional mangactnred e.\por?s. This article contrdwtes to 

thr lirprat~rre ly using der~elopi~g count?y datc7, and by udding to the smdl llferatnre on thir ~opzc. T h  

arfide r.omplemen/s the work of Nicolini (2003) on /he determinants ofexportsf^rom Elmpean tigions 

andjnds that the home-nnrrket efect is relalzue~ more impot-tant ~n the developing connly context 

(South Africa), ajnding consistenf with theo,p/icalKEG models .inch as those of P u p  (1 998). 

Keywords: developing country, manufactured exports, home-market effect, domestic 

transport costs 

JEL Classification Codes: R12, R49, F12 and F14 

4.1 Introduction 

Theoretical and empirical work in international trade has, with a feu exceptions, 

predominantly focused on trade between countries, as opposed to focusing on where 

exports originate within a countq. International trade theory, unnl fairly recently, 

assumed away all elements that might make consideration of the geography of exports 

possible. For instance, transport costs, distance, market size, scale economies and 

agglomeration were only recently incorporated into trade models. In this respect, 

important initial contributions on the integration of regional science and international 



trade theow were made by Krugman (1979, 1980, 1991), \'enables (2001), Fujita, 

Krngman and Venables (2001) and Fujita and Krugman (2004). 

Despite these advances, relatively little evidence has heen forthcoming as to the 

appropriateness of tlwse theoretical models (Brakman, Garretsen & Van hlarrelvijk, 

2001; Venables, 2005; Naude & Krugell, 2006; Gries & Naude, 2007). Moreorer, where 

transport costs in international trade are concerned, etnpitical work has so far tended to 

focus on international shipping costs (Radelet & Sachs, 1998; Hummels, 1999; Clark, 

Dollar & hlicco, 2004). This amcle's contribution is to present empitical evidence on the 

geographcal location and determinants of exports from a developing c o u n q .  

Vnderstanding these determinants may be important given the wide consensus that esists 

on the positire impact of export growth on economic growth and development (see 

Foster. 2006; Hausman, Hwang & Rod&. 2006) and on the potential for differential 

export performance to contribute to spatial inequality (see Kanhw & Venables, 2005). 

Existing studies on this topic focus only on developed countries (for example N i c o h ,  

2003). A dereloping countq perspective is given in t h s  article using data from South 

Africa's 354 magisterial districts. The focal point is manufactured exports, as 

manufacturing fums tend to be more footloose than, for example, firms in mining or 

agriculture. It is found that local demand (or economic growth) positively influences 

exports, wherens distance from a port decreases exports. The further that exporters are 

located from an export huh (such as a port), the less their manufactured exports. 

Distance (i.e. domestic ttansport costs) therefore matters. 

The article continues in section 4.2 by describing the modelling approach from 

the framework of theoretical conuibutions on the topic. Thereafter, in section 4.3 the 

data and estimators used are dmussed. Before the results are discussed in section 4.5, the 

profile and patterns of manufactured exports in South Africa are described in section 1.4. 

The article concludes with a summary and suggestions for Further research in section 4.6. 



4.2 Modelling Approach 

4.2.1 Theoretical Background 

In traditional explanations of trade (such as the Heckscher-Ohlin model) patrems of 

trade between countries depend on natural resources, skills and factors of production. It 

is assumed that trade takes place in a perfectly competitive and frictionless (pinpoint) 

world xvithout transport costs (Salvatore, 1998). 

Only relatively recently, in the new trade theories, has the role of transport costs 

as a determinant of trade in international trade been recognised (see e.g. initial 

contributions by Krugman, 1979; 1980). Herein, Satnuelson's (1952) concept of iceberg 

transport costs is frequently used. With "iceberg" transport costs, goods can be shlpped 

freely, but only a fraction of goods @ arrive at the relevant destination, with (1 -A being 

lost in transit (i.e. it melts away). The fraction lost in transit is seen as the transport cost 

incurred (Krugman, 1980; Fujita & Krugman, 2004). According to Fujita and Ktugtnan 

(2004), using iceberg transport costs has two advantages. Firstly, it e h n a t e s  the need to 

analyse the transport sector as another industry. Secondly, it simplifies the description of 

how monopolistic fums set theit prices (1.e. it erases the incentive to absorb transport 

costs, charging a lower FOB (Free on Board) price for exports than for domestic sales). 

Krugman (1991) redefined the iceberg cost function as an explicit geographical distance- 

related function (PIIcCann, 2005). 

Both international and domestic transport costs can be Lllsdnpshed, and have 

significant effects on trade. As far as international transport costs are concerned, Radelet 

and Sachs (1998) analyse the impact of international transport costs on the international 

competitiveness of developing countries. They find that transport costs are influenced by 

geographical factors such as distance to markets and access to ports which, in turn, hare 

an effect on manufactured exports and long-term economic growth. Countries with 

lower transport costs hare experienced more rapid growth in manufactured exports as 

well as in overall economic growh during the past three decades, than countries LX-ith 

higher transport costs. High transport costs elevate the cost of producing manufactures 

by increasing the price of imported intermediate and capital goods. These elex-ated 

production costs, together with high transport costs, impede the price competitiveness of 

manufactured exports (Radelet & Sachs, 1998; Hoffmann, 2002). I.imlmao and \'enables 

(2001) find that landlocked developing countries tend to have higher transport costs 



(approximately 50%) and lower trade volumes (around 60%) than coastal countries. 

Clark et al. (2004417) find that transport costs are a sipficant determinant of hilateral 

trade benveen Latin America and the USA, and that port efficiency is an important 

determinant of international shipping costs (improving port efficiency from the 25th to 

the 75th percentile can reduce shipping costs by up to 12%). 

As far as domestic transport costs and the relationship between transport costs 

and f m ~  location are concerned, the so-called home-market effect has been offered to 

explain the ohsen-ed spatial concentration of industries. h g m a n  (1980) explains that if 

manufacturing firms experience increasing returns to scale in the face of positlve 

uansport costs, they wdl locate in the vicinity of the largest market. This implies that one 

can expect the concentration of production to enable increasing returns to scale, while 

locating near the largest market minimises transport costs. A\s a determinant of regional 

manufacturing exports, the home-market effect unplies that manufacturing firms w d  

export those products for which there is a large domestic (local) demand (Amstrong & 

Taylor, 1000). 

Transport costs are the determining factor for the home-market effect. By 

locating near the larger market, f m s  are able to achieve increasing returns to scale and at 

the same time minimise their transport costs. Thls increases the real wage of workers in 

that region and makes it a more attractive place to live (Brakman e t  ol., 1001). Accordtng 

to Brakman et ol. (2001), transport costs are the main identieing characteristic of regions 

in the core-periphery model of the new economic geography P E G )  theoty. In the 

model, transport costs are assumed zero within a region and positive between two 

regions. Transport costs comprise various elements that hamper trade, such as tariffs, 

language, and cultural harriers as well as the actual costs incurred in moving goods from 

one place to another (Krugman, 1991; Brakman et ul., 2001; Fujita, Krugman & Venables, 

2001). 

If transport costs were high, trade would not take place, as it would be too costly 

- exports and imports are so expensive that only home producuon is possible. 

Production wdl be spread out to be close to demand. If transport costs were low, there 

would also be no trade or agglomeration since the two regions would be e.u ante identical 

and neither would hare the forces, such as a thick labour market or inter-industry 

lmkages, that create the propensity for agglomeration. Thus, it is in an intermediate range 

that transport costs matter for trade and agglomeration. Below this threshold lcrel of 

transport costs, manufacturers choose the location with large local demand. Local 



demand will be large precisely where the majority of manufacturers choose to locate. The 

result is agglomeration at the core and trade with the periphery (Krugman, 1991; 

Brakman et  ul., 2001; Fujita, Krugrnan & Venables, 2001). 

From the abol-e, the main determinants of exports from a specific location are 

distance (transport costs) and the home-market effect. Empirical evidence supports these 

conclusions (Venables, 2001; see also Crafts & hfulatu, 2005 for a discussion of the 

location of industry in Britain). For instance, countries tend to trade with proximate 

partners (Grossman, cited in The Round Table, 2004), el-en if transport costs orer 

distance hare fallen (Hummels, 1999). Approximately half of the world's trade takes 

place between countries located w i h  3 000 km of each other p e  Round Table, 2004). 

The distance of trade for the average countries in the world has decreased, implying that 

distance matters (Carrere & Schiff, 2004). A possible reason for this occurrence is that 

distance is costly. It directly increases transaction costs in terms of additional transport 

costs of shipping goods, time costs of shpping date-sensitive goods, the costs of 

contracting at a distance (search costs), costs of obtaining information on remote 

economies and costs of communicating with &stant locations (Overman, Redding & 

\'enables, 1001; Venables, 2001). Redding and Schott (2003:516) also show that f m s  

that are located at some &stance from final markets face transport costs on both their 

sales as well as on their inputs, and as a consequence will hare less value added available 

to remunerate labour, which in turn will reduce incentives for investment in human 

capital. This is an additional channel through which distance from markets can reduce a 

regon's growth and explain spatial economic inequality. 

4.2.2 Regional Trade Model 

In the previous section, trade, as a result of agglomeration, was esplaincd. Various other 

models (for example the gravity model of trade and the price elasticity model of supply 

and demand) have been developed to explain trade and, more specifically, the 

determinants of the exports of countries. What distinguishes the gravity model of trade 

from other models is that it incorporates a spatial element, namely distance, to the 

explanation of trade. As indicated space, in the form of distance, is highly relevant as one 

of the determinants of trade in the NEG theory. The gravity model states that bilateral 

trade flows between countries are determined by their respectix-e incomes, the distance 

behveen them and other country-specific factors such as language, geographical 



continuin., trade agreements and colonial ues (Deardorff, 1995; Head, 2003). The gencral 

conclusion from the existing empirical studles is that the further the countries are located 

from one another, the lower are the trade flows due to increasing transport costs 

(Brakman eta]., 2001; Nicolini, 2003). 

The gravity model is, however, not without shortcomings and has been widely 

criticised for not having a solid theoretical foundation. The theoretical foundation 

underlying this model has been the subject of research for more than three decades 

(Anderson, 1979; Bergstrand, 1985, 1989, 1990; Deardorff, 1995, Ercnett & Keller, 

2001). Deardorff (1995) shows that the gravity equation can be derived from any of the 

trade theories, as it charactetises many of their attributes. Indeed, the gravity equation has 

also been derived from the new trade theory. For example, Feenstra, hfarkusen and Rose 

(2001) employ the gravity equation in conditions of monopolistic competition to test for 

the home-market effect. They use the incomes of the country pairs as proxies for the 

home-market effect and find that it esists for differentiated goods, but not for 

homogeneous goods (domestic income elasticity exceeds the partner income elasticity). 

Therefore, with subtle differences in the parameter values, Feenstra et al. (2001) found 

that the gravity equation is supportive of an increasing returns model as embodied in 

new trade theory. 

It is only in the work of Nicolini (2003) that the focus is no longer on countries 

but on regions within countries. Lrp to t h s  point, no other study has engaged in such an 

approach. Nicolitll (2003) adapts the graviq model to develop and test a theoretical 

model (based on NEG theom) of the determinants of singular (export) flows from 

regions. Her study finds that factors that determine a country's exports dffer from the 

factors that determine where those exports originate within a country. Nicolini's (2003) 

theoretical framework assumes (a) a utility function of consumers that consume both 

local and imported goods and @) a production function of local and foreign firms. 

Exporting the goods incurs transport costs (in the form of iceberg transport costs). As 

her model only considers singular trade flows, she derives the home-market effect from 

the assumption that the demand for local goods exceeds that of imported goods. The 

reasoning hehind this assumption is as follows: when local firms agglomerate due to the 

effect of circular causation, they are able to specialise and achieve increasing returns to 

scale. T h s  lowers their production costs and subsequently prices. Consumers demand 

local firms' goods as they are cheaper than imported goods. '4s demand increases, f m s  



are able to expand and eventually export their goods. Export is therefore the result of 

increased demand that originates from circular causation (i.e. the home-market effect). 

In the following section, Nicolini's (2003) empirical model is tested with 

developing c o u n q  data (from South Africa) in order to compare and contrast results 

between developed and developing country regons. Whllst Nicohni's (2003) empirical 

models are tested for a developing country. more sophisticated estimators are used in this 

article since not all regions within a developing county export, in contrast to Nicolini's 

developed country sample where all regions had positke exports. 

4.3 Empirical Model 

4.3.1 Estimating Equation 

The estimating equation follo\vs that of Nicolini (2003) and implies that exports (EXPJ 

from a regon are determined by a geographical component (GeoJ particular to each 

region, the "home-market" effect (HnfJ of each region and specific regional features 

(SEJ. The equation as developed by N i c o h  (2003) is: 

Nicolini (2003) measures the home-market effect by using the GDP per region corrected 

by the geograplucal surface area of the region (GDP per km3 in order to account for the 

size of the local market. She finds that the home-market effect explains the export 

intensity of the regions. The geographical component captures transport costs. Transport 

costs are proxied by using two different measures, the surface area of a region (1.e. the 

geographic area in km3 and the transport intensity (the local transport infrastructure or 

network) of each regon. Nicolini (2003) finds that the surface of a region affects the 

density of exports negatively (and concludes that distance matters, also see section 4.2.1) 

and increased transport intensity facilitates trade flows (infrastructure is positively 

correlated with trade rolume, also see Bougheas, Demetriades & hlorgenroth, 1999). She 

adds dummies in her test for whether or not a region 1s adjacent to a foreign country. 

Due to data constraints, the estimating equation for this article has to be 

modfied slightly, but still follows Nlcolini's (2003) approach. The equaaon is as follows: 



T h e  home-market effect (H.tf,lJ is captured by the GDP per magsterial district". The 

geographical component (D&J hcre is also measured using two proxies, namely the 

distance from each magisterial disuict to its nearest export hub (also see section 4.3.2) 

and the surface area of each magisterial district. The influence of domestic transport 

costs on regional exports is captured through the implementation of thcsc proxics. The 

use of dummies for adjacency is not relevant. 

4.3.2 Data 

The discussion on the data uscd in this article needs to be preceded by a short 

description of the magisterial disuicts in South Africa (wh~ch constitute the regions in 

this article). South Africa has nine provinces, each with a number of magisterial districts. 

The Westem Cape has 42 magisterial districts, the Eastern Cape 78, the Northcrn Cape 

26, the Free State 52, KwaZulu Natal 51, the North West 19, Gauteng 24, hlpumalanga 

31 and the Limpopo province has 31 magistenal d~stricts. The number of magisterial 

districts total 354 (Global Insight Southern Africa, 2006). Each magisterial hsuict is 

u ~ q u e  in the sense that their sizes, levels of income, numbers of exports, clinate 

conduions and even cultural backgrounds &ffer (Grirs 8: Naudk, 2007). In addition to 

their different attributes, the disuicts' economic development has not been on par since 

1994, with some regions growing fast and others shrin!&g in per capita income terms 

(Bosker & KrugeU, 2006). South Africa's magisterial d~stlicts therefore proride valuable 

insight into why some regions or locations export and others do not. Figure 4.1 provides 

a graphical illustration of South Africa's magisterial districts. The shaded districts are 

those that ha\-e positive manufactured exports. The relative volumes of exports are 

indicated accordmg to the percentage of total exports originating from a particular 

district. For Instance, the areas shaded black arc areas where thr district contributes more 

than 1% of total manufactured exports and the areas shaded grey between O.lO/o and 

0.99% 

In tlus secaan, the concept of a "region" corresponds to a magisterial &strict (an are2 governed by a 
local authonr).) In the South .\fncan case. There are 354 magstend dstncts (see also section 43.2). whch 
Formed dlr hmr  for the county's 1910 and 2001 censuses. The 354 magtsterial districts are dep~cted in 
figure 4.1. T h e  354 magisrerid dimic t r ,  wluch acted as borders for local authorities, mere changed after 
2000 to 283 municipal arezs. Iiowever, for present purposes, it is more useful to use the 354 regions sin=? 
i t  promdes a h e r  geographical spread due to the lugher number of separate regions. 



Figure 4.1: Exports per Magisterial District
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Panel data on manufactured exports was obtained from Global Insight Southern Africa's

Regional Economic Focus database (Global Insight, 2006). This database is compiled

&om data supplied by the South African Revenue Services and the Department of

Customs and Excise. The documentation required from exporters by the Department of

Customs and Excise captures their postal codes or street addresses. This data per postal

code was mapped to the 354 magisterial districts (the cross-section units) to provide

information on each magisterial district. The magisterial allocations were then compared

to the national totals contained in the South African Reserve Bank Quarterly Bulletin

(Gries & Naude, 2007). Data for exports, Gross Domestic Product (GDP) per

magisterial district was obtained from this database. The Regional Economic Focus

Database also provides geographical data of each magisterial district (data on the surface

area (in km2) was used as one of the proxies for domestic transport costs).

The only other variable, for which data was obtained, is distance. In gravity

models, distances from city centre to city centre is calculated. In this article, actual

distances in South A&ica between the magisterial districts and the major export hubs are

used. The export hubs are: City Deep (a dry port for containers situated in Gauteng),

82



Durban harbour (in KwaZulu-Natal), Port Elizabeth harbour (in the Eastern Cape) and 

Cape Town harbour (simated in the Western Cape). The reason for including only these 

ports is that that majority of manufactured exports more through them as they are 

equipped to handle containers and higher value products. These hubs are also situated on 

one or more of the three main freight corridors namely Gauteng to Durban, Gauteng to 

Cape Town and Gauteng to Port Elizabeth. Around 62% of all South Africa's imports 

and exports are moved though one or more of these corridors (DOT, 2005). In terms of 

the data, the shortest &stance from each magisterial district to one of these hubs was 

chosen as the distance variable, as it is assumed that exporters suive to minimise theu 

transport costs. The internet sen-ice Shell Geostar (www.shellgeostar.co.za) was used to 

obtain these distances. Shell Geostar is a mapping sen-ice that provides detailed maps 

and distances between any two locations in South Africa. Table 1 . 1  provides the list of 

variables: 

Table 4.1: Lirt of Variubles" 

Variable Description 
Logarithm of magisterial exports (UI actual value) 
Logarithm of magisterial GDP (m actual value) 

Logarithm of distances (in km) 

4.3.3 Estimators 

In dus article, various estimators are applied with STATA 9. The following paragraphs 

provide descriptions of the estimators. Section 4.5 discusses the results. 

The Tobit model, or censored regression method, was developed by Tobin (1958) in a 

study on household expenditure. He introduced the concept of censoring the dependent 

variable, where it has an upper or lower h t ,  or both. X censored variable implies that 

the values of that variable in a certain range are transformed to a single value, which 

creates a mass point (Green, 2003; Smith, 2006). The Tobit analysis is useful when 

analysing dependent variables that cannot take values lower or higher than a particular 

In ench instance the logarithm of the vanables 1s used as it remores non~hneanues, h i t s  changes of the 
vannnce of the vanables and allows for interpretation of the coefficients as elasticities ~ogeh-ang,  2005). 



limit (Roneck, 1992). In many instances the dependent variable is zero for a large part of 

the observations (as is the case of the dependent variable in this article) (Green, 2003). 

l l e  Tobit model is estimated using maximum likelihood methods (Smith, 2006). 

The pooled Tobit model is specified as: 

where the residuals, y, are assumed to be independently and normally distributed, 

with mean zero and constant variance 02. It is assumed that ): and x, are obsen-ed for i = 

1, 2,. .. n. The new random rariable, or the latent variablel:*, is unobserved ifytx 5 0 

(Amemiya, 1984; Roneck, 1992; LeClere, 1994; Sigelman & Zheng, 1999; Nicholson, 

Thomton & hluinga, 2004; Green, 2003; Hou, Wang & Duncombe, 2005). Equation 

(4.3) and the corresponding constraints in equation (4.4) are implemented using tobit in 

STAITA 9. 

Green (2003) points out that when the dependent variable is censored, it is better 

to apply a censored regression method to a conventional regression method, as the latter 

fails to differentiate between limit (zero or censored) ohsexations and non-limit 

(continuous or uncensored) obsen-ations. It is for this reason that the interpretation of 

the coefficients of the Tobit model differs considerably from that of an 015 regression 

model. In an OLS regression model, the coefficients represent the impact of the 

independent rariable on the dependent rariable, whereas in a Tobit model, the 

coefficient represents the effect of an independent variable on the latent dependent 

variable (LeClere, 1994). In order to extract as much information as possible from the 

Tobit coefficients, McDonald and hloffitt (1980) suggest a decomposition of the 

coefficients to better the understanding of the effects of the explanatory variables on the 

dependent rariable. The total marginal effect, SEh) / 6X2,, has to be dtsaggregated into 

the weighted sum of nvo types of m a r p a l  effects. The first type is the change i n y  of 

those values above zero, weighted by the expected value o f y  if above zero. The second 

Tpe is the change in the probability of y being above zero, again weighted by the 



expected value of y if above zero (hfcDonald & hioffitt, 1980; Hou et ai., 2005)'" If one 

refrains from using marginal effects, one can only report the significance of the 

coefficients and compare the sizes of the rariables. Doing so will possibly lead to 

misinterpretation of the coefficients (Roneck, 1992). The marginal effects after the Tobit 

estimation are reported in section 4.5. 

.I panel data set is one that provides multiple observations on each individual in a sample 

orer time (Baltagi, 1995; Hsiao, 2003). Thls qTe of data set has several advantages orer 

conventional cross-sectional or time-series data sets, as it adds another dimension to the 

empirical anal>-ses. McPherson, Redfern and Tieslau (1998) list these advantages. Firstly, 

panel data models are able to capture both cross-section and time-series variation of the 

dependent rariable. Secondly, the models can also measure observable and unobsen-able 

effects that rariables have on the dependent rariables. Hsiao (2003) adds to the list a 

larger number of data points than other data sets, more degrees of freedom, and reduced 

collineari~ among explanatory rariables. Panel data sets are, however, not without 

shortcomings. Panel data tend to suffer from both heterogenei? and selectivity bias 

(Hsiao, 2003) Accordmg to Baltag (1995), panel data is also lunited in the sense that 

there tend to be design and data collection problems, distortions of measurement errors 

and the data sets usually COIW only short time spans. 

Panel data takes into account the heterogeneity between individuals and of 

indwiduals over time through the use of variable intercept models. These models consist 

of three types of variables, indir-idual time-inrariant (here the variable remains constant 

for a given indtvidual over time, e.g. &stance), period individual-invariant (the variable is 

the same for all individuals, but changes orer time, e.g. interest rates) and individual time- 

varying ~ariables (here the rariable varies across individuals as well as across time, e.g. 

GDP or exports per magisterial district (Hsiao, 2003). Baltagi (1995) states that most of 

the panel data model applications make use of a one-way error component model that 

captures the unobsenrable individual specific effects of these variables. 

The obsen-ed and unobserved effects of the rariables (whether or not they vary 

or remain constant) are absorbed into the intercept term (Hsiao, 2003). These unit or 

the-specific rariables are included in one of the two basic panel data models, namely 

' T o r  a detaded rhearetical demauon of m a r p a l  effects, refer to JlcDonald and ;\loffin (1980). Roaeck 
(lW2). LeClere (1991), Green (1999 & 2003) and FIou e t d  (2005) 
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Fixed-Effect models or Random-Effects models. In Fixed-Effects models, the effects of 

the omitted rariables are considered to be constant (Baltagi, 1995; Hsiao, 2003). In this 

article, it is assumed that the unobserved heterogeneity is best characterised as randomly 

distributed variables, whch makes the application of a Random-Effects esdmator 

appropriate. A Random-Effects model takes into account not only effects of observable 

variables on the dependent variable (in this case exports), but also effects due to 

unobserved heterogeneity between the indiriduals (i.e. the magisterial dstricts). The 

reason for ths  assumption is that the magisterial districts in South Africa r a n  

considerably in their culture, climate, ethnic background and &stance from one another. 

Therefore, it is believed to be reasonable to assume that the unobserved differences 

between them are randomly distributed (McPherson el a/., 1998; Gries & NaudC, 2007). 

The theoretically derived equation based on that of Nicolini (2003) stipulated in 

section 4.3.1 (see equation (4.2)) can be rewritten as a Random-Effects panel data model. 

Baltag (1995) and Verbeek (2004) specify the linear regression model with panel-level 

random effects as follows: 

The dependent variable J,* is a latent variable that represents an unobservable 

index of a b d q  or desire in a magisterial district ( I )  (the cross sectional unit) to export a 

positive quantity of manufactured goods in period (4 (the time-series unit). The rariable 

.Y,, is a matrix of explanatoq variables as discussed in section 4.3.2, pl is a vector of time- 

invariant unobsen-able factors determining exports and &,, is a rector of stochastic 

disturbances. Often /I$ and q, are written as one composite error term, whch is assumed 

to be normally distributed. It is assumed that E@pJ = 0; EO/, ZJ = 0 and E(E,, 5J = 0 

(AlcPherson eta/., 1998; Gries & Naudk, 2007). 

Not all magisterial districts exported manufactured goods over the period 1996 to 

2004, which changes the nature of the dependent rariable. The  dependent variable is 

seen as  censored from below (or left-censored), therefore the more appropriate Random- 

Effects Tobit (or weighted maximum likelihood) estimator has to be used. The latent 

variable (manufactured exports) takes on a positive value if exports are positive and takes 

on zero if the magisterial district does not export. In other words: 



Equation (4.5) and the corresponding constraints in equation (4.6) are implemented 

using xttobit in STATA\ 9. hlarginal effects for ths  panel data model are reported 111 

section 4.5. 

The occurrence of heteroskedasticity is a concern in all empirical work. If 

heteroskedasticity occurs, misleading conclusions can be drawn. Heteroskedasticity 

implies that random variables are spread around their mean values with different 

variances (1.e. the error terms do not hare, as they should, a constant rariance). 

Heteroskedasticity tends to be more evident in cross-sectional data (with heterogeneous 

units) than in time-series data. The reason for is that there may be a scale effect, because 

the units v a q  in sue (Gujarati, 2006). The data used in this study, as described in section 

4.3.2, consist of magisterial dtsuicts with r a q h g  sizes. Heteroskedasticity might 

therefore occur. Two methods were used to determine whether or not the data are 

heteroskedastic. Firstly, a visual inspection was conducted by plotting the residuals 

against the fitted values. The scatter graph indicated varying variances, whch prompted a 

more formal test. The Breusch-Pagan test was subsequently applied as a post-estimation 

test of an OLS regression model. The null hypothesis of the Breusch-Pagan test is that 

there is constant rariance, or, no heteroskedasticity. Indeed, the xZ results lead to the 

rejection of the null hjpothesis. Therefore, the estimators used in this article have to 

correct the evident heteroskedasticity. 

In STATL\ 9, most of the empirical estimators are able to correct 

heteroskedasticiq through, for example, the calculation of robust standard errors. 

Howex-er, for certain esha tors  such as the Tobit model (used in thts article), ths  option 

is not available. One has to resort to different methods to obtain constant variance. The 

first method (when using pooled data) is to corn-ert the data and use an integral 

regression, whxh allows robust standard errors. The second method is to obtain 

bootstrapped standard errors. Crihari-Neto and Zarkos (1999) suggest that weighted 

bootstrap methods can be successfully used to obtain variances of linear parameters 

under non-normality. Unfortunately for the Tobit model using the panel data, the 

options are limited to one. To eliminate heteroskedasticity when using the Random 

Effects Tobit model, the only option is to estimate bootstrapped standard errors where 

applicable. These are reported in section 4.5 below. 

Another problem cross-section data on units such as regions or districts 

relatcs to biases due to the different sizes of the districts. This results in non-random 

sampling. For instance, the varying sizes of the dmricts could lead to better point 



estimates for certain ~anables in the large districts, as there are more observations for 

these dstricts. Therefore, allocating the same weight for districts with many obsen&ons 

and districts with few obsemations creates a bias. Weights can be used to correct this 

bias. In this article, analytical weights are applied. i\nalytical weights are weights that are 

inversely proportional to the variance of an observation. The observations are obsen-ed 

means and the weights are the number of elements that give rise to the average ( S W A ,  

2006). Most of the regressions in this article are thus also estimated with two weights, 

namely the GDP of 1996 and the population in 1996. 

4.4 Profile of Manufactured Exports from South Africa 

Before setting out the results from the estimanons, it is usehl to discuss the context. 

South Africa has become an active competitor in the global market since it opened up its 

economy in 1994. Trade liberalisation replaced the anti-export bias of the previous policy 

of import substitution to make way for higher, export-led growth (Coetzee, Gwarada, 

Naudi Br S\vanepoel, 1997). Since 1994, policies were adopted and aimed at accelerating 

the liberalisation process of South Alfrica's economy, such as the relaxation of exchange 

rate controls, tariff reduction and controhng the Rand through market interest rates 

(Naude, 2001; Heintz, 2003). 

Roux (2004) argues out that South Africa's wade liberalisation, through the tariff 

reforms, had a sipficant impact on the counq's  trade with imports and exports rising 

from 47010 in 1996 to approximately 60% of GDP in 2004. A large proportion of this rise 

in exports can be attributed to the increase in manufactured exports. hlatlufactured 

exports hare increased from 17% in 1988 to 54% in 1998. Since 1991, the ratio of 

manufactured exports to GDP has tripled from 3.1% to 9.6% (Ran!&, 2001). 

The location of the South .lfrican manufacturing sector reflects the spatial 

inequality of economic activity in the country (see Suleman 81 Naudk, 2003). Naudi and 

Krugell (2003 & 2006) point out that in 2000, 849'0 of total matlufacturing exports were 

generated by only 22 of the 354 magisterial d~stricts. The percentage generated by these 

22 d~stricts dlffers by 1% from that of 1996. This, together with the fact that they are 

located in urban agglomeration areas, suggests that export in manufacturing is mostly an 

established urban activity. The export behaviour of magisterial districts between 1996 

and 2004 is generally erratic, where in some pears certain disuicts export manufactures 

and in others not. Overall, the number of magisterial districts that export manufactures 



increased by 15% from 1996 to 2004. However, there are still many magisterial districts 

that have zero manufactured exports. Fortunately, thls number declined from 158 in 

1996 to 129 in 2004 (Regional Economic Focus Database, 1006). Gries and Naudk 

(2007) examine the raqing export and growth performances or patterns of South 

Africa's magisterial disuicts. They find that magisterial d~suicts with larger economic 

activity (measured by gross value added), competitive transport costs (those that are 

located near ports), foreign market access (measured by the degree of imports into a 

magisterial district) and good institutional quality (i.e. capital stock necessary for 

production) are able to export manufactures more successfully than those regions that do 

not have these qualities. Thcp also tested the impact of a district's population on exports 

(which, together with the gross value added, proxied the home-market effect) and found 

that magisterial d~stricts with smaller economies tend to export less. Hence, the home- 

market effect contributes to a district's export rolumes. 

As indicated, geography plays an important role in the location and volume of 

manufactured exports in South .\frica. hlatthee. Naudk and Kmgell (2006) provide 

empirical evidence (through the application of cubic-spline density Functions) on the 

impact of domestic transport costs on both manufactured exports and the spatial 

location of such exporters. They obsen-e that the largest volume (between 70% and 

98%) of exports from magisterial districts is generated within 100 km from the export 

hub. For certain goods (mostly slull-intensive goods such as electronics) about 98% of 

manufacturing takes place ~vithm 100 km of an export hub. Further away from an export 

huh in South Africa (in excess of 100 km) one tends to find fewer skill-intensive goods 

such as furniture, textiles, and metal products being exported. These goods are largely 

produced for the domestic market, and make relatively more use of natural resources. 

Table 4.2 summarises their results per manufacturing sub-sector. 



Table 3.2: Pen-e~ifa~e Expotits per A f a n t c u n g  Sub-serfor by Di~tance 

m e d d  and other 

hlatthee, Naude and Krugell (2006) conclude that proximity to an export hub is an 

important consideration for the location of manufacturers. The patterns and evolution of 

the location of manufacturing exporters in South Africa support the idea that domestic 

transport costs matter for exports. However, several exporters are also located 200km to 

400 ktn from the export hub. This suggests that location (i.e. distance from an export 

hub) is not the only determinant of regional manufactured exports in South Africa. 

Identifying the determinants of exports, also across the various regons, map he 

important in South *ifrica given that its overall growth is fundamentally constrained by 

its export growth (Hausmann & Klinger, 2006). 

appliances 
Transport equipment 
Furniture and other items 
NEC and recrcling 

4.5 Estimation Results 

In section 4.3.3, equations (4.3) and (4.5) were discussed as the basis for estimating the 

determinants of regional manufactured exports. Vsing STAT.% 9, the regression results 

for these equations are shown in the tables below. In each table the dependent variable is 

the log of exports from the magisterial d~stricts. Thls section is structured as follows: 

section 4.5.1 reports the results from pooled data estimators, namely an Ordinary Least 

Squares (OLS) regression and the Tobit model. Section 4.5.2 contains the corresponding 

Source: A4aftl1c.r. S a u d i  and Krwgtii, 2006 
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0.26 
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estimators (i.e. Generalked Least Squares regression and Random-Effects Tobit model) 

for panel data. Results from weighted models are reported in section 4.5.3. As inlcated 

in section 4.3.1, nvo proxies for domestic transport costs are implemented. However, 

only the results of distance are reported, as the results for the surface area of each 

magisterial district were not sipficant. 

4.5.1 Pooled Data Regressions 

The OLS regression provides an overall inlcadon of the effect on exports of the 

explanatory variables when using pooled data. GDP seems to contribute positively to 

exports, whereas &stance has the opposite effect. Table 4.3 reports the results. All of the 

results are significant at the 1% level. 

Tuble J.?: O I S  Regresszon Results (Dependent Vunable Log E.xports) 

Variable I Coefficient / Standard Error I Robust SE 
I -- I 0.08 

Log Distance -1.77 -13.33 **' 1 2.16 
Intercept 42.56 

i.1 n RAW* 1.1 o m j r *  * 
I I i A,.-" , A,."., 

I Adi. RZ 0.52 1 0.52 

The Toblt model implements censoring of the dependent vanable (1293 of the 3186 

observations are left-censored at 0). Table 4.4 contaitis the results. 

Root hlSE 
t-ruth in bru~kets 
*** signficunt at the 1 % leuei, **at the i% /eve/ * a/ /he 1O"b I ~ P I  

5.78 5.78 



Table 4.4: Tobit Rqnssion Resadts (Dependent Variuble Log Exports) 

a1 Effects 

P S C U ~ O R ~  1 

Both the p-xdues of the Tobit model's Likelihood Ratio and Wald chi-squares1' in table 

Bootstrapped SE 

0.13 
(3.71)*** 

0.20 
(-9.40)*** 

3.45 
(-21.12)*** 

Standard Error 

0.14 
(31.91)*** 

0.21 
(-9.08)*** 

3.60 
(-20.29)*** 

1857.98 

Variable 

Log GDP 

Log Distance 

Intercept 
- 

LR x2(2) 

0.11 

~~ . . 
p-value 
Pseudo R2 

4.4 indicate that the model is oreraU statistically significant at the 1% level. The 

Mat h 7 ., . 
3.19 

-1.37 

Coefficient 

1.13 

-1.90 

-72.96 

0.00 
0.11 

coefficients hare the expected signs and are also statistically significant. The pseudo RZ 

Wald x2(2) 1 

:ratios in bradeefs 
*** sign$cant at the 1% Iesel **at the 5% leuel *at lhe 70% level 
(Note: Pseudo R2 calculated using R2 between predcted and obsen-ed values is 0.52) 

reported in table 4.4 is that of McFadden. However, this pseudo RZ may not be the best 

3283.91 

fit. A better fit can be obtained by calculating the R2 between the predicted and obsen-ed 

values (UCLA Academic Technology Services, 2006). For this model, the value is 0.52 

(&IS value is also closer to the adjusted RZ of the OLS regression). This squared 

correlation between the obsen-ed and predicted values of exports shows that the 

explanatory variables account for ox-er 50% of the variance of the dependent variable. 

Compared to the OLS regression results in table 4.3, the signs and sizes of the 

coefficients are somewhat smaller, with the effects of the home-market and &stance 

somewhat stronger. 

The marginal effects, calculated at the mean, provide information on the effect of 

the explanatory variables on the dependent variable. The marginal effects reported in 

column five of table 4.4 are those for the uncondiaonal espected value of the dependent 

variable, E(J*), where J-* = max (a, mine, h)) (a is the lower limit for the left censoring 

and b is the upper h t  for right censoring) (Cong, 2001). .hcording to these effects, 

when GDP increases by I%, exports would on merage rise with 3.19% when it is already 

above zero. On the other hand, when distance increases by 1% (ie. the exporter 

producing manufactures is situated further away from an export hub), exports would fall 

'The U'ald test has a x2 distnbuhon under the null h~porhesis that all rrplanatory variables equal zero 
(Hou ef a / ,  2005). 



by 1.37°'n. These are rrlaavely suong effects that, as ~nmcated by further analysls below, 

may be robust 

4.5.2 Panel Data Regressions 

The GLS regression, similar to the OLS, an overau indication of the effect on 

expnrts of the explanatoq variables when using panel data. Table 4.5 reports the results. 

The p-values of the Wald test (n-ith varying degrees of freedom) indicate that the model 

is overall statistically s ip6can t  at the 1% level. GDP and &stance are s ipf icani  at the 

1% level and both have the expected signs. The interccpt here is slightly smaller than that 

of the OLS regression. When considering the results in table 4.5, it can be seen that the 

coefficients of GDP are somewhat smaller, and those of distance quite large. 

Table 4.5: GLT hgiian RcsuJfs &ndom Effects) (Dependent Variabie Log Eaprtr) 

The regression results of the Kandom-Effects Tobit nwdel are reported in table 4.6. The 

x2 values of thc Wald test are 1069.21 and 463.67 for the model with standard errors and 

bootstrapped standard errors respectively. The p-values of the Wald tests are stadstically 

sipficant at the 1% level, thus the model has a large degree of explanatov power. The 

sizes of the coefficients, compared to the Tobit model, are smaller. --&in, the 

coefficients hare the expected s i p  and are statistically significant. The coefficients are 

smaller in size than that of the OLS and Tobit results in tables 1.3 and 4.4. 



Tub/< 3.6; ':nrion/-E1ect.r Tobit R4Qrssion Resulti (Dependent Vimj6h Log Exports) 

The marginal effects are calculated in a similar manner to those of the Tobit model, using 

panel data. The marginal effects show that whrn GDP increases by l?/a, exports would, 

on ax-erage, rise by 2.621k1. Also, when distance increases by 1% (i.e. the exporter 

producing manufactures is situated further away from an export hub), exports would fall 

by 1.609.b (larger than that found in the Tobit analysis). 

4.5.3 Weighted Regressions 

2.62 

-1.60 

As esplamed in secnon 4.3.3, weights can bc used to prevent the creation of a bias when 

Bootstrapped SE 

0.33 
(9.43)*** 

0.49 
(-3.82)**' 

8.75 
(-~.78)*" 

163.67 
0.00 

nun-random samphng is used. In this case analytical weights are implemented in nvo 

instances: in an OLS regression and in a Tobit model. The regression results are reported 

for two weights of each magisterial district, the GDP of 1996 (see table 1.7) and the 

population of 1996 (see table 4.8). The sizes of the coefficients seem to be smaller 

compared to the results of the abore-reported estimators, especially for the hstancc 

variable. However, the signs and significance levels are identical. 

The margu~al effect of distance on exports in the weighted Tobit estimator (using 

GDP as analytical weight) is considerably smaller than that of the prex-lous results. Here, 

a lo% increase in distance from an export hub is associated with a decrease in exports of 

only 0.189'0. The marginal effect of GDP on exports is s d a r  (1% increase in GDP 

creates an increase of 3.27% exports). Marginal effects are calculated using population 

as analytical weight ~vith the effect of &stance slightly more selTrre on exports and the 

contribution of GDP larger. 

It should be noted that although most of the results using surface area as a p r o q  

for domestic transport costs are statistically insignificant, the results from the weighted 

Standard Error 

0.13 
(23.84)**" 

0.23 
(-8.2U)*** 

3.37 
(.12.40)*** 

1069.21 
0.00 

Variable Coefficient 
1 

Log GDP I 3.07 

Log Distance 
. 

Intercept 

X'dd xZ(?) 
p-value 

-1.88 

-41.81 



I regressions are not. The results are not reported here, however the sign of surface area is 

I pegative and that of GDP is posinve 

Tuble 4.7: V'e'ngfrd OLT and Tubzf Rrgrerszun RP.ruIts ( D p d e n t  finabie Log Equr f s ;  1 Anajytzcul Wegbt = GDP of I996) 

f-ratins m 61nckcts 
*** s&nil;~ani at the I % h e !  ** at the 5% leuel *a/  he lOoio iem! 

3.73 

Tabh 4.8: Wezghted O M  and To62 Regn~uiun Rtsdl f  (Dpendeent l-'anable h g  Exports; 

~ ~ n u b l i c u /  v'eight = Popul&un 6 1996) 

LR f ( 2 )  
p-value 
Pseudo R2 

In conclusion, the various estimators used m this article gal-e results on the signs Tor thr 

2089.62 
0.0000 
0.119 

coefficients, pnsinre for GDP and negative for distance. Therefore, the sign and 

coefficients can be considered as robust (although the size of the coefficient cannot be 

deemed robust). The effect of GDP (the home-market effect) was also found to be much 

stronger in all cases than that of distance. The effect of &stance, in particular, mas found 

to be sensitire towards the slze of the disttict. When the latter was controlled using 



analpcal weights, the effect of an Increase of loh in distance from an export hub would 

result in a fall m manufactured exports of approximatrly 0.18'Yo. 

4.6 Conclusions and  Recommendations 

N i c o h  (2003:447) recently stated that "one of the principal unsolved dilemmas of trade 

theoty" is "why and where people decide to locate their production". In this article, the 

question of where esportrrs of manufactured goods would be located within a c o u n q  

was investigated. Based on insights from new trade theory, the new econonuc geography 

and graviq-equation modelling, an empirical model was specificd wherein agglomeration 

and increasing returns (the home-market effect) and transport costs @roxied by distance) 

were identified as major determinants of choice of location for exporters. 

The main result of this article is that internal distance, and thus domestic 

transport costs, influences the extent to which different regions in a developing country 

can be expected to be successful in exporting manufactures. Data from 354 tnagisrerial 

districts in South Africa were used with a variety of estimators (OLS, Tobit, RE-Tobit) 

and allowances for data shortcomings (bootstrapped standard errors and analpcal 

weights), to d e t e m e  that the home-market effect (measured by the size of local GDP) 

and &stance (measured as the distance in knl to the nearest port) are significant 

determinants of regonal manufactured exports. 

The conrribution of this study was to test for these determinants using 

developing country data, and to generallv contribute to the small literature on this topic. 

In this regard this article complements the article of Nicolini (2003) on the determinants 

of exports from European regons. In particular, it was found here that home-market 

effect has a much larger or stronger effect on exports (the marginal effect was calculated 

as between 3.2 and 4) than &stance (the m a r p a l  effect, when wrghted, m-as bcrween 

0.18 and 0.98) in a dereloping country set&g. In contrast, Nicohi  ((1003: 459, 460, 461) 

found the effect of the home-market effect to be significant but smaller in overall size 

and the e f k t  vf transport/distance (wluch she prosled using surface area and transport 

infrasmcture) to be slightly higher, with sizes of coefficients ranging between 0.7 and 1.3 

for the home-market effect (GDP) and -0.36 and -0.58 for distance (surface area). 

Although direct comparisons benveen the results in this article and that of Nicolini 

(2003) for Europe are made oifficult due to dfferent esdmation methods and different 

proxies for distance (our measures are more accurate for dlrtancc) the ox-crall suggesdon 



is that the home-market effect is relatively more important in the developing country 

context (South Africa) with less perfectly competitive firms. T h s  result is consistent with 

the theoretical model of Puga (1998) wherein de~-eloping countries, whch urbanise later 

with better transport technologies (such as South Africa), are spatially more concentrated 

than present developed regions (such as the EC) (\'enables, 1005:16). Further research is 

recommended to investigate thc ways in which geography and hstorical parterm of 

lucation may result in regional differences in the relative importance of increasing returns 

and transport costs. 
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CHAPTER 5: ARTICLE 3 

EXPORT DIVERSITY A N D  REGIONAL GROWTH I N  A 

DEVELOPING COUNTRY CONTEXT: EMPIRICAL EVIDENCE 

ABSTRACT 

Thir article pmoidts empirical evidence on the relationship betuwr exports, and in purtic~~lar e.\port 

dirrrsig, and .patid inequalzg in a derrloping muntry context. Using expoe data jmm 19 sedorr 

within Pi4 ~~ub-aa/iond (magist~ria~ diszrirts o f  South Ajiica, various measurer of  srrb-national export 

diuersi9 are constmcted. It isfound that it is not on4 inqorfant how n ~ u d  is e~pon?d, l7ut that it i r  d r o  

inqomnt what it is that is e~portrd. Regions with lcss .pecialisation and more diws@ed expori, 

grrteralb e.\penenced hgher e~.onomic ,puth rates, and contributed more to or~etull exportssfrom South 

~Iji7i'r. I t  i.r ahojund that distance (and thus donleitic /runport m.r~s)/mm npott is znr~erse!~ related to 

the dyer  o f  export diwrsi~. Estimating a c~ibic-.phe densig /unction -for the He~j'indahi iirdex 

mrasun Qiexpoe diz,ersi@ it isjound that e.xpott diier.ri9 declznes as /he distance fmm a purl (expot2 

huh) in~~reases. klost ma~i~tetiul dis!ri"fr Wiih h&h p.\po~f hers ip  ~m'ues are lo~ ted  within 100 krn of 

the neanst port. Furfhewnore, comparing /he cuh~jpline densi~/u~utions/or 2004 udh /hose o f  1996 

slrows that distance (domestic tranpofl costs) has becomt mora impo~fant since 1996 (under gnater 

openness) ~ i h  ma~i.rtuia/ distric~~r loratedjurther than 100 k m  fmm the porn being less diverse in 2004 

/ban in t996. One mq Jpe~ulute tbn/ apossib/e e.~p/anation,b this changiqjwttrrn of export diwr.ri!y 

mu) be the irnpad of@wter/ore&n direct i~~uestment (FDI) i n  S o d  AJnca sina 1996. 

Keywords: exports, export &versification, export rarirly, regional growth, new 

economic geography 

JEL Classification Codes: F14 and R11 

5.1 Introduction 

Cnequal spatial development is a fcature of most countries. Recent years hare seen a 

burgeoning literature focusing on the nature, d e t e r h a n t s  and consequences of spatial 

inequahty on dex-elopment. It is recopisrd that tllc spatial agglo~neration of a country's 

economic activity is a key determinant of that country's economic development pattern 

(Puga & Venables, 1999:292). Kanbur and Venables (2005) report on a recent project to 

analyse spatial inequalities in over 50 developing countries. Despire h s  surge of interest 



in spatial inequaliq in developing countries, relatix.ely little attention has been focused on 

trade, and specifically esports, as a determinant of spatial inequality in developing 

countries. Tlus lack of attention to esports and spatial development is 111 contrast with 

some recent work in the growing field of new economic geography (NEG) where the 

theoretical basis for the relationslup benveeu exports and spatial developlnent has been 

put fonvard (see e.g. Venahles. 2005) and where a small, but growing, literature provides 

empirical evidence, albeit from developed regons such as the EU, on the role of esports 

in regional growth and on the determinants of regional exports (see e.g. Nicolini, 2003). 

The relative lack of research on the role and determinants of exports in spatial 

development in dex-eloping countries is also m contrast to the rich litcrature on the 

general (cross-country) relationship between esports and gowth  which supports policy 

reforms aimrd at tradc liberalisation and the strengthening of a country's export 

performance as a means of boosting growth and development. Foster (2006:1058-1061) 

contains a recent summary of the literature on esports and growth and discusses the 

reasons 7%-hy exports are good for growth:"none which, however, refers to the potential 

impact on spacial inequality). .A number of notable studies find empirical eridence that 

esports are good for growth, such as Edwards (1997), Sa la - i -h la r~  (1997), Sachs and 

Warner (1997), Elbadawi (1998) and others. 

I t  is therefore a s~~rprising omission in this literature that the potential role of 

esports in spatial inequality has not been studied in greater detail. Two possible 

explanations might be that, firstly, an appropriare theoretical basis has been lackmg 

before the development of models with the NEG framework that could handle issues 

such as imperfect competiaon and transport costs"' and, secondly, h a t  sub-nanonal 

(spatial) data on exports are generally clfficult to come by in a dex.eloping country. 

The contribution of this article is to provide some empirical evidence on the 

relationship between esports and spatial inequalih- in a dex-eloping country context. In 

particular, the author builds on earlier work on the determinants of the location of 

export-oriented maoufacruring firms in a developing country (Llatthee, Naude & 

-ell, 2006; hlatthee & Naude, 2007) and focus on the potenual importance of export 

diversiq (varieh) for spatial economic gomth and development. In this respect the 

lH.nle brrarfi~s of exports are argued to come from (a) knowledge spdorers and knowledge dffusion, ('b) 
the greater scope for economies of scale, (c) greater conlpenuon and efticienc>- and (d) the loosemg of a 
country's foreign exchange constraint. 
"In tradnonal explanations of t r ~ d e  patterns of trade betivcen countties and regons depend on narural 
resources, sklls and factors of productmn. It 1s assumed that trade takes place in a perfectly compentire 
and frictionless (pinpoint) u-odd wthout transport costs. 



article will also contribute to the small recent literature that recognises that it is not only 

important how much is exported, but that it is also important what it is that is esported. 

t;or mstance Hausmann, FIwang and Rodnk (20052) point out that "not uNgoods drt ukke 

in knns of their consequen~~esjr mnomicp~q>nnilnre. Sperilllieng in some pmdzcts wid hing h$er 

p u ~ h  ihun .pet-iali+ng in other?'. Usmg export data from 19 sectors within 354 magisterial 

districts of South Africa, nr ious methods are employed to measure the "diversity" of 

cxpotts from a particular region, including the recently proposed EXPY and PRODY 

measures proposed by Hausman eta/. (2005). This is the fust time, as far as the author is 

aware, that these latter measures have been used to inform spatial growth issues. 

The article is structured as follows. In section 5.2 a brief overview is provided of 

the literature on exports and spatial development, emphasising the importance of the 

dwersiq or composition of exports for spatial growth. In section 5.3 the empincal 

evidence from South Africa is p e n .  Subsection 5.3.1 dxcusses the various measures of 

export dix.ersity. and subsection 5.3.2 describes the data that will be used. Subsection 

5.3.3 t i d y  describes the current patterns of export and export divers~q from South 

Aifrica's various regions. Secondly, subsection 5.3.3 describes the relationship between 

csport diversity and aansport costs (distance) gir-en that transport costs will influence the 

location of export fums (as set out m the NEG). Thereafter, subsection 5.3.3 presents 

regression results on the relationshp between regional growth and export diversity, 

where the difftrcnt rneasurcs of export diversity are used as explanatory variables 111 a 

Barro-type growth regression. The article concludes with a summary and 

recommendations for further research. 

5.2 Literature Overview 

In traltional trade theories, spatial econonuc differences are ascribed to &fferrnces in 

factor cndowrnents, technologies and policy regimes. These theories, however, fail to 

explain why s i d a r  regions hare lfferent economic activities and subsequently different 

economc growth rates (Ottar-iano & P u p ,  1997). The theor). of new economc 

geographv fills the gap left by tladtional uadc theories, as it describes the formation of 

economic agglomeration in geographical space (Fujita & b g m a n ,  2001). The rationale 

behind regmnal economic imparity is that agglomeration creates growth and certain 

regmns rxprricnce forces that encvurage agglomeration and others experience forces that 

acheve the opposite (,Armstrong & Tqlor,  2000; Fujita & Krugman, 2004). Centripetal 



forces include market-sue effects, h c k  labour markets and pure external economies 

(such as knowledge spillovers). Centrifugal forces, on the other hand, include immobile 

factors of production, land rcnts and pure external diseconomies (such as congestion) 

(Krugman, 1998; Fujita, Krugman & \'enables, 2001; Fujita & Krugman, 2004). 

,lgglomeration is not, however, only influenced by these forces. Transport costs 

also play a major role m the formation of spatial balances and regional growth in that 

they affect the development of agglomeration or cause dispersion of economic activities 

(Lopes, 2003). If transport costs were tugh, trade between regions would not take place, 

as it is too costly - exports and imports are so espens~r-e that only home production is 

possible. Production will bc spread out to be close to where demand is. If transport costs 

were low, there would also be no trade or agglomeration since the regions would be ex 

ante idendcal and neither would have the forces, such as a thck labour market ar  inter- 

indusuy lmkages, whch  create the proprnsity for agglomeration. Thus, it is in an 

intermediate range that transport costs matter for trade and agglomeration. Below this 

threshold level of transport costs, manufacmrers choose the location with large local 

demand. Local demand wdl he large precisely where the majonty of nunufacturcrs 

choose to locatc. The result is agglnmeration at the core and trade with the periphery 

(Krugman, 1991; Brakman Garretsen & Van hfarrewijk 2001; Fujita d a/., 2001). 

Economies of scale create agglomeration, which in turn leads to growth. 'The 

activities m an agglomerated setting generate cxtcrnalities or spillorers. The externalities 

or spdlovers depend on whether one considers localisation economies or urbanisation 

economies (Brakman et  a/ ,  2001). The fornier is described as a geographical 

concentration of the same or sirmlar industnes that form an agglonleration (Economic 

Gcogaphy Glossary, 2006). Estemalities created here result from specialisation of 

economic acti~ity, wtuch is advocated by the AlarshaU-.lrrow-Romer theoq as well as by 

Porter (1990). Glaeser, Kallal, Scheinkman and Schleifer (1992) describe these spfflorers 

as knowledge that is tra~isferrcd betwccn Grms in the same industry. Once an indusq  

shares knowledge in specialisation, innovation and growth occur at a faster rate. Lall, 

Koo and Cbakravorty (2003) add that, in addition to knowledge being shared, fxtns also 

share sector-specific inputs, s u e d  labour and technolvgies which cnhance the 

producbx-ity levels of all fums in that industq. Examples of empirical work on the 

specialisation of economic actir-ity include Duranton and Puga (1999), hfidelfart-ban-ik, 

Overman, Redding 8: T'cnables (2000) and Mukkala (2004). Vrba~sat ion economies 

describe benefits or spdlovers duc to the agglomeration of different economic activities 



(Ecot~omic Geography Glossaq, 2006). Jacobs (1969) states that knowledge spillovers 

have a larger impact on local growth if ktlonledge is shared between fums of diffrrent 

industries. Lall eta/. (2003) describe that firms in a diverse area having access to a wide 

range of senices that support their business. Once a variety of output is produced, it 

leads to external economies of scale for both producers and consumers (kvera-Batiz, 

1988). Bostik, Gans and Stern (1997) conclude that urbamsatiotl is positively rrlated to 

regonal e c o n o ~ l c  growth. Esamplcs of empirical work on the &versification of 

economic activity include Glaeser rt d (1992), Harrison, Kelly and Grant ('1996) and 

Kelley and Helper (1999). Duranton & Puga (2001) obsen-e that diversified agglomerated 

areas, or so-called nursery cities promote the development of new products, especially in 

the early stages of the product life cycle. They find, however, that specialisation alongside 

&versification is important in the efficient fu~ctioning of an economic system. For 

developing countties diversity in economic activity has a stronger impact on regional 

growth, as they have abundant labour but low skill levels and wagrs &all et d, 2003). 

The economc growth of developing countr~es has been a much discussed topic 

in recent years. The topic of export growth m these countries been discussed even more 

(De Phieres & Ferrantino, 1997). I t  has been shown that there is a positiw link between 

economic growth and export diversification (or export variety) (Al-hlarhubi, 2000; Funke 

Sc Ruhwedel, 2005). The pattern of economic development led by export-oriented 

growth has, in the face of globalisation, experienced restructuring in terms of the 

composition of exports. For example, there bas been a declining trend in the terms of 

trade in prunarp products (Athukorola, 2000). Thosc dcreloping countries that were able 

to &versify thcir exports experienced accelerated growth @e Piiieres & Ferrandno, 1997; 

Herzer & Nowak-Lehnmann, 2006). Feenstra and Kee (2005) find that a 10% increase in 

export ~.adety of a country's industries raises the productivity level of that counuv by . . 
1.396. Herzer and Nowak-Lchnmann (2006) esplain rhat export dii-ersification can occur 

either horizontally or vertically. Horizontal export &versification implies that the number 

of export sectors has increased. This reduces the dependency on a few sectors to lead 

export-oriented growth. Dependency on a few sectors may, in fact, hamper gruwth if 

they experiencr fluctuations in, say, demand or prices (A-hfarhuhi, 2000). Furthermore, 

if there is instability in these industries, ke s tmen t  may be withdrawn and t h ~ s  negatively 

affects growth (Dawe, 1996). Horizontal diversification implies stabilisation (Al-Marhubi, 

2000). Vertical &versification occurs when the composition of cxports shift from 

primary products to manufactured products. The production of primary exports does 



not result in as many spdlovers as the production of manufactured exports. In the latter, 

externalities on, for example, knowledge and new technologies are created. These 

externalities benefit other economic activities (possiblv creating horizontal 

diversification) and improvr the ability of all industries to compete internationally 

(Chunng, 1998; Al-hlarhubi, 2000; Herzer & Nowak-Lehnmann, 2006). Hausmann d i~li  

(2005) conclude that the compositiotl of a country's exports matter, as countries that 

produce higher productivity goods experience greater export performance and are 

subsequently able to benefit more from the gains of globalisation. 

Based un the notion that exports are good for economic growth (through the 

channels mentioned in the introduction - see footnote I ) ,  a large number of countries 

(including South Africa) hare liberalised trade and embarked on ouhvard-oriented 

development strategies. W s t  the literature has extensively stumed the linkages and 

causality between exports and grou-th, and noted the various idiosyncrasies in country 

approachcs and experiences (and identified the controversies that remain) (Foster, 2006), 

the literature is less clear on the impact of trade on spatial inequality. On the one hand, 

the basic core-periphery model of the NEG predms that generally, more open 

economies will hare less spatial inequality (Ades & Glaeser, 1995; h p n  8; Livas, 

1996; \'enables, 2005). This is brcause, in a more open economy with firms being able to 

export more, local firms become less reliant on the local market with a subsequent 

reduction in the forces of agglomeration. On  the other hand, it is feared that not all 

regions will share equally from the gains from increasing exports and that geography 

(locational factors) mght  determine the export propensity of f m b  (see Osbomc, 1997; 

Orerman r t  ui., 2001; Ropcr 8; Lore, 2001; Traistanl, Tarn & Paura, 20022). Afore 

pertinently, research on sub-national convergence in per capita incomes has failed so far 

to find significant evidence of convergence between regions, with one of the world's 

most successful export-led growth cases, that of China, being charactensed by increasing 

spatial mequahty (Kanbur & Zhang, 2005). In hlexico, rcgonal income convergence 

"brokc down" after the country joined NAFTil (North American Free Trade 

.\greement), with states endowed with higher levels of human and physical capital and 

better infrastructure growing faster than those without after joining NAFT-4 (Chiquiar, 

2005:257). Also, despite the fact that South Africa has been liberalising its trade since 

1994 with substantial export success, thcrc is little evidence of any significant 

convergence m per capita mcomes between the counq's  regons (Nand6 & IGugell, 

2003 & 2006). 



The above cited literature has focused on the relationship between a country's 

aggregate exports and spatial development atld, as such, does not prox.ide for a u~holly 

satisfactory cluect test of the different h~potheses. '10 do so, one would ideally require 

disaggregated data on exports to deternlinc whethcr greater (or lesser) spatial inequaliq is 

associated with changes in the exports (such as in l e ~ e l  and/or composition) from 

different suh-national regions. 

5.3 Empirical Investigation 

In the prevlous section: it 1s indicated that the current literature tends to expose the 

itllportance of exports for growth, and that greater openness ought to lead to less spatial 

inequalin. within a country. However, in practice greater export growth has not generally 

been accompanied by less spatial inequality. This might imply that different sub-national 

regons have different characteristics which determine their abhty to export. hloreover, it 

is being recognised that what a sub-national region exports may matter. In this regard, 

analyses on country lev& tend to be in agreement that export diversity and 

di~~ersificnrion may be important for economic growth. In this section we use data from 

South African sub-national regions to test whether such a relationship might hold. If so, 

it might explain why spatial inequality tends to persist despite the fact that the country's 

overall growth in exports has been significant smce the late 1990s 

In this section thereforr (subsection 5.3.3) the regression results on the 

relationship between various measures of export diversity and economic growth across 

354 sub-national regions (magisterial districts) in South Africa is reported. First, bows-er, 

in subsection 5.3.1, the various measures of export diversity used, includmg the recent$ 

proposed PRODY and ESPY measures of Hausmann et a/. (2005) is explained. 

Thereafter, in section 5.3.2, the data used is discussed, bcfore setting out the results. 

5.3.1 Measures of Export Diversity 

The export diversity of the various regions is measured using four types of indices. The 

first d i r e r s i ~ ~  index is the Herfindahl index which examines trends in export re\-enue or 

specialisation of the regions. Petersson (2005) dcfines tlus measure of specialisation as 

follows: 



SPEC,, = ( E,il y 
I xi',, 

~vhere E,, represents the exports of a region j of a particular u ~ d u s q  (or export 

sector) i in a given year I. An indrx raluc approaching 1 indicates a h g h  degree of export 

concentration (or specialisation), whereas a ralue approaching 0 signifies a high degree of 

export diversification (Petersson, 2005). T h s  index is numbered (1) in the regresson 

results. 

The second diversification index was developed by Al-hfarhubi (2000). Tlus 

measure is the absolute deviation of the region's share of the country's total exports. AI- 

hfarhubi (2000) calculates this measure as follows: 

where hv, is the share of i n d u s q  i in  total exports of regon j and h,, is the share of 

industry i i n  total country exports in a given year t. Again this measure rangcs from 0 to 1 

where 1 represents total concentrabon and 0 total diversification (Al-Marhubi, 2000). 

This index is numbered (2) in the regression results. 

The third measure is the normalised-Hirschmann index, which is a cuncentradon 

indcx. This index also proaides values between 0 and I .  Akcordit~g to Al-hlarhubi (2000) 

and Naqr~i and hiorimune (20051, the normalised-Hirschmann index for a region is 

defmed by the following formula: 

where x,, is the value of csports of i n d u s q  i located in region j and X,, is the total 

exports of region j in a given year t. The number of industries is indicated by n. .In index 

ralue nearer to 1 indicates extreme concentration. Likewise, a value closer to 0 s ipf ies  a 

more diverse combination of exports (Al-hfarhubi, 2000; Naqvi R: \lorimune, 2005). 

This index is numbered (3) in the regression results. 



The fourth measure is an index that ranks exports in temx of their implied 

productivity: In other words, it shows the quality of the exports (what a region esports, 

nu~ters).  Hausmann 01. (2005) developed a formula to generate an 

income/productiric). level for each industry or export sector. This level (called PRODY) 

reflects the weighted average of the per capita GDI' of the regions that host thc 

esportlllg indusrries. Using this level, a measure (called ESPY) can be calculated for the 

productix-ity level associated with a counuy's specialisation pattern. ESPY reflects the 

incorne/producbvity level that corresponds to a region's export basket ( t h ~ s  is done by 

calculating the export-u.eighted axrage of the PRODY for that region) (Hausmann eta/., 

2005). Hausmann ef a1 (2005) define PRODY as follows: 

where .\;, / X,, is the share of i ndusq  2s exports located in region j in the 

regon's overall export basket in a given year f. I ,  is the real per capital GDP of region.1 

in rear t. ESPY in turn is calculated as: 

5.3.2 Data 

Data on sub-national exports from 19 industries were obtained from South A\frican 

Revenue Services (Department of Customs and Excise) for the period 1996 Other sub- 

national data corresponding to the 354 magmerial districts in South Africa, such as data 

on openness (openness is calculated as the share of total exports to nominal GDP), 

contribution of manufacturing rsports to total exports, population growth, real GDP 

growth, real GDP per capita and hutnan capital were obtained from Global Insight 

Southern Africa's Regonal Economic Explorer, which is based on a number of official 

Statistics South '\frica sources. Human capital is proxied by education levels higher than 

grade 12, following Fedderke (2001). 

The distance rariable used in t h s  study is the actual distance (in lulometres) 

between rhe ma@trrial districts and the major export hubs in South ,\frica. The export 



hubs are: City Deep (a dry port for containers situated in Gauteng), Durban harbour (in 

KwaZulu-Natal), Port Elizabeth harbour (in the Eastern Cape) and Cape Town harbour 

(situated m the Western Cape). Thc reason for including only these ports 1s that that 

majority of exports more through them as thcy are equpped to handle containers and 

higher value products. lllese hubs are also situatrd on one o r  more of the t h e e  main 

freight corridors namely Gauteng to Durban, Gauteng to Cape To--n and Gauteng to  

Port Elizabeth. Around 62% of all imports and exports are moved through one or more 

of these corridors (DOT, 2005). In terms of the data, the shortest &stance from each 

magisterial &strict to one of these hubs was chosen as the distance vanable, as it is 

assumed that exporters strive to minimise their transport costs. The internet sen-ice Shell 

Geostar (mw.sheUgeostar.co.xa) was used to obtain these &stances. Shell Geostar is a 

mapping s m i c e  that provides detailed maps and &stances between any two locations in 

South Africa. 

5.3.3 Results 

This section provides a descriptive oven-iew of export diversity in South Africa. Fitstly, 

how much is exported in South *\frican by its regions? Figure 5.1 provides an lllustranon 

of the 354 magstenal districts (~vluch comprise the 9 provinces) in South Africa. The 

shaded districts in figure 5.1 are those that hare positive manufactured exports. The 

relatir-r \.olume of cxports is indicated according to the percentage of exports from a 

particular district. Fur instance, the areas shaded hlack are areas where the district 

contributes more than 1% of total tnanufacmred exports and the areas shaded grey 

between O.I?'o and 0.99"Io. 'l'he detrrnllnants of these sub-national exports are analysed in 

Matthee and Naudi (2007). 



Figure 5.1: Exports per Magisterial District
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Secondly, what is being exported in terms of diversity? Figure 5.2 graphically illustrates

the regions' diversity of exports as calculated by the Herfindahl index in 2004. Here total

exports are taken into account. The shaded areas reveal whether a region's exports are

diversified or concentrated. The black magisterial districts' Herfindahl index is nearer to

0, which indicates diversity. The light grey districts' index value is closer to 1 (i.e. exports

are more specialised). The white areas do not export and therefore do not have an index

value.
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Figure 5.2: Export Diversiry or Concentration
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The magisterial districts with an index value greater than 0.90 in 2004 experienced an

average annual real GDP per capita growth rate below the average for all exporting

magisterial districts in 2004. Moreover, these districts contributed only 1.29% of total

exports in 2004. For the magisterial districts with an index value of below 0.20, the

opposite is true. Their average annual GDP per capital growth rate is above average (for

all exporting magisterial districts in 2004). The contribution made to total exports in 2004

is 32.90%. The calculation of the normalised-Hirschmann index requires the number of

export producing sectors of each region. On average (in 2004), the more diversified

districts produce exports in 17 of the 19 sectors, whereas the more concentrated districts

produce exports only in 3 sectors (with little or no exports in the manufacturing sector).

The type of sector in which a region produces also matters. As explained above,

Hausmann et al. (2005) construct an index (pRODY) that represents the income level

associated with that sector. This index is basically the weighted average of per capita

GDP of all regions producing in that export sector. Table 5.1 provides the PRODY

values for each of 19 export sectors in South Africa, as well as the increase in the income

level in the sectors over the period 1996 to 2004. In contrast to the findings of
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Hausmann et al. (2005), the sectors with low PRODY values are not in the  prima^ 

sector. The forestry and l o w g  sector (classified in the primary sector), wood and wood 

products sector as well as the furniture sector (classified in the manufacmring sector) 

hal-e the lowest increase in PRODY values. The sectors with the highest increase in 

PRODY values are electrical machine? and apparatus and electronic, sound/rision and 

other appliances. Production in these two sectors mainly takes place in one of the 

metropolitan areas. This makes sense, as these regions tend to hare higher per capita 

GDl's than the rural regions. 

Tablt 5.1: PRODY i'abrs of Each Export Sectof 

Hausmann et uI! (2005) dcvclop the productivity lerel further to determine the 

productivity lerel associated with a region's export basket (ESPY) Figure 5.3 illustrates 

the relationship between the fitted values of EXPY in 2004 and the real GDP per capita 

Fl~ctrical machinery and apparatus 
Eiecttotuc, soundirision, memcal and other appliances 
Transport equipment 
Furniture and other items NEC and r enchg  
Electricits. gas, steam and hot water supply 
Othcr unclassified good 

in that year. Thcrc appears to be a positive relationship between these two variables (a 

piecewise correlation indicates correlation at the 5% signtficatlce level). .\ccording to 

Hausmann et al. (2005), such a correlation indicates that rich (poor) regons export 

products that tend to be exported by other rich (poor) reyons 

10797 
17851 
14217 
15214 
35217 
15651 

37276 
69132 
26189 
21264 
84427 
27949 

15 
16 
7 
1 
10 
7 



Figure 5.3: Fitted Values ojEXPY in 2004
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5.3.3.2 Export Diversiry and Transport Costs

Transport costs are increasingly recognised as having important and significant impacts

on trade patterns and globalised production (Hoffmann, 2002). Referring to the role of

transport and transport infrastructure in theories of regional development and the NEG,

Bruisma et aL (2000:260) remark that "In this long theoreticaldebate transport infrastructurehas

alwqysplqyed a - more or less - eminent significant role". Limao and Venables (2001) state that

transport and other costs of conducting business on an international level are key

determinants of a country's ability to participate fully in the world economy, and

especially to grow exports. Porto (2005) finds that for low-income countries, transport

costs are amongst the most important of trade barriers. Empirical studies support

theoretical views by providing the relevant evidence of the significance of transport costs

for trade. The general consensus is that international transport costs negatively affect a

country's trade volumes. Evidence from Limao and Venables (2001) indicate that if

transport costs increased by 10%, trade volume would be reduced by 20%. For

developing countries, this effect is much more severe, as they tend to be landlocked.

Landlocked countries' transport costs are higher (approximately 50%) and have lower

trade volumes (around 60%) than coastal countries (Radelet & Sachs, 1998; Limao &

Venables, 2001). On the matter of domestic transport costs, Elbadawi, Mengistae and
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Zeufack (2001) fmd that domestic transport costs act as an even stronger constraint on 

exports than international transport costs. Exporting regions' grou-th is more 

constrained, as domestic uansport costs affect the competitiveness of theit exports. 

.is the focus here is on export diversity, and empirical evidence shows that 

domestic transport costs matter, one needs to establish the impact of these costs on the 

lex-el of a region's export dkersity, hlatthee, Naude and Krugeu (2006) use cubic-sphe 

density functions to determine the sipficance of domestic transport costs for the spatial 

location of manufactured exporters. Thev fmd that the proximity to a port is an 

important consideraaon in most export-oriented mmufactuing h m s '  location decisions. 

The issue here is whether or not domestic transport costs are important for export 

diversit)-. Cubic-sphie density functions are used to determine the relationship benvren 

domestic transport costs @roxied by &stance to the nearest export hub) and the 

Herfmdahl index. Cubic splines are piecewise functions whose pieces are polynomials of 

degree less than or equal to three, joined together to form a smooth function (Poiner, 

1973). Zheng (199 1) formulates the cubic-spline density function as: 

F~gure 5.4 provides the relationship brhvern distance and the Herfmdahl index values for 

2004. It appears that those magisterial districts with a diverse range of exports are located 

n i h  around 100 km from the nearcst cxport hub. Those with high Herhdakl index 

values are located further at 400 km. The outliers on the right-hand side of the graph 

speciahses in agnculturr, w ~ t h  the csccpdons of Prieska (whose production lies in food 

processing), Namaqualand (in metal products) and Hay (in furniture). 



Figure 5.4: Cubic-Spline Densiry Functionfor Herfindahl-Index Values in 2004

Figure 5.5 provides the same relationship, only with those magisterial districts that had

positive exports in 1996. Here it seems that the magisterial districts between 200 and 400

km were more diversified in 1996 than in 2004. The same outliers appear on the right-

hand side, with less focus on agriculture. Fewer magisterial districts produced exports in

1996 than in 2004.

Figure 5.5: Cubic-Spline Densiry Functionfor Herfindahl-Index Values in 1996
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5.333 E.port Diversip and Growth: Regresiiorr Results 

Before the regression results are dustrated and explained, a detailed explanation of the 

growth rariables is provided. The dependent variable is the average annual growth rate of 

real GDP over the period 1996 to 2004. Human capital is the average value petween 

1996 and 2004) of the proportion of population with an education level higher than 

grade 12. Openness is tile average share of total exports to nominal G D P  of 1996 and 

2004. The contributioti of manufacturing exports is the average share of manufacturing 

exports to total exports of 1996 and 2004. Population growth is the average annual 

growth rate of the population over the period 1996 to 2004. The logarithm of the level of 

real G D P  per capita in 1996 is used as the initial GDP per capita. Each index is reported 

as the average value taken between 1996 and 2004. The regressions run were only for the 

magisterial districts that had positive exports during the period 1996 to 2004. Table 5.2 

provides a summary of all rariables used. 

Tahle 5.2: Summary (Dependent Variable Real GDP Gmwth, 1996-2004) 

Table 5.3 reports the results of the various regressions run with the three indices. The 

results inhcate that two of the three indices are significant at the 1% level and the other 

at the 5% level. None of the other variables are, however, significant. This may be that 

the manner in wluch the indices are constructed encompasses the effects of say, human 

capital, population growth and openness. A piecewise correlation between these variables 

and the indices revealed that they are significantly correlated at the 5% level. The 

negative signs of the coefficients are sirmlar to L%Marhubi's (2000) results. The 

negat ivi~ implies that, with other given factors, larger export &versification and lower 

concentration or specialisation contributes to real GDI' growth. Therefore it matters 



what a magisterial district esports. The coefficient of distance, which proxies domestic 

transport costs, 1s negative in all three instances, although not significant. 

Table 5.3: OLJ Rtgression Resu l t j j r  Index Regressions (Dependent Variable Real GDP Growth, 

Index 1 

Index 2 

Index 3 

t-ratzos m brackets 
*** szgnII;~anf a/ the T %  level **or the i " ~  l e d  * ut the 10'0 ir.1~1 

-0.67 

No. 
obsen-ations 
R2 
Root MSE 

The results in table 5.3 show that esport diversity is significantly associated with GDP 

-0.74 

per capita growth, with all the indices significant at the l o b  level. Howe~-er, w-hich type of 

0.21 
(.2.83)***. 

0.28 
(-2,66)*** 

281 

0.0867 
0.71107 

dverslty, e~ther horizontal or verncal, also matters. Table 5.4 provides the regression 

results that determine the nature of the magisterial districts' diversity. Two explanatory 

-0.17 

28 1 

0.0713 
0.71588 

ranables are used. The t i s t  varlable is the Herfmdahl index values of manufacturing 

0.21 
-7  27 ** 

281 

0.0822 
0.71284 

exports in terms of total exports and the second variable is primary exports as a 

percentage of total exports (again the average for 1996-2004 for both variables 1s used). 

The Herfindah1 index values of manufacturing exports s e r e  as a p r o q  for horizontal 

dn erslty and the changes m the values of pnmary exports proxles rerucal dvers~t). (1.e. 

&versification of exports from primary to secondary products). 



Table 7.4: OIL! Rtpaszon Resnlt~ for /he Hokyon/al/ l'ertlcal D n w t g  Regiw~ton (Dependent 

Variable Real G D P  Gmwth. 1996-2004) 
I. Var~able I Coefficient i Robust SE 

I . I *  

Pnmaq exports as percentage of total exports I o o l  I i I 

Constant 

Herhdahl index for manufactured exports 

t-ratios in brackct.i 
*** stgnzjicant NI the I % level ** at [he 5% level * at the 10% level 

1.13 

-7.22e-07 

No. observations 
RZ 
Root MSE 

From table 5.4, it can be concluded that vertical integration in South Africa is not a 

significant source of economic growth on the local lerel. Horizontal diversification (in 

manufacturing), however, is associated with larger growth (the coefficient of the 

Herfindahl index is significant at the 1% lerel). Therefore, it is not important to merely 

divers+ exports from primary to secondary products, but the type and diversity of 

secondary products produced and exported are what matter for growth. 

".,A 

(9.69)*** 
3.66e-08 
i- I Q 7~)*** 

381 
0.00162 
1.6528 

5.4 Summary and Conclusions 

There is a widely shared belief that exports are good for economic growth, and that 

greater openness ought to lead to less spatial inequality within a country However, in 

practice, greater export growth has, in general, not been accompanied by less spatial 

inequality. In this article, one possible explanation for this was investigated, that different 

sub-national regions tend to export different products, and that it is the type and quality 

of products that are being exported that matter for economic growth. Research on the 

lerel of countries tends to concur that export diversity and diversification may be 

important for economic growth, but so far very little research has focused on the sub- 

national or regional level. 

The contribution of this article was, therefore, to provide empirical evidence on 

the relationship between exports and, in particular, export diversity and spatial inequality 

in a developing country context. Using export data from 19 sectors within 351 sub- 

national (magisterial) districts of South .\Frica, various measures of sub-national export 

dirersiq were constructed, including the recently proposed ESPY and PRODY 

measures proposed by Hausman, Hwang and Rodrik (2005). Thls is die first time, as far 



as the author is aware, that these latter measures hare been used to infoml spatial growth 

Issues. 

The results showed that it is not only important how much is exported, but that 

it is also important what it is that is exported. Regions with less specialisation and more 

dtversified exports generally experienced higher economic growth rates, as well as 

contributed more to overall exports from South Africa. For instance, in terms of the 

Herfmdahl Index, sub-national regons (magisterial districts) with an index value of 

higher than 0.9 (high speciahsation) experienced below average annual growth in G D P  

per capita between 1996 and 2004, whilst those with an index 1-due below 0.20 

(diversified exports) achleved an above arerage growth rate tn GDP per capita over the 

period. hloreorer, the magisterial dtstricts with index ralue below 0.20 contributed 33% 

of South Africa's total exports in 2004. The positive relationship bcnveen export 

dtvers~ty and growth on a reglonal (sub-nanonal) levcl 1s s d a r  to the poslnve 

relaaonship Al-hfarhub~ (2000) found on a cross country level, and the f i n l n g  that on a 

sub-national le~-el export sectors with low PRODY values are in resource-intensive and 

primary sectors (such as in forestry and related sectors) are consistent with the cross- 

country evidence of Hausmann ti NL (2005). 

It is also found that distance (and thus transport costs) may matter for export 

diversity. Estimating a cubic-sphe density function for the various measures of export 

diversity, it is found that export diversity deches  as the distance from a port (export 

hub) increases. Most magisterial dtstricts with high export diversity values are located 

u - i t h  100 km of tile nearest port. Furthermore, comparing the cubic-spline denslty 

functions for 2004 with that of 1996 allowed an indication of how the distance-export 

dxersity relationship had changed over time (the period in question was characterised by 

significant trade liberalisation). This showed that distance (transport costs) has become 

more important since 1996 (under greater openness), with magisterial districts located 

further than 100 h from the ports being less diverse in 2004 than in 1996. One may 

speculate that 3 possible explanation for tlus changing pattern of export diversity may be 

the impact of greater foreign direct investment (FDI) in South A\frica since 1996, 

following the opening up of the economy and the transition to democracy. In another 

contest, Bruinsma e l  al. (2000) fmd that transport infrastructure, and therefore distance, 

are sigtllficant determinants of the locational decisions of "footloose" multinational 

firms, and that these fums tend to locate in particular high-value added sectors in close 

proximity to a port (see for example the role of FDI in China's spatial dedopmen t  in 



Ma, 2006). In South Africa, tentative indications that map support this hypothesis was 

found in the fact that it is horizontal diversification and not vertical diversification prr P, 

that is associated with higher economic grou-th, and that hlgh-skill intensir-e sectors with 

integrated global markets (such as electro~cs) tend to be almost exclusively located 

within a small distance of ports. Further research is needed to c lan5 the relationship 

between export diversity, openness and foreign drect investment. 
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

6.1 Introduction 

This thesis investigated the impact of domestic transport costs and location on exports 

originating from e x p o r ~ g  regions within a dex-eloping c o u n q .  It is presented in the 

form of three independent articles, each addressing a dfferent aspect. These articles are 

accompa~ed by a literature overview on the background and impact of domestic 

transport costs on trade. 

The first aim of the thesis mas to analyse the role that has been played by 

transport costs, specifically domestic transport costs, in trade literature. By compding a 

profde of domestic transport costs and theit effect on trade (4 Chapter 2), it was 

possible to achieve the second aim, determining the impact of domestic transport costs 

on manufactured esports and the location of exporfing fums in South Africa (4 .\rticle 

1 )  t i c  1 concluded that domestic transport costs play a role in the location of 

manufactured exporters. Howerer, domestic transport costs are not the only determinant 

of trade from regions. The third aim was to investigate all factors that could impact trade 

from various exporting regions in South Africa (4 Article 2). In South Africa, not all 

regions export and, by analysing the determinants, one could establish why tlus is so. 

Article 2 implied that distance (i.e. domestic transport costs), as well as income (i.e. 

GDP) are important determinants of regional trade from developing countries. The 

eridence from Article 2 prompted an investigation whch led to the fourth aim (4 Article 

3). Trade generates income and economic growth, but the composition of trade could 

make one region more successful than others. Article 3 examined the relationshp 

between export diversity and economic growth in a developing country context. 

6.2 Results and Conclusions of the Study 

In chapter 2, the evolution of transport costs in trade theories was explained. It began 

with the neo-classical trade theories. Here, transport costs are acknowledged, but hare no 

influence on trade. However, as transport costs do influence trade, the new trade theory 

was developed in which transport costs (in the form of "iceberg" costs) impact trade 

negatively. The theory of new rconomic geographl- stemmed from the new trade theon. 

In the theory of new economic geography, transport costs play a central role as the cause 



of agglomeration or dispersion of economic activity. Therefore, where trade theories 

previously neglected transport costs, they have recently begun to acknowledge their 

impact on trade. 

Chapter 2, continued by providing an oven~iew of empirical studies on transport 

costs. Empirical studies support theory by providing the relevant evidence of the 

significance of transport costs for trade. The general consensus is that international 

transport costs negatively affect a country's trade volumes. High transport costs reduce 

foreign earnings from exports and increases the price of imports, which elex-ates 

production costs. These empirical stules measure international transport costs either 

directly or indmctlv. hled~ods to obtain results include the CIF/FOB ratio, quotes from 

freight forwarders and inten-iews with transport operators. All concur with the above- 

mentioned result. The measurement of domestic transport costs has not been as popular, 

with no commonly used method. The method used largely depends on the aim of the 

study. Mixed results have been found on the influence of domestic transport costs on 

trade. 

The chapter concluded by explaining why transport costs differ among countries. 

Firstly, location and distance matter. If a country is situated far from its trading partners, 

its CIF/FOB ratio is higher than a country located close to its foreign markets. 

Therefore, remoteness from economic activity increases transport costs. The fact that a 

count? is landlocked or coastal has a large impact on its transport costs. Landlocked 

countries have lugher transport costs than coastal countries. Landlocked countries also 

tend to have poor internal geography (access to ports), & i c h  negatively correlates with 

transport costs. Secondly. . . economies of scale reduce per unit cost of shipping. Countries 

that are able to produce large volumes for shptnent can obtain fal-ourable quotes. 

Finally, ddfereut trade policies, competition practices in the transport industry and 

insurance rates hare varying effects on transport costs. 

Chapter 3 contains the first article, titled Domeslic trango7it costs and the loration u/ export- 

oriented manu/actnriqjirms in S o h  /+ca: a cubzc-.phne densig funrtion qproacb. Thts article set 

out to answer the second secondary research question: "Do domestic transport costs 

influence the location of export-oriented manufacturing exporters located in the various 

regions in South L\frica?' 

In determining whether distance and transport costs from a particular location to 

an export hub matter for export-oriented manufacturing firms in South Africa, this 



article estimated a number of cubic-spline density functions for manufactured exports in 

1996 and 2004 and for average manufactured exports over the period 1996-2004. From 

the cubic-sphe density functions it was found that, in South Africa, the largest volumes 

of exports are generated within 100 km of an export hub. In particular, between 70% and 

98'6 of manufactured exports are produced within 100 km of the nearest export hub. 

For certain goods, such as electronics, about 98% of manufacturing takes place withm 

100 km of an export hub. Further away from an export hub in South Africa (in exccss of 

100 h) one may find furniture, textiles, and metal products. These goods tend to be 

produced largely for the domestic market, which is relatively more intensir-e in natural 

resources. 

The above suggests that, barring some important exceptions, the prosimity to a 

port (hub) is an important consideration in the location of most export-oriented 

manufactur'mg firms. However, it was also found that the relationshp between esports 

and distance from an export hub is not unidirectionally negative. In South 'ifrica, there 

appears to be a second band of location of export-oriented manufacturing f m s  at a 

distance of between 200 and 400 h from the nearest hub. S~T-era1 large manufacturing 

exporters are situated in this band. ,I third band occurs at around 600 h, but the 

manufactured exports that originate from this band are resource based. 

Comparison over time showed that the number of locations from which 

manufactured exports occur in South Africa increased by 15?4 between 1996 and 2004 

and that manufactured exports increased in the band between 200 km and 400 km from 

the nearest hub. This could suggest an increase in manufactured exports that depend on 

natural resources due to demand factors and/or a decrease in domestic transport costs 

over the period. 

In couclusion, transport costs are an important and significant determinant of the 

location of export-oriented manufacturing f m s  in South Africa, and the location near to 

an export hub is important. Improving the efficiency of export hubs, and creating 

additional export hubs (e.g. through dry ports) would contribute positively towards 

increasing the volume of manufactured exports from South Africa. The South -African 

government is currently planning the creation of such hubs. 

Chapter 4 contains the second article, titled Deteminmts ofngtorrai manufacturc.d expoflsjrom 

a developing comt?. 1 5 s  amcle set out to answer the third secondary research question: 



"What are the determinants of regional exports in a developing country such as South 

i\ frica?" 

In this article, the question of where exporters of manufactured goods would be 

located within a country was investigated. Based on insights from new trade theory, the 

new economic geography and gravityequation modelling, an empirical model was 

specified wherein agglomeration and increasing returns (the home-market effect) and 

transport costs (proxied by distance) were identified as major determinants of choice of 

location for exporters. 

The main result of this article was that internal distance, and thus domestic 

transport costs, influence the extent to which different regions in a developing country 

can be expected to be successful in exporting manufactures. Data from 354 magisterial 

districts in South >Xfrica were used with a rarieg' of e ska to r s  (015,  Tobit, RE-Tohit) 

and allowances for data shortcomings (bootstrapped standard errors and analytical 

weights) were made to determine that the home-market effect (measured by the size of 

local GDP) and distance (measured as the distance in km to the nearest port) are 

significant determinants of regional manufactured exports. 

In particular, it was found that the home-market effect has a much larger or 

stronger effect on exports than &stance in a developing countw s e t ~ g  than in a 

developed country setting. Therefore, the overall suggestion is that the home-market 

effect is relatix~ely more important in the developing country context (South Africa) with 

less perfectly competitive firms. This result is consistent with theoretical models wherein 

developing countries, whch urhanise later with better transport technologies (such as 

South Africa), are spatiallr more concentrated than present developed regions (such as 

the EU). 

Chapter 5 contains the thud article, titled Expolit d11nui9 and regionulgrowtl~ in a developinn! 

count9 L.OII/~.Y~: empzrictd r.ridtnc.e. T h s  article set out to answer the h a 1  secondary research 

question: "Is the composition of a country's exports a reason why some regions prosper 

and others not?" 

Exports generate economic growth. Therefore, greater openness ought to lead to 

less spatial mequality within a country. However, in practice, greater export powth has, 

in general, not been accompanied by less spatial inequality. In this article, one possible 

explanation for this, that different sub-national regions tend to export difkretit products, 

and that it is the type and quality of products that are being exported that matter for 



economic growth, was investigated. Research on country-level tends to concur that 

export diversity and diversification may be important for economic growth, but so far 

very little research has focused on the sub-national/regional level. 

The results of this article showed that it is not only important how much is 

exported, but that it is also important what it is that is exported. Regions with less 

specialisation and more diversified exports generally experienced higher economic 

growth rates and contributed more to overall exports from South Africa. For instance, in 

terms of the Hcrfmdahl Index, sub-national regions (magisterial districts) with an index 

value of higher than 0.9 @gh specialisation) experienced below average annual growth in 

GDP per capita between 1996 and 2004. whilst those with an index value below 0.20 

(dir-ersified exports) achieved an abore average growth rate in GDP per capita over the 

period. Moreover, the magisterial districts with index value below 0.20 contributed 330% 

of South Africa's total exports in 2004. The positive relationship between export 

hversity and growth on a regional (sub-national) level is similar to the positive 

relationship of other research on a cross-country level. The Gnding that on a sub-national 

level export sectors with low income/productirity levels, are in resource-intensir-e and 

primary sectors (such as in forestry and related sectors) are also consistent with the 

existing croscountry evidence. 

It was also found that distance (and thus transport costs) mav matter for export 

dversity. Estimating a cubic-spline density function for the various measures of export 

diversity, it is concluded that export diversity declines as the &stance from a port (export 

hub) increases. Most magisterial districts with high export diversity values are located 

within 100 km of the nearest port. Furthermore, comparing d ~ e  cubic-sphe density 

functions for 2004 with that of 1996 indicated how the distance-export dversity 

relationship had changed over time (the period in question was characterised by 

signtficant trade liberalisation). ' Ihs  showed that distance (transport costs) has become 

more important since 1996 (under greater openness), with magisterial districts located 

h t h e r  than 100 km from the ports being less diverse in 2004 than in 1996. One may 

speculate that a possible explanadon for this changing pattern of export dir-ersity may be 

the impact of greater foreign direct investment (FDI) in South Africa since 1996, 

folio\\-ing the opening up of the economy and the transition to democracy. In another 

context, existing research indicates that transport infrastructure and therefore distance 

are significant determinants of the locational decisions of "footloose" multinational 

fums. .\lso, these fums tend to locate in particularly high value-added sectors in that are 



in close proximity to a port. In South Africa, tentative indications that may support dus 

hypothesis were found in the fact that it is horizontal diversification and not vertical 

diversificationper st, that is associated with higher economic growth. High-s!d intensive 

sectors with integrated global markets (such as electronics) tend to be almost exclusively 

located within a small distance of ports. 

6.3 Contributions of the Study 

Both internattonal and domestic transport costs hare s~gnificant effects on international 

trade, and domestic transport costs may have a much stronger effect on exports than 

international transport costs. Despite this, the majonty of studies have focused on 

international transport costs, with only a few s tu les  focusing on domestic transport 

costs. Even fewer studes are available that investigate the importance of domestic 

uansport costs in an African c o u n q .  Given that Africa is the one continent in the world 

that faces the most sigmficant challenges in terms of growth, development, exports and 

integration into the world economy, and is also one of the c0ndnent~ facing the most 

adverse physical geographj-. The effect of domestic transport costs on manufactured 

exports and the location of exporting firms in Africa are therefore highly relevant. This 

study attempts to f i  this vacuum by studying the case of domestic transport costs and 

exports in South Africa. 

The contribution of thls study was threefold. Firstly, esisting empirical methods, 

namely cubic-sphe density functions, were used for the first time to estimate the impact 

of domestic transport costs on exports. This application provided a visual understandmg 

of the location of export-oriented f m s ,  as well as the impact of domestic transport costs 

on these f m s  in South Africa (4 Article 1). Secondly, the study tested for the 

determinants of regional trade using developing countrv data. By doing so, the study 

contributed to the existing small literature on this topic. In this regard the study 

complements the work of Nicolini (2003) on the determinants of exports from European 

regons (4: Article 2). The third contribution was to provide empirical evidence on the 

relationship between exports, and in particular export diversity, and spatial inequality in a 

dercloping country contest (6 Article 3). There is a wide range of research export 

diversity on a countq-level, but so far very little research has focused on the sub- 

national/regional level. This article adds to the latter. The emplncal evidence here 

contributes to the overall aims of the South African government, i.e. to achieve higher 



levels of economic growth, as it proves that diversification in regonal exports 

contributes to higher levels of economc growth. 

6.4 Recommendations for Further Research 

As each article focused on a hfferent aspect of domestic transport costs and exports, it is 

appropriate to explain recommendations for further research with regard to each article: 

From the comparisons over time (i.e. 1996 and 2001) in article 1, further research 

is required to clarify whether or not the increase in manufacturing exports in the 

band further awal- from the export hub was due to increases in demand and/or 

decreases in transport costs. 

From article 2, hrther research is recommended to investigate the ways in whch  

geography and historical patterns of location may result in regional differences in 

the relative importance of increasing returns and transport costs. 

From article 3, further research is needed to clarifv the relationshp between 

export dversity, openness and foreign direct investment. 

In general, further research has to he conducted to compare South Africa's domestic 

transport costs those of similar emerging market countries (such as Brazil). 


